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ABSTRACT

Generation of Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) Modes

with a Spiral Phase Plate Integrated Laser Source

Edgars Stegenburgs

The objective of this work is to develop a near-infrared laser device capable of

emitting orbital angular momentum (OAM) light. The prototyped device must be

suitable for compact, energy-saving optical communication applications. Integrated

OAM lasers will revolutionize high-capacity data transmission over any telecommuni-

cation network environment, as OAM light can be guided and transmitted through

kilometers of optical fibers and propagated in free space and underwater.

Several methods for generating OAM light employing various complex monolithic

and hybrid integration methods have been demonstrated. In this work, microscale

integrated spiral phase plates (SPPs) are chosen to convert the laser beam output

into an OAM mode. The concept and design fundamentals of SPPs are discussed,

followed by the SPP fabrication process and their implementation in a high-speed

communication setup and then integration with a semiconductor laser.

SPPs are fabricated by a novel direct laser writing that provides the possibility

to rapidly prototype 3D photonic structures via a two-photon polymerization pro-

cess. After fabrication, SPPs are used in a fine-tuned free-space optical experimental

setup that requires high-precision intercomponent alignment to test the high-speed

OAM communication system and analyze the quality of OAM modes, resulting in

high-purity OAM signals at data rates up to 1.8 Gbit/s – limited by the avalanche

photodetector (APD) frequency response. The fabricated 20-µm-diameter SPPs were

the smallest reported in the literature to date for optical characterization.
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A proof-of-concept monolithic light-emitting array, as a highly integrated OAM

laser source, is further proposed for telecommunications and other applications.

SPP-integrated 940-nm vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) array chips

that are relatively low-cost, have a small footprint, and are manufacturable in high

volumes are developed. SPPs with topological charge modulus values from 1 to 3 are

fabricated on the VCSEL arrays, demonstrating OAM modal purities up to ∼ 65 %.

The experimentally evaluated data rates in the OAM setup showed consistently sta-

ble links up to 2.0 Gbit/s with a bit error ratio of ∼ 1.6× 10−8 (APD-limited). The

challenges of SPP-laser integration are summarized, with the conclusion that the

widespread adoption of OAM is limited by the availability of practical integrated

solutions for OAM generation and detection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“ The insight of a classic study on optical orbital angular momentum,

published a quarter-century ago, continues to resonate in new ap-

proaches to structuring, controlling, and leveraging light beams [1]. ”
S. Franke-Arnold and N. Radwell, Light Served with a Twist, 2017

1.1 Motivation

Reports show that video transmission alone accounts for well over a half of the global

internet traffic [3]. Together, only a few of the most popular online video-sharing

platforms contribute to the most part of media-type data sent over the internet. A

well-known fact is that the number of internet users and electronic devices is grow-

ing at an exponential rate. However, with the introduction of the so-called internet

of things (IoT) (and machine-to-machine (M2M) technology), they have surpassed

conventional devices in terms of their amount and expected usage. Although, for ex-

ample, the number of laptops sold annually has reached a plateau and even decreased

since 2011, the number of IoT devices and internet users is growing at an alarming

rate. In the next 5 years, the number of IoT devices using the internet is estimated

to more than double to 75 billion from the current ∼ 30–35 billion devices [4], an

increase of ∼ 130 % on an already overburdened global network. At the same time,

only 0.37 billion laptops were sold globally in the peak year [5]. There is a heavy need

after internet bandwidth increase to address the existing and the expected demand
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for data transmission capacity. This problem, known as the “spectrum crunch,” may

cause connection slowdown, leading to price increases for customers, and can even

cause poor connection quality, e.g., in crowded public places, where a computer or

smartphone cannot connect to a Wi-Fi network owing to too many users. This trend

is clear, as shown by the example in Fig. 1.1 (also, the latest data on global mobile

data traffic and its forecast is available from Ericsson [6]). To understand the upcom-

ing requirements and trends, another fact to consider is that more than half of all

relayed data are now encrypted, proving the growing need for all types of internet

usage and data transmission. In fact, 99 % of the generated data are sent over the

internet. As the IoT carries out its function, the acquired data will inherently require

it to be sent to other nodes for communication and coordination and to data centers,

whether for analyzing specific patterns and behaviors for business purposes or for

computationally intensive tasks.

Figure 1.1: Bandwidth demand exceeding the available spectrum – traffic growth
and spectrum balance of supply and demand [2].
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As of early 2021, approximately 426 submarine cables are in service around the

world that are constantly being maintained and exchanged with new cables as the

previous ones become obsolete [7]. These cables primarily provide access to the whole

internet from one continent to another, carrying practically all data over its high-speed

network. Figure 1.2 shows a stylized global map of the underwater optical cables.

Figure 1.2: Worldwide map of submarine fiber network deployment [7].

To achieve data speed characteristics for current usage, the aggregated data every

nanosecond are multiplexed by means of the following degrees of freedom of light:

• space-division multiplexing (SDM);
• time-division multiplexing (TDM);
• frequency-division multiplexing (FDM);
• polarization-division multiplexing (PDM);
• amplitude/phase-division multiplexing.

Additionally, data can be encoded with digital modulation formats such as quadra-

ture phase-shift keying (QPSK) and M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)

instead of binary on-off keying (OOK) or other traditional formats.
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Just less than three years into operation, the new 6 600-km-long MAREA cable,

jointly owned by Microsoft, Facebook, and Telxius and spanning across the Atlantic

Ocean from Spain to the USA, is capable of carrying 224 Tbps. Nevertheless, to meet

the potential future data transmission needs, the previous records are always being

broken, with faster speeds made possible by faster electronics and more packed, more

densely multiplexed channels. SDM is conventionally implemented with multiple

parallel physical channels, such as multicore fibers or multifiber cables, hence the

name space-division multiplexing, as each channel can operate independently and

theoretically should not affect each other.

A special case of SDM is the orbital angular momentum (OAM) property of light

or electromagnetic (EM) radiation. Rather than using multiple parallel paths, with

OAM, multiple channels can be sent over a single link that otherwise are equal beams,

having the same wavelength and polarization, at the same time. Theoretically, OAM

can scale the transmission capacity of each link by an infinite integer N when using

N different unique OAM modes.

1.2 Orbital Angular Momentum

Although the term orbital angular momentum was already used in the first half of the

20th century, not until 1992 was a light beam with helical phase fronts (optical vortex)

recognized to carry an OAM, discovered by Allen et al. [8]. The concept of optical

vortices was made by Coullet et al. in 1989 [9] but even earlier the analogy was recog-

nized from mechanical fluid theory (see Ref. 2 from [10] and Ref. 16 from [11]). Also,

Heckenberg et al. noted that “helical wavefront structures are associated with a phase

singularity on the beam axis” [12]. Optical vortex light carries ℓℏ OAM per photon,

and it has intertwined helical phase wavefronts (shown in Fig. 1.3) that are character-

ized by an azimuthally varying phase term exp(iℓϕ), where ℓ is an unbounded integer

known as the topological charge or the azimuthal mode index, ϕ is the azimuth angle,
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and ℏ is the reduced Planck constant [8]. The unique properties and characteristics

of OAM beams have attracted considerable attention. OAM structured light beams

have already proven capable of increasing the transmission capacity by several orders

of magnitude. The first proof-of-concept communication experiment was carried out

by Gibson et al. in 2004 [13].

Figure 1.3: Optical vortices with different ℓ (m in the image) depicting how an
OAM beam phase varies in time and spatially rotates around the axis (surfaces of
constant phase) [14].

OAM multiplexing can be combined with wavelength-division multiplexing,

polarization-division multiplexing, and high-order modulation formats, e.g., QPSK

and QAM. OAM multiplexing is attractive for backhaul connectivity as free-space

optical communication backups for optical fiber networks; the existing works have

reported Tbit/s rates and claim up to 1.036 Pbit/s transmission capacities [15].

Why the name OAM? The following are the reasons for the use of the term “OAM”

for helical beams. First, EM radiation carries both energy and momenta. Second, this

momenta may have both linear and angular components. Third, angular momentum

has a spin part associated with polarization and an orbital part associated with the

spatial distribution. The reader is encouraged to consult references [16, 17, 18] for

formal descriptions of optical OAM (and vector light fields in general) and discussions

on the relevant issues, as well as to look at review articles [10, 19, 20] for broader

overview of this research field.
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1.2.1 OAM Modes

OAM can be considered virtual SDM because the essential characteristic does not lie

in forming multiple physical space channels but instead operates in an N -dimensional

virtual space, i.e., OAM modes. Thus, it “scales” the link in addition to physical-SDM

with virtual-SDM in N dimensions. The ability to produce an OAM state ℓ indicates

that a range of OAM states {−ℓ,−ℓ+1, . . . ,−1, 0,+1, . . . , ℓ− 1, ℓ} can be generated.

If N = |ℓ|, then 2N + 1 states are available that, for example, can be used to encode

different data signals in each OAM state.

For OAM carrying beams, modes are usually expressed in the Laguerre-Gaussian

(LG) basis set of orthogonal modes [21]:
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where p ∈ N0 (N0 = N ∪ {0} – all nonnegative integers) is the radial index, ℓ ∈ Z

(Z – all integers) is the azimuthal index, r, ϕ, z are the cylindrical coordinates and

the propagation length, respectively, Cp,ℓ is a normalization constant, ω(z) is the 1/e

radius of the Gaussian term, k is the wavenumber, zR is the Rayleigh range, Lℓ
p is

the associated Laguerre polynomial, and ψ is the Gouy phase shift. exp(iℓϕ) is an

eigenfunction of the OAM operator with eigenvalue ℓ [22].

A set of computed LG modes is shown in Fig. 1.4 for various (p, ℓ) indices. The fun-

damental characteristics of nonzero ℓ LG modes are two degrees of freedom, namely,

the azimuthal index and the radial index (p, ℓ); an annular field intensity profile;

zero on-axis intensity; a helical phase front; and an OAM of ℓℏ per photon. When

(p, ℓ) = (0, 0), the LG mode reduces to a Gaussian beam; hence, a Gaussian beam

is also a special case of LG modes (refer to Fig. 1.3). Note that a specific intensity

profile is not a prerequisite for OAM light but rather its helicity or phase structure.
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Figure 1.4: 35 different LG modes with radial index p = {0, . . . , 4} and azimuthal
index ℓ = {−3, . . . , 4} \ {0} [23].

OAM and LG modes are strictly orthogonal unbounded states (orthogonal – neither

mode interacts with the other, i.e., they do not interfere with each other; unbounded –

an infinite number of modes exists, i.e., no limit exists for ℓ). Also, LG modes occur

as natural states of laser cavities with mirrors having spherical aberration or with

localized defects [22], although such states usually have a net zero OAM emission.

1.2.2 OAM Applications

The scientific literature has reported OAM beams for use in numerous applications, of

which a few are illustrated in Fig. 1.5. These include spatial resolution improvement

in imaging distant astronomical bodies and in microscopy [24, 25]; OAM manifesta-

tion in quantum optics/entanglement [26]; research on OAM light presence from black

holes [27]; gravitational wave detection with reduced thermal noise [28]; microparti-

cle and microrotor manipulation by optical trapping/tweezers [29, 30, 31, 32, 33];

structured surface processing [34]; and many other applications spanning from the

radiofrequency (RF) to visible to X-ray/gamma light spectrum. OAM can also be

harnessed to single photons [35] and OAM exchange between light and matter has
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been experimentally demonstrated even with atoms, i.e., Bose-Einstein condensates

for manipulation of matter and to potentially store and retrieve OAM states from

ultracold atom clouds [36, 37]. A quantum application-oriented OAM review is given

in [38].

Figure 1.5: Some examples of “exotic” OAM applications [24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30].

Moreover, OAM is a potential candidate for the following visible light communica-

tion (VLC) applications to improve aggregate data rates by “unlimited” multiplexing

or for other aspects of VLC (see Fig. 1.6 for examples of VLC usage). Vastly differ-

ent spectrum light is used in free-space communication, underwater wireless optical

communication, optical fiber networks, optical interconnects, network switching and

routing, channel broadcasting, geolocation (also for improving accuracy indoors), and

VLC in RF-sensitive locations.

Related to multiplexing and communication applications, ultrahigh-dimensional

OAM-multiplexing holography has also been demonstrated by use of a metasurface

to address 200 OAM-dependent orthogonal holographic image frames [39]. This can

be useful for OAM-based holographic encryption, i.e., cryptography, and holographic
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video displays. It is interesting to note that the metasurface was fabricated by the

same 3D printer tool used in this work.

Figure 1.6: Illustration of various enterprise domains demanding high-data-rate
wireless communication [40].

1.2.3 OAM Mode Conversion

To generate or detect an OAM mode, one must perform the mode conversion process.

To generate an OAM mode from a Gaussian input or convert one OAM mode into

another, a corresponding topological phase change must be applied through a light-

matter interaction with a physical structure or hologram, as shown in Fig. 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Different approaches to convert a Gaussian beam into an OAM mode:
(a) an SPP; (b) an azimuthal hologram; (c) a fork hologram (|ℓ| = 3 case) [41].
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Because this OAM mode conversion process, in principle, is in agreement with

time-reversal symmetry, the opposite is also true, i.e., conversion of an OAM mode

back into a Gaussian beam or the initial state is possible with the same phase change

but reversed, as illustrated in Fig. 1.8. To achieve the desired outcome, one can be

concerned only about taking into account the correct direction of the beam’s helicity

twist with respect to the phase-changing element orientation.

Figure 1.8: The basic principle of OAM detection – converting an OAM beam into
a Gaussian profile by use of a matching fork hologram. The top part shows the
beam wavefronts, and the bottom shows the intensity profiles. With the correspond-
ing conversion, the detected beam may also be coupled into a standard single-mode
fiber [21].

To detect the topological charge ℓ of an OAM state, modal decomposition must

be performed, which can be conveniently implemented with a spatial light modulator

(SLM) [42]. Determination of the value of ℓ is straightforward if an OAM mode is

converted into a Gaussian-like beam after the applied phase function (refer to Fig. 1.8).

In this case, the topological charge ℓ of the OAM state is equal to −ℓ of the phase

function, i.e., the matching hologram.

Experimentally, in many cases, the observed intensity profiles are not annular (as

shown in Fig. 1.4) but instead have a spiral pattern (see Fig. 1.9). This pattern

is due to the beam’s self-interference of the OAM component with a part of the
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copropagating Gaussian component [43, 44] (a different vortex interference pattern

can also be obtained when an OAM beam interferes with a plane wave at a small

angle, i.e., if both beams are noncollinear [45]).

Figure 1.9: Illustration of optical vortex holograms and the corresponding phase
wavefronts and intensity distributions [44].

Spatial Light Modulator (SLM)

The SLM is a special phase modulator device that can produce spatially varying mod-

ulation, effectively displaying a hologram on its screen. In this work, the HOLOEYE

PLUTO-2 phase-only SLM is used, which consists of a driver unit that connects to

a computer and a phase-only reflective liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) microdisplay,

as shown in Fig. 1.10 (1920× 1080 pixel resolution with 8-µm pixel pitch and 60-Hz

Figure 1.10: HOLOEYE PLUTO-2 phase-only spatial light modulator [46].
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refresh rate). It is addressed via standard graphics cards as a monitor device with

8 bits or 256 shades of gray [46].

Furthermore, in this work, fork holograms are used as the basis for OAM modal

analysis, which are obtained as a result of combining the optical vortex hologram and

grating function (see Fig. 1.11). Fork holograms enable simultaneous OAM mode

conversion and a way to separate multiple copropagating OAM beams in a single

element. Also, in the modal decomposition process the zeroth-order diffraction spot

must be separated from the measurement because, excluding other factors, the SLM’s

imperfect anti-reflection coating and other layers reflect a certain amount of the beam,

which is unmodulated [47], i.e., no effect from the hologram.

Figure 1.11: Fork hologram constituents: formed by combining a chosen optical
vortex hologram and grating function [21].

The utilized holograms in Sections 2.2 and 2.4 are generated using an amplitude

modulation technique described in [48]; examples of these holograms are shown in

Fig. 1.12. A comparison of SLM modulation algorithms is given in [49, 50]. In-depth

description on how to use and tailor various holograms for structured light field manip-

Figure 1.12: Various holograms generated by the amplitude modulation technique
(the bottom row) and the corresponding OAM intensity distributions (the top row)
for different topological charge ℓ values.
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ulation is given in references [51, 52], which also address the complex amplitude/phase

modulation on the most common phase-only SLMs.

Furthermore, complex multifield holograms can be used to generate different OAM

modes from a single Gaussian beam or to demultiplex the different OAM modes, as

shown in Fig. 1.13.

Figure 1.13: A complex hologram that generates from a Gaussian input different
and spatially separated OAM modes in the far field. The separation direction and
amount depend on the hologram’s underlying grating direction and pitch, respectively.

Just as SLMs can be used to create vortex beams, also digital micromirror devices

(DMDs) may equivalently be utilized for this purpose [53], even to create the perfect

vortex beams [54]. Compared to SLMs, DMDs have fast refresh rates (usually a

few kHz but possible up to over 30 kHz [55]) and are insensitive to polarization and

cheaper, however the disadvantage is that these are binary-only devices, i.e., each

pixel has an on and off state only.

For eventual OAM multiplexing applications to be practical, more accessible and

integrable solutions are needed also for the demultiplexing side, which is an equally

important part of an OAM transmission system that separates the multiplexed OAM

modes. Researchers have demonstrated several types of mode sorters and selective

mode detectors for the mentioned purpose. Also, just as mode sorters can be used
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for demultiplexing, they may be used for multiplexing as well. However, from the

standpoint of integrated devices, the mode sorters are mostly rather bulky, as tradi-

tionally they are designed for the free-space regime, where the additional space for

beam propagation helps to improve efficiency and reduce crosstalk. For example, Wen

et al. designed a small three-plane mode sorter with dimensions of ∼ 3× 3× 20 mm3

and demonstrated it in an experiment with 80 independent channels (8 OAM modes

with 10 different wavelengths) that were transmitted through a 50-km ring-core fiber

with good crosstalk results [56]. Their design is based on a recently proposed spiral

transformation method for improved resolution (reduced overlap) OAM sorting [57].

Also, reported are miniature integrated mode sorters with an area of ∼ 60× 60 µm2

(without the mechanical supports) [58]. An important progress has been made by

Zhang et al. for a fully integrated approach, in which they utilized Ω-shaped waveg-

uides for multiplexing and demultiplexing [59]. Other types of mode sorters include

based on whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators [60], photonic integrated cir-

cuits [61, 62], plasmonic structures [63, 64], and other methods, which are not further

reviewed in this work. Numerous experiments and studies have found that very strict

alignment (of beam’s displacement and angular deflection) is needed for optimal per-

formance/operation, for example, see references [65, 66]; this technical challenge can

also be considered a security feature against eavesdropping vortex signals [65].

Common Structure Families for OAM Generation

Different technologies are realized to twist the Gaussian beams from laser sources

to generate OAM light, including SPPs [67, 68, 69], holograms [70, 12], computer-

generated holograms (CGHs) programmed on SLMs [71] or DMDs [72], metamateri-

als [73, 74, 75, 76], q-plates [77, 78], J-plates [79, 80], and p-plates [81] (see also [82],

for example). An explanation of the differences between q-plates (exchanges spin

angular momentum and OAM with a topological charge ℓ = ±2q, the sign depends
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on the direction of the input circular polarization), J-plates (controls total angular

momentum J), and p-plates (additionally controls radial modes p) is given in refer-

ence [83]. There are also S-waveplates, which are structured half-wave plates [84].

For a review on q-plates, see reference [85]. A review on optical vortex generation is

given in [86].

Additionally, a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) with a spiral phase

plate (SPP) [87, 88] and metasurface [89, 90] and a vertical external-cavity surface-

emitting laser (VECSEL) with a metasurface [91, 92] has recently been demonstrated

with OAM integration. A few design examples are shown in Fig. 1.14.

Figure 1.14: A set of inherently passive photonic structures for integrated OAM
generation: SPPs, a metasurface, and ring-shaped waveguides [69, 76, 93, 87, 94].

Other photonic structures include elements in the form of a ring-shaped waveg-

uide utilizing a standard distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) [95] and a microring cavity

utilizing an azimuthal DBR [96] or grating [93, 97] with WGMs. Monolithically inte-

grated distributed feedback (DFB) semiconductor lasers with a microring cavity [98],

microring-based tunable OAM emitters [99, 100], inventive concentric ring-shaped

OAM (de)multiplexers [101, 102], and novel structure (de)multiplexers [103, 104]

have been experimentally demonstrated.
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1.2.4 Detailed Review of Prior Works and Discussion

This section describes in detail the prior work on OAM generation methods from

the miniaturization and fabrication perspective. While many groups have demon-

strated high-quality OAM generating structures (further referred as OAM elements),

vast majority uses electron-beam lithography (EBL) to fabricate the structures that

require nanometer-level resolution, for example, the OAM elements that are based

on metasurface or WGM resonator approaches, and even a number of works have

also used EBL to pattern SPPs. Table 1.1 provides a brief comparison of the main

types of OAM elements used or applicable for OAM generation with a fully integrated

µm-scale device, qualitatively noting the maximum topological charge ℓ that can be

produced with each method and thus implying the inherent OAM generation quality,

and showing the scalability, cost, and complexity/time of each fabrication method

with a reference for an example. Although the best quality OAM beams seem to

be produced by the metasurfaces at a given footprint, followed by WGM resonators,

and then SPPs, overall each structure is significantly impacted on the OAM quality

or maximum order that can be practically achieved with integrated µm-scale active

devices such as VCSELs. Contrarily, with large-diameter OAM elements, also SPPs

Table 1.1: Comparison of basic integrable photonic elements for OAM generation.

No. Structure † Fabrication OAM ℓ Yield/Volume Time Cost Ref.

1 Quantum
Hall Ring 1 EB Lith. ### L *** $$$ [105]

2 Metasurface EB Lith. ### L *** $$$ [106]

3 WGM
Resonator EB Lith. ## L *** $$$ [93]

4 SPP UV Lith. # H-Mass ** $$ [87]
5 SPP 3D Lith. # M-H * $ This

Legend: L – low; M – medium; H – high. More symbols means a larger value.
1 Not demonstrated in an integrated device, i.e., used external optical pumping.
† Waveguides, fibers, and plasmonic structures are not included in the comparison.
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can produce states with extremely high topological charges. So the OAM metric in

the table is somehow more of a vague indicator, for details on the actual works see

this section. The table is also ordered from the most to the least complex design/im-

plementation approach. It is worth noting that all listed approaches except for WGM

resonators function through transmission or reflection of the light, while imposing the

necessary OAM phase/amplitude information, however WGM resonators most often

use waveguides on one end of OAM (de)modulation, which can be considered as an

additional complexity requirement. Of course, the comparison is oriented towards

advantages/disadvantages against SPPs and the 3D-printing fabrication method; it

is not exhaustive due to many possible different combinations of the OAM elements

and fabrication methods but shows the modern trending approaches and lists a refer-

ence for an example. Refer to the following subsections for more information on the

methods and approaches. It is noted in advance that polarization properties/charac-

teristics are not compared in the following overview.

Metasurface-Based Approaches

Vortex elements based on metasurfaces offer very high OAM (and vortex, in general)

and vector beam quality. However, almost all implementations exclusively rely on

EBL, which is very expensive (the tool and fabrication), fairly complex with high

maintenance cost, and very slow fabrication (low throughput); additional problems

manifest as electron scattering in the material. EBL can be considered as an ex-

cellent research-level tool for prototyping, but it is prohibitively costly and slow for

any medium-to-high-volume manufacturing, it barely even can be considered for low

volumes, as it is mostly for sample per sample basis. Technically, for mass manufac-

turing, EBL could be replaced by extreme UV lithography, but in reality that would

happen only if there was mass-scale demand for a specific design/device; the corre-

sponding demand for metasurfaces and microrings included in total is not near the
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levels for such consideration. A practical alternative is nanoimprint lithography, how-

ever it may prove highly difficult to achieve the accuracy needed with an acceptable

yield to replace EBL, especially for metasurfaces; additional complications would arise

from mask alignment with preexisting structures/layouts (as OAM elements require

near-perfect alignment) and integration with active devices.

Metasurfaces have gained a lot traction in the research community, especially ones

made of dielectric materials. It is well known that a metasurface can be designed such

that it even focuses the light at a chosen distance – metasurfaces are a part of the

so-called flat optics. However, as metasurfaces include subwavelength features and

patterns (scatterers), they are prone to strong scattering and interference effects or

diffraction, and differing design approaches are required to accommodate applications

in the near-field or the far-field regime, but at the same time, it is what contributes

to the versatility of metasurfaces, in general, and scattering may be viewed as both

an advantage and disadvantage. Reviews on metasurfaces are given in references [107,

108] and OAM-related references [109, 110].

Although, near-perfect transmission can be achieved in theory, the experimental

results of transmission values are often below 50 %, since a specific design or require-

ments of the structure may prohibit high transmissivity, but some reported works

show more promising results in this regard. On the higher end, for example, Chong

et al. reported transmittance of ∼ 70 % at 1490-nm wavelength to generate an |ℓ| = 1

OAM [111] but did not provide any information on beam purity or if this transmission

value is all inclusive, e.g., whether it includes scattering and propagation losses as the

light field evolves from the surface to the far-field; additionally, the reported trans-

mission is defined relative to the substrate, which is relevant for comparing various

metasurfaces and other structures but obscures understanding of the overall trans-

mittance, moreover the overall efficiency is reduced as some passed through light is

unmodulated. This problem stems widely in the reported works (if any transmis-
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sion/efficiency value is given at all). Capasso’s group reported absolute efficiencies of

∼ 60 % in conversion from a Gaussian to a helical mode for their metasurfaces [112].

In a hybrid metasurface/waveguide-based approach, Wang’s and Cai’s groups used

a superposed holographic fork grating in waveguide configuration to outcouple four

independent OAM modes of topological charges ℓ = ±1 in orthogonal polarizations;

the grating was fabricated also based on EBL [113, 114]. Willner’s group presented

simulation results of a similar device for multiplexing two modes simultaneously, i.e.,

ℓ = 0 and ℓ = ±1 [115]. Xie et al. addressed the narrow bandwidth limitation

inherent to WGM resonators and experimentally demonstrated an ultra-broadband

OAM emitter by using the hybrid approach of the waveguide and inverse-optimized

metasurface design, enabling wide operation bandwidth at the telecom wavelength

range [103]. The tradeoffs, however, were OAM quality, as only the ±1 orders were

realized, and conversion efficiency or the lost optical energy.

An interesting approach was demonstrated with tunable liquid crystals in com-

bination with dielectric metasurface q-plates to generate arbitrary vector vortex

beams [116]. Metasurfaces are also attractive because they provide a direct approach

to multiplex several OAM states together. See more information on other OAM

metasurface implementations in subsection “Laser Cavity-Based Approaches”.

Microring-Based Approaches

Similarly to metasurfaces, also OAM microrings heavily rely on EBL in fabrication,

mainly because of the diffraction grating part of these OAM structures; see the cor-

responding discussion on EBL in the previous subsection.

So far, demonstrations of WGM resonators have been limited to very short trans-

mission distances. On one hand, their integration and coupling to a light source

is nontrivial, complicated, and results in coupling losses (without considering cou-

pling to further guiding mediums, e.g., fibers). On the other hand, WGM resonators
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provide a native and simple approach for on-axis OAM multiplexing due to their ge-

ometry. For example, Zhang et al. demonstrated an OAM multiplexer architecture

based on concentric omega (Ω)-shaped waveguides [102], which has been utilized by

numerous later works by the same group (e.g., see field-programmable gate array

(FPGA) OAM–λ switch in [117]). It should be noted that the generation of different

OAM states or OAM mode tunability of a single ring is achieved by resonance con-

ditions at differing wavelengths [118], which also means that WGM resonators have

an undesired disadvantage – inherently narrow bandwidth. Thus, this type of OAM

tunability that is often reported with WGM resonators does not benefit multiplex-

ing applications, where one needs multiple OAM modes simultaneously at the same

wavelength, otherwise, the traditional wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) can

be used without SDM.

Miao et al. reported a microring WGM laser cavity utilizing an azimuthal DBR to

produce a single-mode OAM vortex [96]. However, the structure is optically pumped

and not “using” electrical injection to generate light, which limits its implementation

in practical applications. Also, they only demonstrated results for topological charge

|ℓ| = 1, i.e., beam profile and interferogram images, and the OAM quality seems to

be relatively poor. Nevertheless, because of the propagation symmetry in “normal”

WGM waveguides, usually the resonating modes are simultaneously excited in both

directions (clockwise and counterclockwise), producing a net zero OAM. Miao and

his team formed an exceptional point by complex refractive index (optical gain-loss

contrast) modulation/engineering to select only a mode propagating in one direction,

thus giving a net OAM emission. This structure and method but without an OAM

(at least not reported) was also demonstrated in [119]. Xiao et al. demonstrated

an integrated multiple OAM emitter based on a single WGM resonator but with a

superimposed grating, however the overall efficiency was only ∼ 4 % [120]. In theory,

the structure is not limited in how many OAM modes may be produced, one only
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needs to design a grating by superimposing each individual grating corresponding the

relevant OAM mode. The main advantage of this design is that each mode emanates

exactly from the same place (ring) leading to a stable phase.

Li et al. fabricated a WGM resonator with an integrated heater, which modu-

lates the relative phase and thus the phase between the two opposite ℓ modes to

rotate the emission pattern of the ±ℓ superposition [121]. Wang et al. reported

a very similar device with two adjustable phase elements [97]. Generation of ra-

dially and azimuthally polarized vortex beams are possible through TE and TM

mode control by modifying the grating implementation on the ring-shaped WGM

resonators [122]. However, the emission efficiency was only 12 % at best and as low

as 5 %, depending on the wavelength and OAM state. Achieving significantly higher

efficiencies is difficult due to the presence of strong scattering and mode coupling. A

different OAM coupling mechanism based on azimuthal waveguides was theoretically

proposed in [123, 100]. However, the OAM quality is affected by the limited number

of azimuthal couplers (limited phase resolution) and scattering/interference effects.

A very similar structure was experimentally demonstrated by Wang et al., they ad-

ditionally fabricated an annular heater on the microring (d = 400 µm) to tune the

WGM resonance order and thus the effective OAM mode for the same wavelength,

achieving a range of 9 OAM modes from ℓ = −4 to +4, however with large power

consumption (∼ 26mW/∆ℓ) [100]. Zhang et al. demonstrated a dynamically tunable

WGM resonator that can emit five different OAM states or fractional OAM states

at a single wavelength (ℓ = −2 · · · + 2) [124, 125]; it was achieved by two special

surrounding control waveguides, which were optically pumped by another laser to

control the emission mode. Yet another implementation was reported by Hayenga et

al. on a III-V semiconductor platform [126].

There are two works demonstrating monolithic semiconductor light emitter inte-

gration with a microring-based resonator related to structured light. Zhang et al.
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used a DFB laser to generate an |ℓ| = 4 optical vortex with high mode purity at

the telecom ∼ 1550-nm wavelength [98]. However, as noted, the OAM quality suffers

from the inhomogeneous light intensity distribution in the WGM resonator because

of scattering and absorption. Additionally, the end-to-end conversion efficiency is

affected by the radiation loss due to the bent waveguide and optical leakage into

the substrate. Despite the fact that the WGM resonator could emit different OAM

modes, it cannot be realized without a wavelength-tunable laser and the integrated

DFB laser is not.

Ma et al. reported a high-speed directly-modulated surface-emitting cylindrical

vector beam laser under electrical pumping [127] (note that it is not a vortex/OAM

laser). They show a promising demonstration for enabling further advances in in-

tegrated vortex/vector beam generation. Reference [127] incorrectly suggests that

VCSELs are not high-speed devices, and, in addition, the reported device had sig-

nificantly higher threshold current (even at a longer emission wavelength) and lower

optical power; although the latter two parameters are highly dependent on the epitax-

ial layer growth and fabrication process quality. But both, VCSELs and the reported

device, are vertically-emitting lasers based on the quantum-well structure, as such

their operation and characteristics are relatively equivalent (if VCSELs were not high-

speed capable devices then the reported device would not be either). The difference

between both is in the azimuthal structure, but significant drawbacks of the reported

device are that it requires EBL for grating fabrication, which enables the laser to emit

vector beams, and that it exhibits strong radial mode presence. However, it will be

an interesting competition between the OAM generation configurations, which type

of integrated device will eventually provide higher overall single OAM mode efficien-

cy/power, as it is also directly dependent on the modal purity, which outright can

also be an independent factor of consideration.

A short review on OAM producing WGM resonators is given in [128].
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Astigmatic Mode-Based Approaches

A lot of attention in OAM beam generation have also received astigmatic laser modes,

more precisely, Hermite-Gaussian (HG) beams. This approach utilizes the inherent

LG–HG mode conversion nature with traditional astigmatic optics, i.e., cylindrical

lenses (or an SLM). For a recent article, see the work by Kotlyar et al. where they

studied the conversion of different types of astigmatic Hermite-Gaussian beams into

higher-order OAM beams [129].

For example, Chua and Otsuka studied high-purity OAM beam generation with

an astigmatic laser cavity [130]. But such an idea of selective OAM beam generation

inside a laser cavity has already been proposed earlier, for example, see works by

Oron et al. [131, 132, 133].

SPP-Based Approaches

A recent work demonstrated a high-quality large-area (10-mm-diameter) SPP for

633-nm wavelength made of fused silica fabricated with a laser-induced microplasma

method, and the fabrication time was only ∼ 7 minutes [134]. Additional fabrication

steps were used to reduce the surface roughness from ∼ 50 to ∼ 25 nm. Oemrawsingh

et al. demonstrated an 8.4-mm-diameter |ℓ| = 3 SPP for 813-nm wavelength manu-

factured based on a molding technique [135]. As mentioned earlier, SPPs have also

been fabricated by EBL, for example, see references [136, 69]. The work by Massari et

al. demonstrated high optical quality SPPs, however only measured OAM intensity

images for topological charges up to |ℓ| = 2 but additionally for radial indices p from

0 to 3 [69]; Cheong et al. only showed intensity images for an |ℓ| = 1 SPP.

Fabrication of a multilevel SPP with standard planar lithography approaches was

introduced by Sueda et al. [137]. To fabricate an SPP with N steps, one needs to

perform log2N lithography cycles or iterations, thus also requiring the same amount of

different exposure masks and their repeated alignment, which can lead to a misaligned
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structure. But most importantly, the available number of steps that can be fabricated

is practically limited, with three masks and cycles just 8 steps are possible, with four

masks only 16 steps, and with five masks 32 steps. It is clear that this approach is

complex, time consuming, resource intensive, and even requires a new set of masks

for any different component layout. Note that with metasurfaces and microresonators

only one mask, exposure, and cycle is needed but another problem is present in those

cases, i.e., the required resolution and available fabrication tools for such resolutions,

as discussed earlier.

Several methods have been proposed for fabrication of 2.5D structures with

grayscale lithography, along with molding/imprinting. One of the methods demon-

strated in fabrication of large high-quality silica SPPs is by a moving-mask technology

with a single exposure; Deng’s group showed good/high quality beams with topolog-

ical charges up to |ℓ| = 20 [138, 139]. The idea of SPP fabrication by means of

grayscale exposure stems already from 1998 [140] and 1992 with half-tone lithogra-

phy [141, 142].

3D DLW is the only approach that provides an option to modify and include addi-

tional components/elements on existing structures without a complicate fabrication

process or mask design, as with DLW the fabrication is done in a single monolithic

step, while the traditional planar lithography would require several masks and lay-

ers and n times the required fabrication processes/steps in the lithography cycle. A

comparative study between DLW and nanoimprint lithography fabrication methods

showed that the DLW method is significantly better for uniform profiles, flatness,

and near vertical edges/faces, additionally, it allows fast and direct prototyping of

2D and complex 3D structures [143]. A broad review and comparison of direct-write

techniques and two-photon polymerization (2PP) fundamentals is given in [144]. Per-

haps the first demonstration of a DLW 3D-printed OAM element was reported by

Knöner et al. in 2007, where they fabricated a 9-µm-diameter |ℓ| = 8 SPP for optical
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trapping [145]; the work does not provide any details on the generated beam character-

istics. A good example of a 3D-printed microscale SPP dense array is reported by Liu

et al., where SPPs with 20-µm diameter and 5-µm spacing are fabricated [146]. The

main disadvantage of DLW is the limited range of available materials/photopolymers,

while for the other fabrication methods this is not a restriction or utilize standard-

ized/common materials.

OAM generation has also been demonstrated with SPPs based on the liquid crystal

technology with just two electrodes [147, 148, 149, 150]. Such SPPs are actually active

devices with dynamically tunable integer or fractional topological charge by applying

electric field (voltage). Rotschild et al. demonstrated a mechanically adjustable SPP,

where the dislocation height or the phase delay is adjusted with a screw by bending

one side of the plate; they showed topological charges up to |ℓ| = 3 and mentioned

OAM generation up to |ℓ| = 11 [151], however the device suffers from worsened OAM

quality due to the raw cut and material mechanics. Harm et al. experimentally

demonstrated an adjustable SPP based on two diffractive elements (SPPs), where

the topological charge is determined by the rotation angle between both elements,

with topological charges up to |ℓ| = 20 [68].

Swartzlander (|ℓ| = 2) [152] and Xie and Zhao (|ℓ| = 4) [153] provided theoretical

analysis of designing an SPP for broadband usage by implementing a doublet of glasses

to correct the “chromatic dispersion”, with bandwidth exceeding 140 nm at 600-nm

wavelength (bandwidth increase from ∼ 10 % to nearly 25 %). Yuan et al. proposed

a radially-adjusted SPP design in use with axicons to produce an equal topological

charge OAM beams across wide wavelength range, demonstrating topological charges

up to |ℓ| = 5 [154]. The latter design is suitable for compensating chromatic dispersion

in OAM spectra, however it suffers from additional optical distortions and strong

presence of higher-order radial modes.

Radial SPPs producing multiring OAM beams or, in other words, LG beams with
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intentional both p and ℓ nonzero indices have been demonstrated and studied by

Romanato’s group [155, 156, 69]. Spiral phase modulation has also been shown by

combining quarter-wave plates and a spatially variable half-wave plate [157, 158, 159].

A recent work published a demonstration of relatively simple phase plates generating

the so-called perfect vortex beams by using a pattern of superimposed spiral and

axicon phases on the plate, topological charges up to |ℓ| = 7 were shown [160]. The

structure design concept of the given method was introduced by Khonina et al., named

“Trochoson” [142]. A similar approach was demonstrated by Sabatyan and Behjat, i.e.,

radially modulated SPPs up to |ℓ| = 4 [161], and up to |ℓ| = 3 by Qin et al. [162]. See

reference [163] for more information on perfect vortex beam generation by holograms

(using an SLM). SPPs have also been proposed in the form of microspheres, which

act as a convex lens and thus focus the generated vortex beam [164].

Work by Wang et al. experimentally demonstrated that multiple SPPs can be used

in a cascaded fashion and double-pass configuration to generate higher topological

charges, they produced good quality OAM modes with topological charges up to

|ℓ| = 28 in free space for the 633-nm wavelength [45]. The conventional SPP design

has only a single staircase (helical surface) for the multiple of 2π phase shift. A

divided-sector-type SPP with multiple staircases was proposed by Moh et al. to

simplify the fabrication of higher topological charge SPPs, allowing an SPP of any

topological charge to be fabricated within |ℓ| = 1 SPP dimensions but providing an

equivalent phase shift [165] (see also references [166, 167, 168]; the phase analogy was

well known early on). Moh et al. refers to this design as a kinoform SPP, or also a

blazed structure, and Khonina et al. to as a sectional SPP [11]. It has the added

benefit of a small material volume compared to conventional high topological charge

SPPs and that with a given number of masks and process steps in planar lithography

the resulting SPP has |ℓ| times the total number of steps. Thus, with layer-by-layer

fabrication this design allows for a much better approximation of an ideal SPP and
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with direct (laser) writing the fabrication throughput is increased by reducing the

writing time due to the smaller volume. The reduced height is also beneficial for

microscale SPPs due to, first, the overall smaller element for integration purposes,

second, better mechanical support stability because of the smaller height and mass,

and third, less likely sidewall interaction with the beam as it propagates through.

However, the optical vortex field diffraction is generally different but equivalent in

an ideal case with thin-element approximation [11]. The downside is that this design

requires significantly higher lateral resolution in the fabrication process, as mentioned

in [169, 139]. It is well known that an OAM beam can split into unitary-charged

vortices due to several reasons. Khonina et al. demonstrated that with sectional

SPPs the vortex intensity profile can decompose into an |ℓ|th-order symmetric petal

configuration of |ℓ| = 1 off-axis vortices due to various types of wavefront distortions,

especially the mismatch of design-|ℓ| versus wavelength, which causes a fractional

(noninteger) topological charge OAM beam generation [11].

A summary of early fabricated large-diameter SPPs until 2006 is given in [170].

Fiber/Waveguide-Based Approaches

This section only briefly introduces a few of the selected works, as many different

OAM implementations for fibers (and waveguides) exist, and falls out of the scope

of this work. For more information, see reviews on OAM transmission in ring core

fibers [171] and helically twisted photonic crystal fibers [172, 173], and the related

references/citations.

Another novel approach in OAM generation is to use a fiber Bragg grating in

reflecting mode, i.e., Li et al. experimentally demonstrated it to generate OAM beams

with topological charges ℓ = ±1 and ℓ = ±2 with ∼ 90 % purity [174]. Also, He et al.

demonstrated near-ideal conversion efficiency to ℓ = ±3 orders with an asymmetric

fiber grating in transmission mode [175]. In addition to grating implementation along
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a fiber, Xie et al. developed an OAM (de)multiplexing fiber by integrating vortex

gratings on both ends of a few-mode fiber to generate two ℓ = ±2 orders from two

different incoming angles of light [104].

Maltese et al. demonstrated a passive AlGaAs adiabatically tapered waveguide

(on both ends) capable of generating |ℓ| = 1 vortices [176]. They designed the

waveguide with mode dispersion to control the relative delay between quasi-TE and

quasi-TM modes, introducing a phase delay of π/2 between both types of modes. How-

ever, the authors also noted that the conversion efficiency was very low. It should

be noted that this structure is very sensitive to the wavelength as well, and direct

observation or measurements of OAM were not made.

Weber et al. demonstrated 3D-printed SPPs on the tip of a fiber with topological

charges up to |ℓ| = 3 [177] and Ding et al. further analyzed the propagation of such a

beam with an |ℓ| = 1 SPP [178]. Yu et al. realized a similar demonstration but with

spiral Fresnel zone plates up to |ℓ| = 2 fabricated by 3D printing [179] and FIB [180]

(see also [161] for design and experiments of this type of plate). Vayalamkuzhi et al.

and Rodrigues Ribeiro et al. demonstrated |ℓ| = 1 SPP and fork grating fabrication

on a fiber tip by FIB [181, 182]. With limited success, SPPs have also been shown

in the form of a simple spherical lens, which can focus light and add an azimuthal

phase to the beam [183].

The recent advent of the 3D printing has also enabled fabrication of more so-

phisticated photonic systems/designs on the tip of a fiber, for example, microoptics

systems and objectives, complex gratings and holograms, photonic structures, waveg-

uides, and resonators that can work as high-sensitivity temperature, acoustic, vapor,

and force sensors [184, 185]; and similarly for on-chip elements [186].
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Plasmonic-Based Approaches

There potentially exists an infinite number of different implementations to structure

light fields with plasmonic approaches via orbital or spin–orbital interactions, for ex-

ample, see demonstrations of plasmonic lattices [187, 188]. Theoretical and numerical

studies [189, 190, 191, 192] and experimental investigations [193, 194] of chiral plas-

monic structures based on Archimedean or Fermat spirals have been reported, also

in a 3D configuration [195]. It is possible to generate OAM beams with even simpler

plasmonic structures, for example, rectangular holes etched in a silver film arranged

in a circle [196].

See the mentioned references and the other given review articles for more infor-

mation on this research field. As plasmonics is inherently a near-field technique using

surface plasmon polaritons in a close vicinity of the material surface, it is generally

not suitable for deterministic far-field applications, where the OAM light needs to be

propagated. Additionally, plasmonic structures strongly suffer from the associated

scattering losses or electric field decay, very low conversion efficiencies, and complex

generated light fields, which highlight the issues with scattering and energy loss.

Lasing Structure-Based Approaches

Sun et al. reported lasing thin film perovskite structures based on an Archimedean

spiral with topological charges up to |ℓ| = 32 [197]. However, those were passive OAM

structures using external optical pumping, and from the results it is not clear how

good is the OAM quality of the generated beams. Additionally, the structures were

defined by using EBL and the lasing was achieved through photon downconversion,

thus the overall efficiency is not high.

A recent development in the OAM field are the studies and experimental demon-

strations of using bound states in the continuum (BICs) to generate vortex beams.

“BICs are intrinsically connected with topological charges, allowing one to generate
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[optical vortices] without any real-space chiral structure” [83]. A review on this topic

and applications for BICs is given in [198]. BIC-based vortex microlasers based on

perovskite metasurfaces have been demonstrated with switching times of ∼ 1–1.5 ps

from a vortex to a regular lasing mode at room temperature [199]. However, it relies

on complex optical pumping that may not be feasible for integrated devices. It should

also be noted that the reported switching time is attributed to the material system;

ultimately the achievable modulation speed would still be determined by the external

modulation capability.

Laser Cavity-Based Approaches

This subsection introduces the selected works where OAM beams are generated within

a free-space solid-state laser cavity with discrete optics. OAM modes generated with

this method often exhibit much higher modal purities due to the selective spatial

gain inside the cavity; and is the only method discussed here that does not involve

OAM elements external to the laser cavity (if one has to consider it as a factor

for integration) but uses discrete optics. For example, Sroor et al. demonstrated

generation of high-purity OAM states with topological charges up to |ℓ| = 100 by a

metasurface plate implemented in an Nd:YAG laser cavity with a second-harmonic

crystal; the metasurface, which they call a J-plate, was fabricated by EBL [80]. A

recent work by Qiao et al. demonstrated OAM generation up to the 288th order from a

solid-state laser with an annular ring pattern on the output mirror; they theoretically

estimate the possibility of generating OAM orders over 1000 with this approach [200].

Zhang et al. analyzed SPP implementation as the reflective mirror of a laser resonator

with an OAM up to |ℓ| = 4, which could ideally produce purities over 97 % of the

lowest four OAM orders [201] (it is worth noting that the penalty on the attainable

optical power levels has not been discussed); another relevant work by Mamuti et

al. showed a similar setting but with SPPs for an external pumping source [202].
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Reviews on such optical vortex lasers and other implementations for mode selection

are given in [203, 204, 205]. These lasers generally are “wavelength-versatile” and

they can directly produce optical vortices from the cavity.

Chen et al. demonstrated tunable OAM emission from an annular beam pumped

Yb:YAG laser with topological charges up to |ℓ| = 14 [206]. However, it was achieved

by tuning the output optical power of the laser in a wide range, which is not desirable

for systems accounting for constant or roughly equal power beams of the different

OAM modes, and in addition, the emission wavelength was highly dependent on the

output power, which would defeat the purpose of using OAM for telecommunication as

an SDM technique. A broader overview of different laser structures/implementations

capable of producing OAM light is given in a review article by Forbes [207].

VCSEL-Based Approaches

Sun et al. showed near-field simulation results of metasurface integration with a single-

mode VCSEL in a conference abstract [90]. Koyama’s group showed experimental

demonstration of VCSEL integration with an open ring-shaped waveguide, reporting

the resulting emission pattern [208] and the same with only a passive structure without

the VCSEL [95]. However, the OAM quality seems to be poor due to the standing

wave interference caused by reflection from the end of the waveguide, as well as due

to the incomplete ring shape and no mechanism that controls the outcoupling of light,

resulting in a partial intensity pattern, which has a high resemblance with a far-field

pattern from a nonlinear (incomplete) SPP [209, 210].

VECSELs and optically pumped VCSEL/VCSEL-like structures are used more

often than VCSELs for “device-level” experiments of OAM beam generation. How-

ever, for OAM case, VECSELs often involve external mode converter optics, they

are optically pumped instead of electrically, and often demonstrate only the lowest

mode orders of spatially structured beams, e.g., LG01, LG10, HG01, HG11, etc. For
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example, Seghilani et al. have demonstrated VECSELs integrated with a metasur-

face [91, 92, 211] with topological charges up to |ℓ| = 4.

De Colstoun et al. in 1994 demonstrated optical vortex generation with a 3×3 mm

|ℓ| = 1 SPP made from PMMA on glass fabricated by EBL, they used an 828-nm

VCSEL as a light source [212]. ℓ = ±1 OAM generation was also shown in a hybrid

VCSEL/VECSEL operation, i.e., with simultaneous electrical and optical pumping

via two methods, first, with a nonconcentric interference of both internal and external

beams (vortex not emitted by the VCSEL), and second, with injection locking of

the initially nondegenerate TEM01 and TEM10 modes from the laser cavity. They

reported an |ℓ| = 1 phase singularity observation from a VCSEL with injection locking

in 1993, noting that “the position of the vortex depends on injection frequency, power,

polarization, and input position” [213]. High-order (split) vortex singularities were

reported by Scheuer and Orenstein in 1999 with broad-area VCSELs by transverse

locking [214]. Also they noted that it was possible due to small frequency spacing

between the cavity modes (almost wavelength-degenerated). Additional information

on this matter is given in a recent study by Jimenez-Garcia [215]. Toda et al. reported

a selective optical feedback to lock a single |ℓ| = 1 OAM mode with an interesting

approach of SLM-based diffraction [216] and with two VCSELs in combination with

additional mode conversion optics [217]. However, this type of reliance on VCSELs for

higher-order transverse mode creation is very limited in which modes can be achieved.

Takiguchi et al. suggested a highly-integrated approach of OAM generation by

integrating a spiral phase modulating layer in surface-emitting lasers between the

cladding layers but have not investigated it further [218, 219]. However, the phase

layer was made as a 2D photonic crystal resonator (see more information in [220]),

which, for the fabrication purposes, is equivalent to a metasurface [221]. Szedlak et

al. reported a surface-emitting ring quantum cascade laser with a gradient index

metamaterial etched into the substrate that can produce ring-shaped beams [222].
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However, the generated beams had many radial modes and measurements whether

the beams carried an OAM were not made.

An interesting experiment was carried out by Bloch’s group, where they fabri-

cated a VECSEL structure in a form of hexagonal benzene-like photonic molecule of

coupled (and physically joint) micropillars and were able to utilize the fine structure

of the spin–orbit coupling for OAM generation, additionally, the OAM chirality (the

sign of the topological charge) was controlled by the circular polarization direction

of the pump beam [223]. In authors’ words: “[the] scheme is based on optically

breaking time-reversal symmetry by spin-polarizing a gain medium with a circularly

polarized [light].” This concept has also been utilized for WGM resonators (and other

structures), for example, see the work by Yu’s group [224].

Many groups have demonstrated a multitude of different approaches to control

the transverse-mode of VCSELs, as it is not only of interest to the OAM field. See,

for example, the recent demonstration by Shao et al. in 2021, where they produced a

dynamic mode filter based on a liquid crystal cell [225]; by tuning the applied voltage

to the cell the modes can be controlled and single-mode or multimode lasing can be

selected. For another relevant example, see the demonstration by Ren et al., i.e., a

passive single-mode filter for a 940-nm VCSEL [226].

The most notable VCSEL demonstrations that show integrated OAM emission are

those by Li et al., Paul et al., and Xie et al. Li et al. made the first demonstration

with optical characterization of VCSELs directly integrated with SPPs of topological

charges up to |ℓ| = 3 [87]. However, they utilized a specialized nanograting layer for

polarization control and single-mode emission, additionally the fabricated SPPs were

patterned by FIB, which is a slow and nonscalable process. Numerical simulations

of these VCSELs were reported by Debernardi et al. [88]. Paul et al. demonstrated

MEMS-tunable VCSEL cavities with a 3D-printed SPP on top for OAM generation

up to |ℓ| = 3, they also provided BER analysis for two simultaneously multiplexed
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channels [227, 228, 229]. However, such a device is highly sensitive to temperature

changes that in turn alters the emission wavelength and the overall efficiency/output

power of the device, which can change significantly. Nevertheless, the device presents

a very good approach in terms of tunability when it is necessary to adjust the emis-

sion wavelength, for example, if the environment temperature changes. They showed

good results of helical phase measurements from their fabricated devices, but modal

decomposition was not performed. Moreover, the MEMS filter consumes a lot of

electrical power because it is based on thermal heating approach, which is not suit-

able for large-scale applications, for example, for use in data centers or massive data

transmission, where the efficiency or consumed power per each bit is critical. Xie et

al. demonstrated metasurface-integrated VCSELs but show only intensity patterns

of modes up to |ℓ| = 2 and another beam’s intensity evolution along the propagation

direction for |ℓ| = 5 [106]. The approach is very versatile in beam shaping but also

this metasurface was patterned by EBL and there are no further experiments/mea-

surements with their fabricated devices.

Until now, none of the works have investigated the various aspects of monolithic

VCSEL array devices for OAM generation. Only works in references [230, 231] men-

tion a concept of a VCSEL array with SPP elements but show only simple simulation

results of the intensity profiles for standalone SPP–VCSELs, and there does not seem

to be any follow-up work. Moreover, reference [231] suggests photonic crystal VC-

SELs, which are of interest for the relevant scientific studies but are less practical

compared to the standard matured VCSEL technology and thus less relevant for

practical applications.

High Topological-Charge OAM Generation

See some of the already mentioned references in previous subsections that reported

high topological charges. Also, extremely high topological charges ℓ have been demon-
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strated with large SPPs – the recent fabrication method that has emerged for this

purpose is direct machining of a metal by a precision (single point) diamond turning

lathe [232, 233, 234]. With a spiral aluminum mirror Campbell et al. successfully

generated OAM orders as high as |ℓ| = 1000 at the wavelength of 532 nm with a

1-inch-diameter SPP (λ = 532 nm; d ≈ 25 mm) in 2012 [233], up to |ℓ| = 5050 in

2013 [232], and up to |ℓ| = 10 010 with a 2-inch SPP (λ = 810 nm; d ≈ 50 mm)

in 2016 [234]; the latter is the largest OAM order ever demonstrated experimentally.

In [234] the authors even achieved quantum entanglement between a photon with

topological charges up to |ℓ| = 10 010 and its spin-associated partner. On the same

note, Fickler et al. showed quantum entanglement with a photon in an OAM super-

position state of opposite topological charges up to ℓ = ±300 created by using an

SLM; they demonstrated an OAM usage for remote sensing/measurement of angular

rotation with |ℓ|-fold increased precision with respect to polarized photons without

OAM [235], i.e., photons that have only spin angular momentum.

Campbell et al. fabricated reflecting SPPs with a clever hybrid stacked/conven-

tional design, for example, an |ℓ| = 1020 SPP consisted of 51 sections and thus each

section was made such that it creates the equivalent phase shift of 20λ instead of 1λ,

while the |ℓ| = 10 000 SPP had 125 80λ sections. Also worth noting, in [234] they

started with a 1-inch Gaussian beam in the input; because of the low mode conversion

purity and poorly defined core of the |ℓ| = 10 000 and other SPPs, the authors opted

for two-step OAM generation. First, they converted the Gaussian beam to an OAM

beam with |ℓ| = 10 by using an SLM, and then applied the high-ℓ SPP to generate the

final beam; that way they were able to omit fabrication of the SPP central-area/core.

Confirmation of the generated topological charges was done by creating a superpo-

sition of the opposite OAM orders to count the corresponding intensity fringes or

lobes.

Although diamond turning already is a well-established technology for diffractive
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optics, it also has a certain-level trade-off, i.e., the center of SPPs and generated

beam phase profiles [233]. On one hand, because the fabrication precision of such

SPPs is limited in the center and because of how lathes work, the central-area is not

very well defined and in turn the OAM generation efficiency is limited for low orders.

On the other hand, as long as central-area imperfections are small compared to the

beam/SPP size, an SPP still can generate high-quality vortex beams. A direct ma-

chining technique like diamond turning lathe offer high-quality and relatively flexible

fabrication of large-diameter (and high-order) SPPs, suitable for high-power applica-

tions, and, as authors note, it is also low cost, simple, and not limited to metals but

even “soft” materials can be used for either transmissive or reflective optics.

It is obvious that the largest attainable topological charge with a realistic SPP or

OAM element depends on the SPP/element and beam sizes relative to the lateral fab-

rication resolution (see this aspect discussed in [236] but for SLMs) and imperfections

such as how well is the SPP/element core resolved, and also aspects like the surface

roughness and the deviation between the designed and fabricated SPP helical profile

relative to the wavelength. In 2005 Sundbeck et al. analyzed the intensity distribu-

tion of high topological charge beams generated by an SLM, up to |ℓ| = 300 [237].

The highest achieved topological charge by an SLM was experimentally demonstrated

by Pinnell et al. in 2020; with a widely-used commercial SLM they were able to pro-

duce OAM beams with topological charges just over |ℓ| = 600 (limited by the screen

resolution and size) by accounting for the optical flatness of the SLM’s screen through

wavefront correction imposed on the hologram [236]. For DMDs, Chen et al. demon-

strated successful creation of beams with topological charges up to |ℓ| = 90 with very

high purity but very low efficiency [54] due to the loss of most of the energy from a

Gaussian beam (i.e., mismatch of the input beam profile and used holograms) and

the typically low diffraction efficiency of DMDs. See also [129] for an additional brief

review on other reported approaches for higher-order OAM generation. Nonetheless,
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these studies are about generation of a single OAM mode; it is also important to find

the limits for multiple OAM mode generation – Rosales-Guzmán et al. demonstrated

multiplexing ∼ 200 modes by a single hologram.

The most recent development in the OAM field has been vortex generation/lasing

based on the photonic quantum Hall effect, Bahari et al. demonstrated topological

charges as large as |ℓ| = 276 [105]. This method requires a separate substrate with

photonic crystal rings bonded onto a magnetic substrate in presence of an external

magnetic field, and the structure is optically pumped with an external laser. The

magnetic field was generated by a solenoid coil but no details of it were given. How-

ever, the limitations were the minimum possible OAM mode that could be generated

(|ℓ|min = 5) and the minimum distance between subsequent OAM modes (∆ℓmin = 9)

due to the feature size of the photonic crystal and the required periodicity, i.e., the

minimum number of unit cells [105].

OAM Communication

The characteristic that any two OAM states with different topological charges are

orthogonal to one another has attracted considerable attention for the eventual use

of multiplexed orthogonal modes of OAM to convey independent data streams to

scale the transmission capacity of optical communication systems by several orders

of magnitude. Indeed, OAM multiplexing is seen as a solution to address future

bandwidth issues and ease the “capacity crunch” [18]. Multiplexed OAM transmission

has not only been demonstrated with specialty fibers, e.g., ring-core fibers [238, 239],

but also with conventional multimode fibers [240, 241]. It is worth noting that even

dense fractional-OAM channels in free space have been demonstrated with topological

charge difference as low as ∆ℓ = 0.2 [242] and down to ∆ℓ = 0.01 in practically

“ideal” system with an SLM, recognizing each mode with a camera by employing a

deep learning model [243].
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Figure 1.15: OAM and polarization-division multiplexed 400 Gbit/s communication
link transmitted through a specialty fiber [256].

OAM multiplexed communication systems have been demonstrated not only in

the optical domain but also at RF frequencies [244, 245] and in underwater wireless

optical communication (UWOC) [246, 247, 248, 249, 250]. An interesting experiment

for the mobility of communication stations was OAM communication with a flying

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), which was used to reflect the beam by a gimbal-

mounted retroreflector; roundtrip distances of up to ∼ 100 m with two OAM modes

carrying a 40-Gbit/s signal were realized [251]. Much longer distance OAM-based

links in free space can be achieved but the beam and signal quality inevitably deteri-

orates, the causes may be atmospheric turbulence effects, system misalignment, and

other effects [252]. However, Krenn et al. were able to demonstrate OAM transmis-

sion over a distance of ∼ 143 km from one island to another [253]. They utilized an

artificial neural network to reduce the high error rate. OAM has even been proposed

for satellite and interplanetary communications [254, 255].

Beyond Tbit/s transmission capacity using OAM together with other multiplexing

methods has been reported over free space and optical fibers [257, 256] (see Fig. 1.15),
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and very high spectral efficiency communication has been reported [258]. Although

the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) method can enhance the bit error ratio

(BER) performance and alleviate some problems [259, 260], the digital signal process-

ing (DSP) methodologies are computationally intensive tasks and therefore may be

unwanted for specific or large-scale systems. For example, Bozinovic et al. reported

a MIMO-free setup [256]. A later work demonstrated the feasibility of a Pbit/s free-

space communication link with a spectral efficiency exceeding 100 bit/s/Hz by using

26 OAM states [15]. Chip-to-chip OAM communication over free space was recently

demonstrated in [94]. Comprehensive reviews on recent advances in free-space OAM

communications are given in [252, 41] and for interconnects in [261].

High-Speed Direct Modulation of VCSELs

VCSEL direct-modulation bandwidth in excess of 20 GHz is very common, for ex-

ample, see reference [262]. Commercially available VCSELs are available with at

least up to 28-GHz bandwidth [263] and VCSELs reported in research articles have

shown bandwidths up to 35 GHz [264] with data rates in excess of 100 Gbit/s [265].

The upper bandwidth of VCSELs is limited due to thermal effects and parasitics,

but much higher bandwidths are possible with additional techniques, e.g., injection

locking, optical loss modulation, and other. Recent comprehensive reviews on ad-

vances in high-speed VCSELs for telecommunication and other applications are given

in [266, 267, 268]. VCSELs are commonly used for optical small form-factor pluggable

(SFP) transceiver modules. Some other applications where VCSELs are used include

3D sensing, illumination, printing, optical interconnects, displays, atomic clocks, Li-

DARs, computer mouses, barcode scanners, etc. VCSELs have become practical

and widely used in consumer electronics, as they have low power consumption, small

footprint, and low cost, in general.
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1.2.5 Outline of the Dissertation

Following the introduction to the orbital angular momentum field, applications, and

the review of state-of-the-art and integrated OAM generation methods, Chapter 2

describes the core concepts, SPP fabrication, and experimental basics required to

perform high-speed OAM communication using a direct modulation-detection scheme.

On this basis, a journal article on using microscale SPPs to generate OAM light

for high-data-rate communication in the infrared regime is published in the IEEE

Communications Magazine. In addition, the fabricated 20-µm-diameter SPPs were

the smallest reported to date for both optical characterization and demonstration in

a data communication setup. Chapter 2 serves as the basis for the next chapters.

Chapter 3 continues the topic of spiral phase plate integration onto a mature, low-

cost, small-footprint, and high-volume production laser source platform, that is, SPP

integration with VCSELs. This chapter starts by defining the advantages of the device

concept and the chosen fabrication method, which is suitable for fabrication per device

basis and is extendable to medium to high production volumes. Then, it summarizes

three types of VCSEL devices that were considered for the further development of the

integrated OAM light source. As a result, the 940-nm VCSEL array chip was chosen

for its technical ability to harness many individual beams if spatially separated or

multiplexed in the OAM domain. An additional measure was applied to provide the

ability to independently control each beam or pixel via electrical connections, namely,

focused ion beam (FIB) milling for separating or “cutting out” individual apertures

from the arrays. The VCSEL array mounting options, electro-optical characterization,

experimental challenges, and usage in a modified experimental setup are discussed in

this chapter. The chapter also contains brief information on designing lenses for beam

collimation from VCSEL dies and data rate evaluation in the OAM decomposition

setup. Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive analysis of the OAM modal decomposition

of selected samples.
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The proposed devices could serve as highly integrated semiconductor OAM laser

sources for telecommunication purposes and many other applications. Chapter 5

discusses future research directions for OAM light sources specific to this dissertation

and a general high-level outlook on the research of OAM-generating devices.
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Chapter 2

Microscale Spiral Phase Plate Demonstration in Free Space

The SPP was introduced in 1992 by Khonina et al. as a “phase rotor filter” (|ℓ| =

1;λ = 630 nm) [141] but was recognized more widely in 1994 after Beijersbergen’s

et al. publication (|ℓ| = 1 . . . 2.5;λ = 633 nm with a temperature-controlled index-

matching fluid and SPP discontinuity height of 0.72 mm per |ℓ|) [67]. The SPP allows

one to generate ring-shaped laser beams with a helical wavefront – the so-called optical

vortex beams, which carry an OAM [8].

SPPs have been proposed and implemented for tracking/maintaining laser beam

alignment [269, 270]. SPPs for applications in microscopy have been extensively

studied by Fürhapter, Ritsch-Marte, et al. It has been shown that an SPP can enhance

the contrast and in theory improve the spatial resolution of a microscope [25], even

with white light illumination [271]. Sample profile (i.e., surface/topography) can be

reconstructed with a single exposure by performing spiral interferometry [272]. Also,

by using an SPP the apparent direction of relief-like “shadows” can be rotated, thus

enabling the reconstruction of the intensity and the phase of the sample [273, 274] (see

these references for more details on this topic). SPPs have been implemented at all

wavelength/frequency ranges, from acoustic to RF to infrared to visible, ultraviolet

to X-ray [275] and Gamma range.
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2.1 Spiral Phase Plate Design and Fabrication

2.1.1 Spiral Phase Plate Design

SPPs essentially are simple structures that introduce a phase shift to the incoming

light by an optical path difference in the medium that increases or decreases rotation-

ally about the optical axis, or in other words, phase elements whose optical thickness

varies rotationally proportional to the azimuth angle. The resulting beam wavefront

is no longer constant but gradually changes, and the constant-phase surface becomes

twisted, i.e., helical in space. Note that SPPs made of materials with a constant

refractive index at the given wavelength usually consist of a planar incident surface

and a helical surface at the other side, which is inverted with respect to the helical

phase front if the speed of light is slower in the SPP than in the medium afterward.

An analog example is a clock with an hourly dial. Assume the hour value reflects

the value of the phase at the same point, which is constant radially with the dial but

increases as the dial rotates until it reaches its maximum value at 12 o’clock, followed

by an abrupt return to the initial value of zero. This OAM phase concept is reflected

in Fig. 2.1.

The helical surface rises linearly with the azimuth ϕ until the periodical phase

Figure 2.1: Spiral phase plate as viewed from the top. The helical surface is dis-
cretized in distinctive steps.
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shift of 2π. The following equation expresses the height difference between the lowest

and highest points on the helical surface per unit of ℓ:

H =
λ

n− n0

, (2.1)

where λ is the wavelength, n is the refractive index of the SPP material, and n0 is the

refractive index of the medium at the helical surface. Visualized 3D design models of

the fabricated SPPs are shown in Fig. 2.2, consisting of four different SPPs with |ℓ|

ranging from 1 to 4 made of 18 equidistant steps. It has been demonstrated that this

amount of steps is more than sufficient for the given |ℓ| range to obtain good OAM

quality [276]. Stepless SPPs were used further in work for the VCSEL integration to

avoid any potential OAM spectrum spread due to stepped SPPs.

Figure 2.2: Designed SPP 3D models with |ℓ| = {1, . . . , 4}, illustrating the fabri-
cated structures, with each helical surface consisting of 18 equal steps.

2.1.2 Spiral Phase Plate Modal Conversion Efficiency

SPP modal efficiency or purity can be defined in several ways. First, one may consider

the transmittance of an SPP, to account for, e.g., absorption, reflection, and scattering

losses. Then, modal purity could be defined with regards to energy dispersion either

in radial index or azimuthal index spectrum, or both. And a total efficiency could
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be given as well in conversion from one to another mode of interest. To limit the

discussion to a reasonable length, only integer topological charge SPPs are considered

with common approximations, without analyzing various possible losses. The modal

conversion efficiency from the fundamental Gaussian mode (TEM00) by a p = 0

SPP/fork hologram (transmissive or reflective) is given by the following equation [277]:

ηpℓ = 2|ℓ|+2 p! (p+ |ℓ|)! γ2
[

p∑
m=0

(−2)m Γ(µ)

m! (p−m)! (|ℓ|+m)! (1 + γ2)µ

]2
, (2.2)

where µ = 1 + m + |ℓ|/2, γ is the beam waist ratio (output vs. input waist), and

Γ represents the gamma function.1 The given equation is valid for SPPs/holograms

with an integer topological charge ℓ (see the given reference for the noninteger case).

Limitations of this equation are that it is valid only for SPPs with an infinite boundary

(no sidewall effect, i.e., the beam size is small compared to the SPP diameter) and that

it is derived based on thin-element approximation (zero optical thickness); otherwise

either a beam propagation algorithm or a full 3D numerical simulation is needed. It

should be noted that an ideal SPP with the correct illumination wavelength does

not produce any LG mode with a non-design azimuthal index but produces multiple

radial modes with differing p indices with the same ℓ index according to the SPP

design, thus SPP-generated beams have a well-defined azimuthal phase. The far-field

output of an SPP/fork hologram is a hypergeometric Gaussian beam [69, 278] but

the higher-order radial modes diverge more quickly than the fundamental mode.

The modal efficiency (not azimuthal purity) or the amount of energy in the fun-

damental azimuthal mode can be easily determined by setting p = 0:

η0ℓ = 2|ℓ|+2 |ℓ|! γ2
[

Γ(µ)

|ℓ|! (1 + γ2)µ

]2
, µ = 1 + |ℓ|/2 . (2.3)

1The equation can be conveniently evaluated on Wolfram Alpha’s website: https://www.wolfram
alpha.com/input/?i=2^(|l|%2B2)p!(p%2B|l|)!g^2[sum ((-2)^m*Gamma(1%2Bm%2B|l|/2))/(m!(p-
m)!(|l|%2Bm)!(1%2Bg^2)^(1%2Bm%2B|l|/2)), m=0..p]^2, p=0, l=2, g=1/sqrt(2%2B1)

https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=2^(|l|%2B2)p!(p%2B|l|)!g^2[sum ((-2)^m*Γ(1%2Bm%2B|l|/2))/(m!(p-m)!(|l|%2Bm)!(1%2Bg^2)^(1%2Bm%2B|l|/2)), m=0..p]^2, p=0, l=2, g=1/sqrt(2%2B1)
https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=2^(|l|%2B2)p!(p%2B|l|)!g^2[sum ((-2)^m*Γ(1%2Bm%2B|l|/2))/(m!(p-m)!(|l|%2Bm)!(1%2Bg^2)^(1%2Bm%2B|l|/2)), m=0..p]^2, p=0, l=2, g=1/sqrt(2%2B1)
https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=2^(|l|%2B2)p!(p%2B|l|)!g^2[sum ((-2)^m*Γ(1%2Bm%2B|l|/2))/(m!(p-m)!(|l|%2Bm)!(1%2Bg^2)^(1%2Bm%2B|l|/2)), m=0..p]^2, p=0, l=2, g=1/sqrt(2%2B1)
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Given that ℓ and p are integers and by using the recurrence relation property of

the gamma function, it can be exactly evaluated by knowing only two function values,

i.e.:
Γ(0.5) =

√
π ; Γ(1) = 1 ;

Γ(µ) = (µ− 1) Γ(µ− 1) , [µ > 0] .

(2.4)

Generalized, this can be rewritten as (at zero the function is undefined)

Γ(µ) = Γ(i)

µ−1∏
n=i

n = Γ(i) · i (i+ 1) . . . (µ− 1) , [0 < i < µ] (2.5)

or for the special case of Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 as

Integers: Γ(µ) = (µ− 1)!

Half-integers: Γ

(
µ+

1

2

)
=

(2µ− 1)!!

2µ
√
π =

(2µ)!

22µµ!

√
π

 [µ ∈ N] . (2.6)

The maximum modal efficiency with regards to the beam waist ratio can be found

by taking the first derivative, i.e., finding the extremum of Eq. 2.2 with p = 0 (Eq. 2.3).

The optimal beam waist ratio is found to be [277]

γ =
1√

|ℓ|+ 1
. (2.7)

Only for ℓ = 0 the ratio is equal to 1, with |ℓ| = 1 it is ∼ 0.71 and with |ℓ| = 3 it

is 0.5. As the topological charge ℓ increases, the optimal beam waist ratio decreases.

Based on this fact, it is intuitive that the efficiency will also decrease with larger ℓ

values, even with the optimal beam waist ratio. However, for many applications it

is not possible or practical to control the beam size in such a manner. Most often

a collimated (or near-collimated) beam is used, for which γ = 1 and thus has lower

modal efficiency. Table 2.1 lists the modal efficiencies for SPPs with |ℓ| = 1 . . . 4. It is

worth to clarify here that in all cases of an integer-ℓ SPP all 100 % of the energy resides
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in the corresponding design-ℓ modes, i.e., the residual energy is dispersed/converted

only into higher radial modes p and not to the other azimuthal modes. If the condition

of an optimal beam waist ratio is met, the conversion efficiency can be as high as 93 %

for an |ℓ| = 1 SPP and 84 % for an |ℓ| = 2 SPP, but for |ℓ| = 11 it is only about

50 % and for |ℓ| = 82 it is 20 % (still higher than for an |ℓ| = 4 SPP with γ = 1 but

γopt ≈ 0.11 at |ℓ| = 82).

Table 2.1: SPP (azimuthal phase screen) modal conversion efficiencies from a Gaus-
sian mode for various topological charges and beam waist ratios (nonradial SPPs).

SPP η0ℓ γ η0ℓ* γopt

|ℓ| = 1 78.5 % 1 93.1 % 0.71
|ℓ| = 2 50.0 % 1 84.4 % 0.58
|ℓ| = 3 29.5 % 1 77.2 % 0.50
|ℓ| = 4 16.7 % 1 71.4 % 0.45
* Optimal γ (beam waist ratio).

Additionally, the modal conversion efficiency is scaled by the following equation

depending on the number of SPP azimuthal steps N , it is obtained by integrating the

OAM phase term or the transmission/reflection operator [277]:

|ΦℓN |2 =
∣∣∣∣−iN2πℓ

[
exp

(
i2πℓ

N

)
− 1

]∣∣∣∣2 , (2.8)

where N is the total number of SPP steps around its axis. As higher topological

charge SPPs require equally more steps for a constant efficiency scaling factor, and

for comparison purposes, it is convenient to normalize or express the number of steps

per ℓ (the absolute value), thus an equivalent substitution Nℓ = N/|ℓ| can be made.

This parameter then can also describe the number of steps per SPP section (if each

section is designed for 2π phase shift).
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The above equation reduces to the following expression2:

|ΦNℓ
|2 = sin2 (π/Nℓ)

(π/Nℓ)
2 = sinc2 (π/Nℓ) , (2.9)

which is a simple sinc function with one parameter. Based on the function’s properties,

it is easy to see that the given scaling factor tends to unity as N approaches infinity

and is equal to 0 at N = 1 (no phase modulation, i.e., there are no steps). As per

the design in Fig. 2.2, using 18 steps per ℓ or 18ℓ total steps results in the scaling

factor equal to ∼ 98.99 %, meaning that only 1 % of the “ideal” efficiency is lost due

to SPP discretization/quantization – the selected amount of steps reaches a very

good approximation of an ideal continuous-profile SPP. Another sinc function can be

expressed for the scaling factor of topological charge mismatch of the fabricated SPP

charge at the corresponding design wavelength (N → ∞) [277]:

|Φ∆ℓ|2 =
∣∣∣∣ −i
2π∆ℓ

[exp (i2π∆ℓ)− 1]

∣∣∣∣2 = sinc2 (π∆ℓ) . (2.10)

From it follows that there can be a mismatch of approximately ∆ℓ = ±0.125 (1/8th

of the range from the design ℓ to ℓ± 1) for 5 % reduction in the scaling factor.

In addition to the above discussion, in reference [277] it was shown that SPPs

still have a very high efficiency scaling factor even for broadband light sources, in

fact, with a bandwidth of 10 % of the central wavelength the loss is only ∼ 0.6 %.

That means the efficiency is practically unaffected for standard semiconductor lasers,

even multimode lasers that have somewhat broad emission spectrum. However, the

beam intensity profiles may turn into complex spatial patterns due to phase shift

difference of each wavelength, moreover, for a realistic scenario with transmissive

SPPs, also phase velocity dispersion (refractive index change with wavelength) must

be considered, along with multiple reflections [279], which may also lead to a nontrivial

2https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=|(-I*N)/(2*pi)*[exp((I*2*pi)/N)-1]|^2

https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=|(-I*N)/(2*pi)*[exp((I*2*pi)/N)-1]|^2
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optical feedback mechanism.

The following quote explains and implies why the efficiency decreases with in-

creasing topological charge: “phase-only [elements] mold only the phase . . . , but [the]

amplitude distribution remains identical to that of the input beam. In other words,

when . . . illuminated with a Gaussian beam, the output in the near field, i.e., right

after passing the [element], will be a Gaussian with an azimuthal phase profile. Since

this is not an eigenmode of free space, nature will correct for the missing amplitude

modulation by creating a superposition of radial p modes upon propagation to the far

field. Thus, these [optical vortex] generators typically produce impure vortex modes

consisting of several concentric rings of intensity” [83]. Because larger topological

charge beams have a larger beam profile ring diameter, there is a greater mismatch

with regards to the Gaussian mode, thus lower conversion efficiency into the funda-

mental azimuthal mode.

In principle, lossless reshaping/conversion of modes is possible with two- or

multiple-step process [280, 281]. See references [277, 155, 67] for additional discus-

sion on SPP modal conversion efficiency and the relevant prior work. See for instance

references [282, 283], how a central-modified SPP/phase mask may suppress higher-

order sidelobes (radial modes) with the additional advantage of avoiding the need to

fabricate a highly-resolved SPP’s center core.

2.1.3 Spiral Phase Plate Fabrication

SPPs are fabricated by the 3D direct laser writing (DLW) tool Nanoscribe Photonic

Pro GT [284], which is shown in Fig. 2.3. It is based on the femtosecond 2PP process,

which enables printing 3D structures at the nano-, micro-, and mesoscales. The 3D

laser lithography tool or printer offers the following advantages:

• 3D design freedom;
• a high degree of automation;
• additive manufacturing and maskless lithography;
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• high-speed microprinting and excellent reproducibility;
• high precision with lateral feature sizes down to 160 nm;
• support for multiple photoresists (PRs) and virtually any substrate.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.3: Nanoscribe Photonic Pro GT 3D printer: (a) an image of the system;
left: a computer and the microscope stage controllers; right: the core laser system;
(b) a simple diagram of the system (CCD: charge-coupled device; AOM: acousto-optic
modulator); (c) the principle of two-photon absorption laser lithography [284].

Nanoscribe Photonic Pro GT is used in a number of works, showcasing its ad-

vanced capabilities. Photonics is just one field of many that have found it useful.

There are myriad of applications enabled by 3D DLW fabrication, the reader is sug-

gested to consult review articles [285, 286, 287] and the application and publica-

tion list provided by the Nanoscribe company [284] (below 100-nm resolutions have

been shown by utilizing the stimulated emission depletion mechanism that allows

diffraction-unlimited exposure dose [288, 286]). Additionally, the following can be

mentioned as an example: advanced micro-optics fabrication by the Nanoscribe 3D

printer, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Direct laser written (DLW): (a) single objective on an optical fiber;
(b) an ultracompact multilens objective array on a CCD sensor [289].

In this work, IP-Dip photoresist (patented by Nanoscribe) is used. Its optical

properties are given in references [290, 291]. An absorption spectrum is measured

in the visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) regions (see Fig. 2.5). Considering the

available laser sources and absorption of this PR, a 980-nm wavelength design was

chosen for the SPPs, and a 940-nm wavelength was later adopted for VCSELs.

In the literature, the smallest standalone SPPs demonstrated in optical character-

Figure 2.5: Absorption spectrum of IP-Dip photoresist in the ∼ 300–1000-nm range.
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ization were 80–40 µm in diameter. Although 5-µm SPPs have been fabricated [292],

3D-printed SPPs have shown encouraging results [292, 177]. See reference [293] for

the fundamentally basic OAM experiment with such 3D-printed SPPs fabricated by

the same tool used in this work; it also shows a stacked SPP design and its simple

realization due to the capability of fabricating complex 3D structures in one step. Fig-

ure 2.6 shows a set of fabricated SPPs with 20- and 40-µm diameters, in accordance

with the designs given in Fig. 2.2. Another group published results on 3D-printed

microscale SPPs with a diameter of 40 µm for a free-space optical characterization

experiment in the same year (2019), having topological charges up to |ℓ| = 3 [294]

and reporting only interference patterns without any quantitative analysis such as

OAM purity measurements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) The first set of 20-µm-diameter SPPs, fabricated directly on a glass
substrate. (b) Another set of 40-µm-diameter SPPs, fabricated with standing legs
and with SPPs elevated from the glass substrate.

Fabrication Details

When starting a new fabrication, power calibration is needed for appropriate dosage

or exposure of the photoresist. This step may also be necessary after changing to
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another substrate, photoresist, or objective. It is done by trial and error with test

structures to find the optimal parameters for the most qualitative features.

The Nanoscribe 3D printer for this work is used in galvo scan mode as opposed

to piezo scan mode due to the speed offered by these two technologies, i.e., the

recommended writing speeds are between 1 000 and 20 000 µm/s for the galvo scan

mode, in contrast to the typical speeds of 25–300 µm/s for the piezo scan mode.

The microscope objective used has high numerical aperture (NA) plan-apochromat

63x/1.40 NA with a working distance (WD) of 360 µm; it is immersed directly in

the PR to achieve higher resolution. In galvo scan mode, the positioning accuracy

and writing area depend on the objective in use, and vignetting and distortion are

not compensated with increasing radial distance, i.e., offset from the center. With

the given objective, the size of the printed structure should not exceed the writing

area of a circle with a diameter of 200 µm (in polar coordinates). In this regard, the

Cartesian coordinates x and y should not exceed ±70 µm. However, the stage can be

moved independently from the aforementioned restriction between each structure. If

needed, larger structures can be “stitched” together with the stage movement but at

the cost of some precision.

After the 2PP exposure, sample development follows. The development time is

approximately 10 minutes for the IP-Dip PR in a beaker with a propylene glycol

methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) developer. Afterward, the sample is put in a second

beaker with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for approximately 2 minutes. Finally, the sample

is blow-dried with dry nitrogen gas. Every sample and SPP is thoroughly investigated

with an optical microscope before measurements to ensure that fabrication has been

successful and that SPPs have good structural quality and no defects present or other

undesired consequences. Owing to the high fabrication resolution, the core of SPPs

is defined quite well, i.e., smaller than at least the wavelength.
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2.2 OAM High-Speed Communication Setup

An experimental setup was designed and built for testing the fabricated microscale

SPPs and the individual components of the setup. The following abbreviations are

used in the images of the setup: LD: laser diode; Col: collimator; HWP: half-wave

plate; Pol: polarizer; SPP: spiral phase plate; SLM: spatial light modulator; CCD:

charge-coupled device detector; APD: avalanche photodetector; Oi: microscope ob-

jective; Li: lens; FL: Fourier lens; Ap: aperture; FM: flip mirror; DCA: digital

communication analyzer; BERT: bit error ratio/rate tester.

The first setup configuration is shown in Fig. 2.7. Optical measurements are car-

ried out to test the incorporation of every component, most notably the SPPs and

SLM. However, the standard plano-convex lenses Li in the beam expander configura-

tion were not capable of providing a sufficiently small spot size to form an image of

the OAM beam from the SPPs, neither were achromatic doublet nor triplet lenses.

Nevertheless, the setup is useful for testing OAM generation using the SLM. First,

phase and amplitude modulation hologram coding issues were solved for the SLM

unit. Then, optical alignment and OAM generation were addressed, which led to the

results shown in Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Schematic of the initial experimental setup, and the SLM-generated
OAM and LG modes, captured by a CMOS camera.

In the next setup configuration shown in Fig. 2.8, the lenses are substituted with

long-working-distance objectives OLi. A half-wave plate and a polarizer are used to

maximize the intensity and match the polarization of the incident light beam with
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the SLM working polarization direction. After rigorous component alignment and

fine-tuning, snapshots of OAM patterns originating from an SPP were recorded with

a red laser and NIR laser light, as shown in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Schematic of the improved experimental setup and OAM spiral intensity
patterns from an SPP with ℓ = −4. The red laser of 630-nm-wavelength light is
used for alignment, and the NIR laser of 980-nm-wavelength light is used for the
characterization of SPPs at their designed wavelength.

The final setup configuration for modal decomposition and communication exper-

iments is reflected in Fig. 2.9. To test the potential of using SPPs in communication

systems, instead of a CCD, an APD synchronized with the laser is used. A pseudo-

random binary sequence non-return-to-zero (NRZ) OOK data stream generated by a

high-performance serial bit error ratio tester (Agilent Technologies J-BERT N4903B)

is used to modulate the laser and analyze the received signal. The light is collected by

a high-speed 1-GHz Si APD (Menlo Systems APD210). Eye diagrams are obtained

Figure 2.9: Schematic of the final experimental setup for modal decomposition and
high-speed data transmission experiments in free space.
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at different data rates by a digital communication analyzer (Agilent Technologies

DCA-J 86100C) with a 50-GHz bandwidth.

2.3 Spatial Light Modulator Calibration

To perform wavefront modulation accurately with a known amount of phase change,

the SLM device needs to be calibrated, as it does not measure or detect the beam

in any way. Under fixed conditions, the SLM will impose a constant phase shift

(discontinuity) pixel by pixel on any beam when considering the absolute path-length

difference. However, the total phase shift in terms of periods or wavelength multiples

will differ when using light sources with different wavelengths by the given wavelength

ratio, e.g., introducing an equivalent phase shift of 1064 nm to laser light with a

1064-nm wavelength will produce a relative phase shift of 1λ or 2π, while the same

phase shift to 532-nm light will result in a 2λ or 4π relative phase shift.

To explain the calibration process, we have to understand how the SLM works

qualitatively. Here, we focus on a phase-only LCoS matrix display SLM, which is the

type of SLM used in this work, i.e., HOLOEYE PLUTO-2-NIR-011 (see Fig. 1.10).

The manufacturer provides calibration files for six wavelengths with different modu-

lation depths, i.e., maximum phase shifts. The calibrated/recommended voltages for

2π and 4π phase shifts are summarized in Fig. 2.10, where the shaded region is for

the one-period phase shift and roughly illustrates the pixel intensity/color on screen

(not the SLM display) – the color at the V(dark) line would be pure black, while that

at the V(bright) line, pure white. As shown, simplistically, the SLM operation can

be reduced to applying different levels of voltage to each pixel to impose a relative

phase shift. In reality, the HOLOEYE PLUTO-2 SLM driver generates only two volt-

ages, i.e., the set minimum and maximum at any given moment. The intermediate

voltages are effectively achieved by utilizing the well-known pulse width modulation

technique, where at a given frequency, the maximum voltage is “turned on” for a
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specific time, while for the remaining time in the period, it is “off” at the minimum

voltage. In other words, the pulse duty cycle determines the effective voltage. This

implementation allows for a simpler driver circuit and a lower product cost.

HOLOEYE PLUTO‑2‑NIR‑011 Voltage Levels
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Figure 2.10: Manufacturer calibration voltage data vs. wavelength for PLUTO-2
SLM and its NIR-011 LCoS display (5:6 sequence configuration, i.e., bit plane).

One may notice that, technically, it should be possible to calibrate the device only

once for the longest wavelength, and then it could be used for any shorter wavelength

to achieve a 2π or larger phase shift. If a 2π phase shift was desired at half the

wavelength, then instead of using the whole available intensity range from black to

white, one would use just half of it, likewise for other wavelengths. However, due to the

digital addressing sequence, the available range is discretized into a limited number of
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steps; moreover, computer displays are inherently digital, usually with an 8-bit depth

that gives a maximum of 256 (28) gray levels, which is also the maximum supported

“input” for the SLM driver used in this work. Internally, the driver interpolates

to ∼ 10 bits (1 024 levels), after which the number of available steps depends on

the addressing sequence, which should be at least as high as that provided by the

computer to avoid accuracy limitations or bottlenecks on the SLM side. Thus, each

wavelength generally requires a separate calibration with a carefully matched voltage

range to make full use of the SLM capabilities, i.e., to obtain the maximum number

of steps.

Based on the supplied calibration data, the first-order linear interpolation estimate

of min/max voltages is shown in Fig. 2.10 for the ∼ 940-nm wavelength light sources in

this work. However, even after the calibration, better quality or smoother modulation

is not automatically guaranteed. The modulation smoothness or quality should be

characterized by phase stability (flicker and jitter), which is dependent primarily on

the selected driver addressing sequence and on the voltages applied to the display.

Lower voltages tend to produce less flicker but at the expense of response time, which

may not be an issue when modifying the voltage slightly and for constant-phase

screens or holograms.

In the interest of time, the manufacturer-provided calibration data or gamma

curves, also known as lookup tables (LUTs), were used for the 1064-nm wavelength

with 1.9π modulation depth (1.9π/2π ∗ 1064 ≈ 1011 nm) to modulate the ∼ 936-nm

light, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The linear-phase-response (see the x-axis) curve for

the 1.9π phase shift is derived directly from the 2.04π-curve, and both are drastically

different from the default applied LUT, which is just a linear map that does not give a

linear response. To produce and not exceed a 2π phase shift for the 936-nm light, the

black-and-white range has to be limited to ∼ 93 % (∼ 936/1011), which means using

8-bit values in the range of 0–236 instead of 0–255. Because this limit still permits
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Figure 2.11: SLM calibration gamma curves (lookup tables) for the 1064-nm wave-
length, and the captured test images for the given points A–D at 936-nm laser light.

more than 90 % of the range, it gives a reasonable compromise without sacrificing

too many distinguishable phase shift levels. The phase steps that are distinguishable

finally depend on the gamma curve and the available LUT entries. Ideally, the slope

should be larger than 1 so that each pixel value maps to a unique LUT value. However,

this not the case here for the most part of the curve. In fact, the named “0–236” range

has 155 unique LUT values, and if the other curve was used for this purpose, there

would be 151 unique values. Room for improvement exists but not up to 255 levels

because the gamma curve shape must be physically restricted to the response of liquid

crystals present in the SLM display, including the driver characteristics. Even the

2.04π-curve has just 186 unique levels. On the other hand, these numbers are still

high for the application of multiplexing and demultiplexing OAM beams.

To verify the above and that the given gamma curves are utilized correctly when

switching to a different wavelength (936 nm) other than the one intended from the

calibration (1064 nm), a short experiment comparing two somewhat abstractly chosen

points on one curve and the corresponding points on the other curve for the same

phase shift (see points A–D in Fig. 2.11) was carried out. As the beam images in the
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figure show, the image pairs match practically perfectly. These images were obtained

with a black-and-white quadrant-type hologram, in which one diagonal was set to

a black color and the other diagonal to the respective gray shade given by points

A–D. Further information on SLMs and a review of calibration methods is given in

reference [295]. In addition, the surface curvature of the SLM display should be

accounted for by wavefront correction for an optimal performance [296, 297, 236],

however it is not implemented in this work; to counteract this issue, the beam size

on the SLM was kept relatively small compared to the screen.

2.4 Microscale Spiral Phase Plate Results

A set of final SPP single-beam interferograms and the corresponding micrographs

with the 3D-rendered counterparts are depicted in Fig. 2.12.

An example of modal decomposition images captured by the CCD camera and

mode purity results is shown in Fig. 2.13, with an SLM azimuthal mode index ranging

Figure 2.12: Microscale SPP characterization: (a) 3D models of SPP structures;
(b) SPPs illuminated by 980-nm-wavelength light; (c) experimentally recorded OAM
intensity patterns; (d) simulation of the spiral intensity patterns [298].
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from |ℓSLM⟩ = −10 to |ℓSLM⟩ = +10. The above were achieved by performing an

optical inner product measurement between the incoming OAM field and an SLM

match filter to verify the purity of the generated OAM modes. Additionally, the

Figure 2.13: Top: modal decomposition of 20-µm SPP with ℓ = +1. Middle: nor-
malized OAM modal purity measurements for different SPPs (i.e., the intensity at a
fixed profile center position acquired by the CCD) in 3D and 2D representation. Bot-
tom: achieved data rates with the corresponding eye diagrams and BER values [298].
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obtained eye diagrams are shown at different data rates with their corresponding

BER values.

A computer graphics (CG) rendering in 3D of the OAM experimental data trans-

mission setup is visualized in Fig. 2.14.

Figure 2.14: 3D rendering of the experimental OAM communication setup; O1 and
O2: 20x/0.42 NA and 50x/0.42 NA objectives, respectively. Beam intensity profiles
are shown at O1, O2, and the APD. The laser diode in conjunction with the collimator
outputs a Gaussian beam at O1; however, the pattern at O2 depends on which SPP
is used, and the pattern at the APD depends on the SLM hologram, which is a
function of the azimuthal mode index. The DCA, BERT, and beam profiles are not
to scale [298].

In summary, photonic structures are proposed that enable building integrated

OAM devices with a small footprint, which is of high interest to many fields, including

free-space optics, optical fiber networks, and on-chip or chip-to-chip communication

via transceivers, where multiple orthogonal modes are used to multiplex independent

data channels to achieve dense network systems. Furthermore, the smallest SPPs

with a 20-µm diameter were demonstrated in a high-speed communication scenario

and for optical characterization [298].
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Chapter 3

Towards Integrated OAM Laser Sources

3.1 VCSEL Types Considered in this Work

The “direct” OAM generation scheme (without special scattering elements), such as

an SPP structure, is preferred for small-footprint device applications with a fixed

OAM mode output that allows near-lossless generation of OAM beams. SPPs are

relatively robust against wavelength mismatch, are easily fabricated by the 3D printer,

and are suitable for prototyping many devices and compact arrays. Though not

necessary in this work, SPPs are also suited for high-power applications. In this

work, VCSEL chips are chosen as the lasers for OAM device integration because of

their versatility, small footprint, low cost, high-volume production, and wide industry-

and consumer-level adoption. The cost of such a device merely consists of the chip

price itself with the time taken to fabricate an SPP, which can be completed in a few

minutes to approximately half an hour, depending on the initial setup/state of the 3D

printer tool, the number of manually executable steps, and the PR development time.

The cost of the PR should be relatively negligible, also since within a single drop

hundreds of microscale SPPs can be fabricated. Custom 3D DLW printers can be

built in a laboratory setting but even the commercial Nanoscribe system costs “only”

a few hundred thousands of U.S. dollars, which is orders of magnitude less compared

to UV lithography and EBL tools, which require several additional expensive tools for

the fabrication process and a high-class cleanroom environment with specialized staff.

Thus, such 3D printers can also be considered a lot more or even readily available for
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setting up new fabrication places in all companies and universities, and does not take

up a lot of space. VCSEL fundamentals, design, and applications can be found in a

textbook reference [299].

3.1.1 850-nm and 940-nm VCSEL Dies

The first type of VCSEL is a high-power 850-nm VCSEL die by Vixar. It is a mul-

timode VCSEL in terms of its spectrum and beam output. The absolute maximum

ratings of this VCSEL die are as follows: continuous wave (CW) current: 25 mA;

reverse voltage: 5 V; optical output power: 12 mW; and root mean square (RMS)

spectral width: 1.5 nm [300]. Its micrograph and characteristic L–I–V curves are

shown in Fig. 3.1. However, after some of the initial characterization tests and owing

to the multimode nature of the VCSEL, the main focus was set on the other type of

VCSEL die. Only with successful results of the latter one is it feasible to exploit the

850-nm VCSEL die for comparison or different purposes.

Figure 3.1: 850-nm VCSEL die micrograph, and manufacturer specification of the
typical L–I–V characteristics [300].

The second type of VCSEL is a quasi-single-mode 940-nm VCSEL (Gaussian beam

shape but multispectral mode) by Vixar, with linearly polarized emission. It is also

designed for high-speed modulation applications, for example, time-of-flight sensing
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and high-spatial-resolution sensing. This VCSEL die features a low divergence angle,

circular beam profile, narrow spectral width, and stable beam divergence emission

over both temperature and current. The absolute maximum ratings of this VCSEL

die are as follows: CW current: 10 mA; reverse voltage: 5 V; optical output power:

3 mW; and RMS spectral width: 1 nm [300]. Its micrograph, characteristic L–I–V

curves, and measured data are shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.2: 940-nm VCSEL die micrograph with the intended SPP position inside
the aperture; manufacturer specification of the typical L–I–V and spectral character-
istics [300]; and measurement data of the VCSEL die with an SPP. Note the indicated
intensity discrepancy in the spectral measurements at 1.3 V, affected by a change in
the direct probing conditions.

In the VCSEL die–SPP fabrication, the following challenges need to be addressed:

device-die size; device submounting; device attachment; the flatness of the die with

respect to the submount; SPP patterning on the VCSEL by DLW; and other chal-

lenges. First, the area of the 940-nm VCSEL die is only ∼ 175×215 µm2, and because

it is a stand-alone die, this sample is difficult to handle. It needs to be attached to an

electrical contact submount with conductive glue, e.g., silver or indium paste, with

a heating process required to solidify the glue. Additionally, no access is available

to the industry-type pick-and-place tools that would support the small size of these

dies. The above facts indirectly imply that the flatness of the die on a submount
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is difficult to ensure. SPP patterning on VCSELs is another fabrication challenge

related to accurate emplacement of an SPP on a VCSEL and the establishment of

SPP structural quality due to the highly reflective and nonplanar surface of the VC-

SELs. Additionally, for good ohmic contact, the devices should be wire-bonded to a

submount. Hence, the wire-bonding process has to be delicate enough not to damage

the VCSEL or deteriorate other aspects of the fabrication but, at the same time, bond

a wire solidly and qualitatively. Figure 3.3 illustrates the first trials and errors and

some of the fabrication challenges.

Figure 3.3: From left to right: 1) unsuccessful SPP fabrication inside the VCSEL
aperture; 2–4) investigation under an SEM: 2) sudden appearance of the residual
polymer from the indium paste; 3–4) after sample cleaning – indium paste particles
blocking the aperture, shadowing the contact pad, and causing an unwanted tilt in
the cross-sectional view.

3.1.2 940-nm VCSEL Array Chip

Another type of 940-nm VCSEL made by Vixar is chosen herein, namely, a new array

die, which is shown in Fig. 3.4. The figure presents the transfer process of the die to

a submount with liquid indium paste, the successful fabrication of multiple SPPs on

the VCSEL array, initial tests of the aperture beam output in the near field, and the

VCSEL electroluminescence (EL) spectra vs. the applied voltage. The full width at

half maximum (FWHM) in this case is ∼ 2 nm, but for the 940-nm VCSEL die, the

FWHM value is even larger than 5 nm.

The far-field intensity distributions of the beam profile are shown in Fig. 3.5. The

calculated full divergence angle of the beam is less than 15° at an electrical current of
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I ∼ 90 mA and less than 20° at I = 300 mA, covering approximately 95 % and 90 %

of the beam, respectively.

Figure 3.4: From left to right: the top row: 1) a new 940-nm VCSEL array die;
2) attaching the die with indium paste (and wire-bonding afterward); 3) multiple
SPP fabrication with |ℓ| = 3; the bottom row: 4) light output from the array without
SPPs (captured by a CMOS camera); 5) EL spectra vs. voltage; 6) light output from
the array with SPPs (captured by a CCD beam profiler).

The first fully successful attempt at VCSEL wire-bonding is presented in Fig. 3.6 –

a total of four aluminum wires wire-bonded to the anode (p) contact pad. The sample

shown is ready for further fabrication.

Figure 3.5: The 940-nm VCSEL array far-field beam profile measurements at dif-
ferent current levels I, and a cropped image of near-field beam profiles from the
apertures, imaged at the sample plane for I = 200 mA.
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Figure 3.6: Micrograph of a 940-nm VCSEL array wire-bonded with four aluminum
wires for testing purposes.

3.2 VCSEL Array Chip Mounting

Handling a bare VCSEL die multiple times often results in physical damage to the

die, especially when doing some level modification work to the die. Not only is there

a risk of damage, but also picking and placing small dies many times is impractical,

time-consuming, and difficult. For these reasons, the VCSEL devices were mounted

onto a submount – a small ceramic printed circuit board (PCB)-like board for optical

semiconductor devices, made from either aluminum nitride (AlN), aluminum oxide or

alumina (Al2O3), or beryllium oxide (BeO), with a gold alloy, e.g., gold tin (AuSn), on

top for patterned electrical contact pads. These materials were chosen for their high

thermal conductivity, dielectric constant, and hardness. A submount additionally

acts as an electrical conductor for contacts and a heat spreader for heat dissipation.

A more detailed description of ceramic submounts is available at https://micropt.

com/blog/2017/07/07/ceramic_substrates/.

Figure 3.7 summarizes the process of mounting a bare VCSEL array die to a

submount. The same process is used for the other types of VCSEL dies. As the

utilized VCSEL dies have the n-contact on the bottom, an electrically conductive

https://micropt.com/blog/2017/07/07/ceramic_substrates/
https://micropt.com/blog/2017/07/07/ceramic_substrates/
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(a) New VCSEL Array (b) Placing on a Submount (c) Wire‑bonded

(d) Rendering Snapshot of the Submount with VCSEL Die

Submount Size: ~ 12 × 9 mm
VCSEL Die Size: ~ 505 × 505 µm

Figure 3.7: The process of attaching a bare VCSEL die to a submount: (a) a
new untouched VCSEL array device still in the “transportation” box; (b) manual die
pick-and-place operation onto a submount with standard tweezers; (c) an image after
wire-bonding of a single wire to the top pad of the VCSEL array; (d) 3D rendering
of the submount and VCSEL array die.

indium paste is used to attach a die to a submount. The indium paste is heat-cured

for three minutes on a hot plate set at 180 °C, during which the liquid polymer

from the paste evaporates and the indium balls melt (melting point: 156.6 °C) and

afterward become a solid layer. If direct contact probing is used, the die is still

susceptible to relatively more likely accidental damage or contact pad “degradation”

over many probing attempts. However, the more significant issue is that the ohmic

contact resistance is quite inconsistent between most probing attempts. To obtain

the least resistance and more consistency, the probes have to be “pushed” into the
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contact pad with a force that is significantly larger than that at which the device

can be tested for operation. Obviously, this increases the damage over time. To

avoid both issues, the top contact pad is wire-bonded to the closest gold strip with a

1-mil Al wire (1 mil = 1/1000 inch = 25.4 µm). Then, the die does not have to be

touched again, and probing can occur on the submount. This is a very robust system

for repetitive testing, the submount can be easily stored away, and the integrity is

unchanged when it is used again.

As good as a wire-bonded device on a submount is, it is still not very suitable

for mounting in horizontal optical setups. Mounting can still be achieved but not

as easily, and probes are often the limiting aspect of how close any other part or

lens/objective can get to the device. For this purpose, two types of custom-designed

PCBs were made, as shown in Fig. 3.8. They were designed to match the shape of

the X-type cage plate LCP02(/M) from Thorlabs. These designs have the following

features:

• a pocket with exact dimensions for the submount;
• copper tracks for one or multiple channels;
• soldered SMA connectors for quick cable connection;
• the same mounting ability in cage systems as with the cage plate;
• an optional cover piece to protect the board from other parts.

The material of the constructed PCBs is the common low-cost FR-4 material,

which, in short, is a combination of fiberglass and epoxy resin. It is not suited for

very high-frequency applications that operate at several GHz. However, from data

communication and network analyzer tests, it does not appear to have an impact in

the low-GHz range, certainly not at 2 or 3 GHz. The copper layer on top of the board

is patterned for the p- and n-contact. The whole board is afterward coated with a

green solder mask to protect the copper from oxidizing, and then SMA connectors

are soldered.

The submount can be glued to the PCB either permanently or temporarily. It can
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Figure 3.8: Two custom-designed PCBs matching the shape of the LCP02(/M) cage
plate from Thorlabs for use in conjunction with the submount and SMA connectors.
A 3D rendering of the second design is shown on the right, with the submount, four
SMA connectors, and a cover piece presented. The finished boards are coated with a
green solder mask to prevent copper layer oxidation (not shown).

also be attached with double-sided tape, which allows easier reuse of the board for

other submounts and devices or the same submount/device if it needs to be removed.

The PCB is designed with a pocket in the middle, in which the submounts fit exactly,

to aid in submount positioning. Additionally, the pocket’s location on the board is

chosen so that the actual light-emitting device or VCSEL will be on the optical axis

of the cage system. When the submount is fixed on the board, it is wire-bonded with

the same 1-mil Al wires to the copper tracks. This solution offers high flexibility and

freedom in device testing, allowing one to choose whichever combination is the most

convenient at every stage of the development process. Finally, the PCB design allows

it to be mounted virtually in any way, as possible for the regular cage plates, and the

larger X-shape offers many more possible mounting combinations with other parts in

a setup than possible with the smaller rectangular cage plate shape. The design can

be adapted to support 16 or even more channels, for example, by making the track

layout symmetric, and to support large heat sinks on the back by creating a hole

instead of a pocket for the submount.
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3.3 VCSEL Array Characterization and FIB Milling

3.3.1 Focused Ion Beam (FIB) Milling

For the purpose of this dissertation’s objective, FIB milling was necessary for the VC-

SEL array devices to separate single VCSEL apertures in their own electrical channel.

The idea is to have independent control of each aperture and possible simultaneous

usage of them as separate data transmitters that combined could establish a multi-

plexed high-speed communication link.

Figure 3.9 shows one of the test VCSEL arrays that underwent multiple FIB

milling stages. The micrograph (a) shows that the SEM electron beam can inflict

(a) VCSEL Array Image (b) Source Meter Off (c) Ap. #3: Lasing

(d) Ap. #1: SM On (e) Ap. #1: Lasing (f) (e) w/o Averaging
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Figure 3.9: A test VCSEL array sample after FIB milling to completely isolate four
apertures. (a) A micrograph of the die. (b–e) Signal-averaged near-field images of
the sample’s light output: (b) when the source meter is turned off; (c) when aperture
#3 is lasing; (d) when the source meter is turned on and connected to aperture #1
but at the lowest current draw; (e) when aperture #1 is lasing. (f) The same as (e)
but without signal (frame) averaging.
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discoloration of the blue oxide aperture windows given sufficient exposure that de-

pends on the electron accelerating voltage and time. Nonetheless, the light output

from all apertures reached the lasing point at the expected current values without too

high a threshold current, but the inner apertures #2 and #3 showed higher threshold

currents. Surprisingly, aperture #1 showed the best results and characteristics after-

ward. Interestingly, the light output remained Gaussian-shaped at relatively higher

currents, which could be explained by the sidewall damage and/or additional loss pro-

file induction symmetrically around the aperture. The images in (b–e) are the result

of signal-averaging 50 frames; the difference with respect to a nonaveraged image can

be seen in subfigure (f).

3.3.2 Electroluminescence Characteristics

Figure 3.10 summarizes the utilized VCSEL array L–I–V (light (output power)–

current–voltage) properties. The left graph shows the pulsed operation minimum–

maximum L–I–V bands for a full VCSEL array over five attempted runs after many

more when the device reached some sort of equilibrium or sufficient burn-in as the
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Figure 3.10: Pulsed L–I–V characteristics of a VCSEL array device, and DC char-
acteristics of another VCSEL array device after aperture separation by FIB milling
(Fig. 3.9).
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I–V line kept getting steeper (lower in the chart) in subsequent runs, sometimes re-

quiring several more runs or a higher applied current to reach the next “state”. In the

end, the results were very consistent, with only a small broadening near the 500 mA

mark, which could be related to the instrument switching current ranges from a lower

to a higher one. The light output power curve is not completely linear but close

enough, especially considering the broad range and the maximum current in this test

(720 mA). The lasing region starts at approximately 60 mA. The pulse duration was

10 µs, and the duty cycle was equal to 1 %. The VCSEL array was operated with

the submount configuration without any special heat sink or thermoelectric cooler

(TEC).

The right graph in Fig. 3.10 shows the minimum–maximum I–V bands under DC

operation for the VCSEL array sample presented in Fig. 3.9, which has undergone

multiple FIB process steps to isolate four apertures into separate channels. Here,

the bands include 20 measurement runs (28 for aperture #3). The outer apertures

#1 and #4 show very consistent results, and the lines come close to the reference

line, which is the measured I–V line from the left graph but with the current values

divided by the total number of apertures in the VCSEL array. The lasing started at

approximately 0.7 mA for these apertures. The inner apertures #2 and #3 showed

high variability in the I–V measurements, suggesting that they may have sustained

significant accumulated damage by the FIB process. These I–V characteristics stayed

more or less the same over a short period but after a month, the two inner apertures

started to degrade in performance, which somewhat accelerated over time.

These data were recorded with a Keithley 2520 pulsed laser diode test system

by using the custom-written MATLAB Script A.1 given in Appendix A, which is

well suited for repetitively running and recording many measurements. The script

can be easily customized for other scenarios and is adaptable to other devices with

general purpose interface bus (GPIB) support. Other Keithley source meter units
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(SMUs or source measure units) could be used with more or less the same set of

instrument commands, e.g., the script was also used with a Keithley 2400 SMU for

result cross-checking and other measurements.
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Figure 3.11: Spectra versus current of the 940-nm VCSEL array. The left plot shows
all data points within a single axis for intensity comparison. The right plot shows the
same data with a separated y-axis for the peak shape and peak shift comparison.

Figure 3.11 shows the recorded spectra of the 940-nm VCSEL array for currents

up to 11.5 mA. Clearly, this VCSEL array is spectrally multimode, and the VCSEL

seemingly enters the lasing mode at ∼ 11 mA, although the actual lasing ramps up

at 50–60 mA for the light output. Whether the VCSEL gain medium already reaches

some level of stimulated photon excitation at this point or whether it is another effect,

for example, spectral filtering by the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), is difficult

to conclude, though the latter seems unlikely, as the wavelength difference is minimal

compared to typical DBR bandwidths. Not shown in the figure, the spectral shape

and position remained practically unchanged at higher currents, at least up to 90 mA,

and the spectra were not observed to change or become altered in any meaningful

way at any stage of the fabrication process, i.e., the spectra were unchanged before

and after all fabrication steps for the tested VCSELs. These spectra were measured

with a portable Ocean Optics USB spectrometer, the sampling interval of which
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was ∼ 0.25 nm; the sampling points are indicated in the left plot. As shown, the

provided resolution is relatively low. For an in-depth analysis, spectra should be

remeasured with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) that provides a much higher

spectral resolution. Nonetheless, these VCSEL array devices were briefly tested with

an OSA. It was observed that all spectra consist of multiple equidistant peaks that

arise from the cavity supported modes by the active layer.

3.3.3 Beam Profile Characteristics

Figure 3.12 summarizes several other beam profile characteristics of the 940-nm VC-

SEL arrays. Subfigures (a1) and (a2) show the same VCSEL array at a high injection

current. These two near-field images are frames captured one after another that high-

light “unstable” flickering or generation of light, as well as the multimode nature of

(a1) VCSEL Array I

(a2) VCSEL Array II

(b1) VCSEL‑SPP Beam

(b2) SPP‑on‑Glass Beam

(c1) Decomposition I

(c2) Decomposition II
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Figure 3.12: Beam images of (a1-a2) the 940-nm VCSEL array (zoomed in on a
subset of apertures) for two subsequently captured frames; (b1) a VCSEL array with
an SPP on top; (b2) an SPP on glass; (c1-c2) OAM decomposition of (b1) at (c1) the
matching SLM hologram and (c2) a largely different ℓ-value hologram.
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this VCSEL device. The higher-order transverse mode emission is quite typical and

characteristic to VCSELs, as also demonstrated in [301], which occurs due to cavity

mode competition that leads to the so-called spatial hole-burning effect, which results

in dynamically changing thermal lensing and gain guiding. Subfigures (b1) and (b2)

show the qualitative difference of the generated OAM beam from a VCSEL array with

an |ℓ| = 3 SPP on top of it and from a fiber-coupled laser with an |ℓ| = 4 SPP on glass,

as demonstrated in Section 2.4. Subfigures (c1) and (c2) show the OAM decomposi-

tion of the (b1) beam when the experimental setup is approximately aligned for the

decomposition: (c1) shows a central intensity spot for the matching SLM hologram,

and (c2) shows near-zero central intensity with a hologram of significantly different

ℓ value. Notably, the setup still needs considerable optimization for the best OAM

decomposition results, as high crosstalk from the closer ℓ-value holograms still exists.

3.4 VCSEL Beam Divergence Measurements and Lens Design

This section describes the attempt to collimate VCSEL-produced light to improve the

generated OAM quality. It is noted that microlens integration with VCSELs and other

optical devices is a field on its own [302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309]. Because

the spectra in Fig. 3.11 suggest high coherency even below the lasing threshold, an

attempt was made to improve the OAM quality when the VCSEL array operates in

a nonlasing regime. Because the OAM quality in terms of decomposition purity was

inferior for nonlasing beams, it was later decided to try to collimate the VCSEL beam

from each aperture before the SPP, as doing so should help to minimize the spherical

wavefront error (SPPs ideally need a plane wave in the input). To design a lens that

would collimate the beam, first, the beam divergence has to be characterized – the

summarized results of a single independent (separated by an FIB) aperture are shown

in Fig. 3.13, which are based on 1/e2 (∼ 13.5 %) beam widths. The reference point is

taken at Z = 0 as the VCSEL surface at the aperture of interest.
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Figure 3.13: Beam divergence measurements: left – with a manual translation stage
(10-µm graduation); right – with a motorized-stage microscope (0.1-µm resolution).

The left plot shows the initial attempt to characterize the divergence. The beam

“apparently” becomes narrower immediately after the VCSEL surface before it ex-

pands; however, this is not possible. One of the plano-convex lenses in the simple

near-field imaging setup was found to cause the relatively large focal plane shift due

to chromatic aberration or the different refractive indices at 936 nm and visible light;

it was used to focus the camera on the sample, hence the shift in the focal plane.

By offsetting the origin to the narrowest part, we obtain the correct measurements.

Additionally, the beam width at the narrowest part matches the diameter of the VC-

SEL aperture, confirming the hypothesis. Because a manual translation stage with

a 10-µm graduation scale (which could introduce large relative errors with the given

value range) was used for this measurement, the measurements were repeated but

utilizing a microscope with a motorized z-axis stage, which provides a readout reso-

lution of 0.1 µm. The measurements acquired at different amounts of applied current

are shown in the right plot of Fig. 3.13. The plot reveals another characteristic of a

nonlasing versus a lasing beam. The beam becomes more collimated at higher cur-

rents until reaching a full lasing operation point, after which it stays mostly constant

(not shown), unless the laser hops in multimode operation, then the beam becomes

wider. The red line indicates a very good match with the previous measurement.
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Figure 3.14 summarizes a ray-traced spherical lens design at the chosen distance

of 40 µm away from the VCSEL surface for collimation. The design is made with

an online ray optics simulator that was initially developed by Yi-Ting Tu in 2016

(available at https://ricktu288.github.io/ray-optics/). After several fabrication trials,

we found that the beam can be collimated for a short distance but is very difficult to

characterize and that the beam can be focused after the lens if the lens is farther away

from the surface. Despite the partial success, in the available time frame, a “better”

beam (at least in a qualitative sense) than one without a lens was not achieved. One

of the reasons is that the beam quality was affected due to the resulting patterning

from 3D printing. In addition, the correct lens height needed to be found through

trial and error by setting a range of z-offsets when printing the lens. The effective

principal plane position of the lens was found to not be at the designed height after
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Figure 3.14: Ray-traced spherical lens design at a height of 40 µm for the measured
beam divergence angle for three light output configurations: (a) a parallel beam and
a diverging lens combination; (b) a single point source at the effective point of origin;
(c) multiple point sources at the effective distance of origin.
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the initial printing attempts. This stage of fabrication requires further meticulous

optimization for good results, as it is a more difficult task than, for example, making

a lens for a photodetector, where basically the only requirement from the lens is to

improve the amount of absorbed light by directing or focusing more of the light into

the active layer and increasing the photocurrent. In this case, the beam quality at the

origin and after the lens is extremely important for the OAM application or spatial

multiplexing.

3.5 OAM Experimental Setup Modification

Figure 3.15 illustrates an example of an ideal double 4f optical imaging system for

OAM decomposition. The three point sources can be conceptualized as either sepa-

rate light sources or a single light source indicating its boundaries (so that the beam

propagation can be better analyzed to see the “subcomponents”). The first lens is

assumed to be an infinity-corrected objective (with 5x magnification in the example).

Then, the second lens produces an inverted image at the focal plane, where an aper-

ture is placed to perform spatial filtering to remove stray light, cut down unwanted

reflections, filter out higher spatial frequencies, or limit the field of view to, for exam-
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Figure 3.15: An example of an ideal double 4f optical imaging system for OAM
decomposition.
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ple, a single VCSEL aperture if multiple ones are visible or interfering. The next lens

recollimates the beam; an SLM is then placed at the focal plane; and the last lens

has its focal plane at the SLM position. Finally, precisely at the focal plane of the

last lens (theoretically), where a noninverted image is formed, OAM decomposition

should be performed, assuming the source is an OAM beam. As seen from the fig-

ure, this exact configuration leads to nondiverging centroids, i.e., the center of each

individual beam or source point stays in the same location at any plane between the

second and third lenses and after the last lens.

In the given example, M1 = f2/f1 = 5 and M2 = f4/f3 = 2, giving a total

magnification of M =M1 ·M2 = 10.

This configuration was used as a basis for the VCSEL–OAM setup – technically,

it requires modification only up to the SPP-on-glass part in the experimental setup

that was introduced in Fig. 2.14.

3.5.1 A Brief Optical Alignment Procedure Description

Because the VCSEL device emits ∼ 940-nm light that is invisible to the human eye

and wavefront-sensitive beams are propagated in the optical setup, one must ensure

that the beam profile and the wavefront are not distorted. First and foremost, this

means aligning the beam to the optical axis as well as possible, including the SLM.

Other aberration mitigating measures include keeping the beam small compared to

the optical elements and correcting for the imperfections of the optical system, e.g.,

counteracting the curvature of the SLM with a hologram (not implemented).

The abovementioned alignment is demonstrated with selected images from the ex-

perimental setup showing a well-aligned beam with the aperture and SLM in Fig. 3.16.

A similar procedure is used to align the other optical parts of the setup while also

ensuring that the beam stays on its original path after every lens so it is not deflected.

Note again that, though not shown in Fig. 3.15, not the 0th-order specular reflection
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Figure 3.16: Beam alignment with respect to (a–b) the aperture at two optical
magnification levels, where the source |ℓ| = 2 SPP can be seen near its focal position;
(c–f) the SLM with different superimposed holograms.

but the ±1 diffraction order is used for OAM decomposition because a relatively large

portion (large in terms of the crosstalk) of the incident light is simply reflected. The

image hologram shown in subfigure (c) is best suited for finding a sharp focus, while

the rest from (d–f) are very helpful for centering the SLM screen to the beam. When

performing the final OAM decomposition, the position or the offset of the hologram

is manually fine-tuned with pixel-level precision from the computer with the in-house

MATLAB script that is used to generate the holograms.

3.6 VCSEL Array Data Rate Evaluation

Figure 3.17 shows pseudorandom binary sequence NRZ OOK eye diagrams for two

data rates. By using a single independent aperture from one of the 940-nm VCSEL

arrays (see Fig. 3.12 (b1) for the beam) in conjunction with the 1-GHz Menlo Systems

APD210 positioned at the detection plane after the SLM, as described in Section 2.2,
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eye diagrams were acquired in accumulation mode with bit error rate measurements.

At a 1.5 Gbit/s data rate, the eye opening is relatively good, with no errors detected

in the data stream – the BER was below the detection limit, i.e., BER < 10−11. At

a 2.0 Gbit/s data rate, the eye opening is severely reduced, but with careful manual

alignment of the sampling point after the J-BERT autoalignment procedure, the

best-obtained BER value was ≈ 1.6 × 10−8, which is still quite low. At data rates

larger than 2 Gbit/s, the BER figure deteriorates drastically. With good alignment,

2.25 Gbit/s can be obtained but with a BER barely below the forward error correction

(FEC) limit of 3.8× 10−3. Hence, the bottleneck in this communication link again is

the APD, for which the 3-dB bandwidth is right at the 1-GHz mark.

(a) (b) (c)1.5 Gbit/s 2.0 Gbit/s Sample Point for (b)

BER < 10‑11 BER ≈ 1.6×10‑8

Figure 3.17: Pseudorandom binary sequence non-return-to-zero (NRZ) on-off key-
ing (OOK) eye diagrams at a data rate of (a) 1.5 Gbit/s and (b) 2.0 Gbit/s. The
corresponding bit error ratios are (a) BER < 10−11 and (b) BER ≈ 1.6×10−8. (c) An
additional manual alignment step of the sampling point for the (b) eye diagram.

As a side note, a distinction between the terms ‘bit error rate’ and ‘bit error

ratio’ should be recognized and used carefully so as not to deviate from the correct

usage in context.1,2 The bit error rate is the error quantity over a given time, for

example, incorrect bits per second (consequently with a unit of b/s), which is the

actual quantity measured by bit error rate/ratio testers. On the other hand, the

BER is an estimated normalized and unitless value, which is calculated by dividing

1Justin Redd, “HFTA-010.0: Physical Layer Performance: Testing the Bit Error Ratio (BER)”,
Maxim Integrated (2004): https://pdfserv.maximintegrated.com/en/an/3419.pdf

2Justin Redd, “Explaining those BER testing mysteries”, Lightwave (2004):
https://www.lightwaveonline.com/home/article/16647704

https://pdfserv.maximintegrated.com/en/an/3419.pdf
https://www.lightwaveonline.com/home/article/16647704
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the bit error rate by the total number of sent bits in the same time unit (e.g., one

second) – equivalent to dividing the bit error rate by the data rate or the number of

errors by the number of sent bits. To summarize:

Bit error rate =
Nerr

t
; Bit error ratio =

Nerr

Ntotal
=

Bit error rate
Ntotal/t

,

where Nerr is the number of incorrect bits, Ntotal is the total number of sent bits, and

t is the measurement time. Note that Ntotal/t is the data rate.

Overwhelmingly, the vast majority uses the incorrect term, that is, the bit error

rate, when referring to BER values.3 This is partially the fault of manufacturers who

are not consistent in their application notes and even their instrument documenta-

tions.4,5

3Martin Rowe, “The difference between BER and BER”, EDN Network (2014):
https://www.edn.com/the-difference-between-ber-and-ber/

4“How Do I Measure the Bit Error Rate (BER) to a Given Confidence Level on the J-BERT
M8020A and the M8040A High-Performance BERT?”, Keysight Technologies (2018):
https://www.keysight.com/main/editorial.jspx?id=1481106

5“Agilent J-BERT N4903B High-Performance Serial BERT User Guide”, Agilent Technologies
(2014): https://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/N4903-91021.pdf

https://www.edn.com/the-difference-between-ber-and-ber/
https://www.keysight.com/main/editorial.jspx?id=1481106
https://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/N4903-91021.pdf
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Chapter 4

VCSEL–SPP Device OAM Characteristics

4.1 VCSEL–SPP Modal Decomposition Selected Results

All of the following presented data are measured for single apertures at a time from

the 940-nm VCSEL array samples. By default, the OAM spectrum (modal decompo-

sition) is measured by utilizing fork-type holograms with an azimuthal index |ℓSLM⟩

(topological charge) ranging from -10 to +10. Additionally, all charts of the OAM

decomposition spectrum indicate the matching peak in red and the estimated OAM

purity as a percentage. The purity is an estimate based on the sum normalized inten-

sity, i.e., every measured/extracted intensity value is divided by the total sum of the

corresponding intensities and not the maximum intensity value, which would set one

of the peaks equal to unity. However, the reported values are not the actual modal

purities in the LG mode set but express those as related to crosstalk levels between

each azimuthal mode for a realistic comparison and experimental demonstration of

the overall system’s performance. The following results are produced by processing

the recorded raw data by the custom Scr. A.3 given in Appendix A. In short, it finds

a singular pixel across a given image (raw) data set that has the highest OAM purity

for the matching hologram/image peak (note that all recorded data is well averaged,

so the results remain consistent with repeated measurements). The main imposed

restriction or criterion is that this pixel has to be at least half the maximum intensity

found in the corresponding match image. More information on structured light modal

analysis with SLMs is available in the tutorial by Forbes et al. [52].
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4.1.1 VCSEL Array with a Lens and an SPP

The highest OAM purity found and measured in the case of both a lens and an

SPP, 3D printed on top of a VCSEL array for multiple apertures, was just 32.7 %, as

shown in Fig. 4.1. The results were similar for the other apertures. Beam images of

the decomposition results were not included due to the low quality in terms of the

expected output, i.e., beam shape recognition. Unfortunately, this sample had poor

collimation by the lenses, and the lens quality (mainly the surface smoothness) is

expected to play some role in lowering the overall goodness of an OAM beam, as was

described earlier.
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Figure 4.1: OAM decomposition spectrum of a VCSEL array with lenses and SPPs.

However, the spectrum shown reveals a common problem that was faced and

usually impossible to avoid. Namely, in addition to the matching peak, another peak

with a very high fractional share of the total intensity relative to the matching peak

exists. In most cases, it is the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 peak, as it is in this instance. This

problem directly arises from the VCSEL–(lens)–SPP outputted beam shape – if it

is not well defined, similar to the “traditional” donut/ring-shaped OAM beams, and

has a residual intensity in the middle of the beam, then it is directly (still through
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diffraction) detected when the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 hologram is on because the decomposition

plane is also the noninverted image plane of the sample, in this case the VCSEL/SPP.

This problem is fairly common for SPP-generated OAM beams, as in the standard

SPP design, nothing blocks or in any way intentionally reduces the intensity of the

unwanted central Gaussian beam part, except for the small helical singularity in the

center of the SPP; however, due to finite fabrication resolution, the SPP core has a

finite width (an ideal SPP eliminates the problem). That said, having light in the

center could as well be due to the lens affecting the beam (see [310] on optical feedback

from extremely short external cavities) and the nonideal VCSEL multimode nature,

which was the most problematic aspect to control.

Aside from improving the fabrication, one solution would be to use modified SPPs

to circumvent the mentioned problem. Another solution could be to discard or not

measure the modal decomposition for the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 hologram. This alternative seems

feasible, as the OAM spectrum and possible ℓ values are theoretically unbounded; thus

removing one constant problematic entry from the whole OAM spectrum should not

affect the purpose of OAM and its applications (e.g., multiplexing), at least signifi-

cantly, unless a specific need for that beam exists. As an additional argument, ℓ = 0

is not even an OAM beam but a generalization of it, which normally is a Gaussian-

type beam. Furthermore, when considering the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 hologram, physically, it

has nothing to do with a Gaussian beam, as with it, the SLM simply “reflects” the

light that reaches the display (with only a grating). However, this action does not in

any way improve the underlying modal purity of the beam, but the purpose, in this

case, is to analyze and try to reduce the effect from the one potentially problematic

mode with high crosstalk.

By dropping the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 peak from calculations in the data presented in

Fig. 4.1, we obtain 43.5 % OAM “purity” for the matching peak, which is moderately

more respectable but nevertheless a good achievement, especially given the exper-
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imental issues described. Even without the above discardment, the quality of the

shown OAM spectrum clearly could be improved with optimized fabrication.

4.1.2 Linearly Polarized Modes from the VCSEL Array

Linearly polarized (LP) modes are a naturally occurring phenomenon in radially

symmetric VCSEL structures and optical fibers. The full-vectorial VCSEL modes

can be approximated as a superposition of quasi-degenerate modes. These are LP

modes [312, 299]. It should be noted that LP modes are not an exact solution to

VCSEL output, however transverse modes of circular-shaped VCSELs can be ap-

proximated by LPl, p modes [311]. The indices l and p are the azimuthal and radial

transverse-mode numbers, respectively – a similar analogy to OAM. LP modes can be

simply viewed as combinations of transverse electric (TE), transverse magnetic (TM),

hybrid EM modes of EH and HE (a linear superposition of TE and TM modes) eigen-

modes. The relation between the traditional (TM, TE, EH, and HE) and LP mode

Figure 4.2: Intensity distribution of the five lowest LP transverse modes [311].
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designations is categorized in [312]. To summarize, the lower order shapes are: LP01

(one of two possible modes from HE11) or L11 (one of four possible modes from TE01,

TM01, or HE21), and LP21 (one of four possible modes from EH11 or HE31). LP01 is the

fundamental mode with a Gaussian intensity distribution. The intensity distribution

of the lower modes are shown in Fig. 4.2.

Although LP modes are defined for weak-guidance approximation (i.e., small trans-

verse index contrast), most VCSELs even with complex refractive index profiles ex-

hibit LP or very similar modes. The cause of these modes in VCSELs, in general, are

due to small unintentional anisotropies or irregularities introduced in the manufactur-

ing process that define “preferred” polarization directions, and it is known that there

is no fundamental polarization selection rule for quantum-well VCSELs [313]. How-

ever, the preference of polarization orientation is found to be relatively weak, which

is dependent on the applied current, its distribution, temperature, stress/strain in

the device, and other factors [313]. Additionally, polarization resolved near-field im-

ages or high-resolution spectral measurements can reveal the presence of two LP

components – a strong component that corresponds to the lasing polarization and a

much weaker component that corresponds to spontaneous emission in the nonlasing

polarization or unpolarized state.

As shown in Fig. 3.12 (a1–a2), the VCSEL array outputs LP modes at high

injection currents. In fact, the simulation results in [225] show exactly this behavior,

i.e., as the electrical current is increased, LP01 mode is the first one that dominates in

the emission, followed by LP11 mode at increased levels of current and LP21 mode at

even higher currents. Although the VCSEL device under these operating conditions

is not very stable in terms of the stability of the intensity output, a few apertures

happen to be more stable in that regard. However, keeping the output the same after

any fabrication step is hardly possible when the “beam internal environment” may

change randomly [313]. However, by chance, one of the VCSEL array samples that
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contained only lenses happened to produce a quasi-stable output from a couple of

apertures with lenses.

Figure 4.3 shows the full “OAM” decomposition analysis for the measured LP11

beam. Starting with the third row of images, CCD-captured modal decomposition

beam images are shown for holograms with negative |ℓSLM⟩ values. The second row is

for positive |ℓSLM⟩ values, and the first row is for the two-state |±ℓSLM⟩ superposition
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Figure 4.3: Modal decomposition of the LP11 VCSEL beam with a lens. Two sets of
decomposition data are shown, with one being the superposition of the corresponding
plus and minus |ℓSLM⟩ holograms. The white scale bar in the first row indicates a
0.5-mm length. The beam images inside the bar charts feature a white pixel that
indicates the selected pixel position for modal purity calculations.
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holograms. Note that the first column is for the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 beams, which are all

equal because the resulting holograms on the SLM display are the same, and that

these beams are very similar to the one that can be seen directly from the sample

without the SLM in between. The superposition beams are very symmetrical, while

the separate nonsuperposed beams are slightly skewed. Below the beam images, the

modal purity bar chart is shown. The matching |±1⟩ peak achieves 95.9 % purity – the

highest achieved in this work. Along with the purity value, the corresponding beam

profile image is shown as a zoomed-in and self-normalized version. Additionally, a

white pixel is shown in the center of this image (which can be seen by zooming

in), marking the position of the chosen pixel for the spectral purity chart data and

calculations, i.e., exactly at this pixel, the purity reaches 95.9 %. As mentioned earlier,

the position of this pixel is found by Scr. A.3. The pixel size of the used CCD camera

is 4.4 × 4.4 µm, whereas the core diameter of a single-mode fiber could be twice as

large, but the comparison of one versus four pixels for purity would be only slightly

different; thus, it was chosen to plot the “highest-resolution” data. The inset of the

bar chart shows the modal spectrum for the nonsuperposition beams, in the same

manner as for the outer spectrum. How the symmetrical spectrum can transform

into the other one with the superposition method is clearly evident. Finally, the

highest total purity was found at a position just one pixel away from the one found in

the superposition scenario, demonstrating how well these independent measurements

were performed and that the source beam is highly centrally symmetric.

Figure 4.4 shows modal decomposition for the measured LP21 beam; the figure

follows the exact same format as the previous one, with the only difference being

the exclusion of the nonsuperposition data, which, from the experimental observa-

tions, had the same relative behavior as that of the LP11 mode. The main reason

for this exclusion is that this beam was significantly more unstable than the LP11

beam; as such, determining the right conditions to have the beam remain stable and
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Figure 4.4: Superposition modal decomposition of the LP21 VCSEL beam with a
lens. The white scale bar in the first row indicates a 0.5-mm length. The beam image
inside the bar chart features a white pixel that indicates the selected pixel position
for modal purity calculations.

unchanged for a few minutes – the time period needed to capture the data – was

challenging. Nevertheless, the averaged intensity measurements for the modal purity

were manually recorded – note that the corresponding pixel location was chosen man-

ually without the MATLAB script. This beam was significantly unstable in terms

of a mode transition to an unspecified intermediate mode, i.e., when observing the

direct beam (see the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 beam), the four lobes kept merging together sideways

into two lobes and then reappearing as four, while if the VCSEL array was on longer

than ∼ 10–15 minutes, the beam tended to stay merged. This shape did not offer

good decomposition results for any hologram combination. Additionally, this mode
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was susceptible to the very smallest perturbations, even the smallest airflow.

Despite the excellent and consistent results, these beams may not carry an az-

imuthal phase shift (see reference [314] for a relevant discussion). LP mode multi-

plexing was reported by many groups employing different techniques, but this work’s

case with the VCSEL array is very limited in producing stable and practically usable

LP modes. Even more so, only one to two observable LP modes were produced by

the array for any sample and at any moment in this work. Nothing suggested that

more modes could be created “spontaneously” by the VCSEL. Moreover, whether the

3D-printed lenses had any significant role in the obtained results could not be con-

cluded. Theoretically, they produce back-reflections and could create some amount

of external optical feedback to the cavity. However, the beam shapes were not likely

affected by this, though note that the produced LP beams were highly symmetric.

Overall, the experiment was unique, but as already mentioned, this “beam environ-

ment” is in part “uncontrollable”, at least without an intentional mode/injection

locking mechanism. Regardless, some prospects could exist if inventive or specialized

techniques were implemented to control and convert the LP modes, for example, the

external feedback VCSEL–SLM system [216] or other approaches of LP–OAM mode

conversion, for example, see [315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321]. Higher-order trans-

verse mode suppression in VCSELs has also been investigated extensively to achieve

single-mode lasing, for example, see [322].

4.1.3 Advanced Analysis of the LP Mode Raw Data Sets

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present custom-tailored methods for OAM (and other modal/spa-

tial) multiplexing and decomposition data sets. Five different methods are introduced

to compare with the raw data. The methods are implemented in custom Scr. A.3 for

OAM decomposition analysis. Note that all of the following procedures are described

as pixel-by-pixel operations.
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Figure 4.5: Modal analysis of the LP11 data set: (a) decomposition beam with
the matching hologram (normalized); (b) median-filtered and (c) offset-adjusted sum
normalization of (a); (d) modal difference between (a) and the sum of the remaining
decomposition images; (e) modal maximum and (f) modal sum of all decomposition
images.

Subfigure (a) shows the experimentally measured but normalized raw data with

the matching hologram (herein, the data will be signal-(frame)-averaged to improve

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)).

Subfigure (b) is (a) normalized by the total sum of all decomposition images, pixel

by pixel. From this image, the maximum value for the OAM purity can be found.

However, the only issue is the noisy floor. Because the CCD camera used effectively

performs background light subtraction (also pixel by pixel), it lifts the noise floor. Af-

ter this, the software can record negative values, which is extremely useful for accurate

beam measurements but poses a problem here. Arbitrarily decreasing the noise floor

by a small amount, compared to the maximum value of the beam, technically works
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but sacrifices the accuracy and purpose of the software’s implemented calibration in

the first place, which is meant to isolate the signal of the beam from the surrounding

environment.

Nevertheless, this approach is used in subfigure (c), where before the sum normal-

ization step, the minimum value is subtracted from all images. Because the minimum

value is negative, in the end, the operation translates to adding its absolute value

so that, as a result, the smallest value found in all images is zero. This can be ab-

stracted to adding a small perturbation to the data to extract the final peak location,

but it can easily be sufficient to actually induce a peak shift compared to the “raw”

normalization in (b).

Therefore, what happens with the noise floor in (b) after the sum normalization?

Normally, any given pixel should not be able to exceed unity. However, in the areas

where no signal exists, with only noise around the zero-value, the sum of all pixels

tends to zero. By dividing a given pixel intensity with a very small value, which is close

to zero, we obtain a very large number. For all the analyzed data sets in this work,

many such “rogue” pixels with values in multiples of tens, hundreds, and sometimes

even thousands were discovered, which is not surprising – one can easily imagine a

scenario in which some pixels would reach values in the millions or even approach

infinity if the sum happened to be precisely zero. Though filtering out extremely

large values with a fixed condition would be easy, the larger issue is those smaller

values, e.g., small multiples of ten and values less than ten. To address this issue, a

3 × 3 neighborhood mask median filter is implemented, which effectively eliminates

the pixels with an abrupt change in value compared to the neighboring pixels by

looking at the difference between the filtered and the original image. The script

then replaces these pixels with the mean value of the remaining 8 pixels around the

“deleted” pixel with a normalized circular type of weighting. Each case may require

a different number of passes/iterations of this filtering step. As observed, for most
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cases, filtering out values that are over six standard deviations off multiple times works

the best, as both parameters make a trade-off between filtering the “bad” values and

filtering “false positives”. The (c) method is a much better choice if the computational

expense is important, but the (b) method is more accurate and produces a sharper

image. However, the latter method can still result in the aforementioned peak shift,

which should be avoided.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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Figure 4.6: Modal analysis of the LP21 data set: (a) decomposition beam with
the matching hologram (normalized); (b) median-filtered and (c) offset-adjusted sum
normalization of (a); (d) modal difference between (a) and the sum of the remaining
decomposition images; (e) modal maximum and (f) modal sum of all decomposition
images.

Subfigure (d) is the total sum of all decomposition images, except the matching

image, subtracted from the matching image; this result is shown with the diverging

colormap type CET-C3. Subfigure (e) shows the maximum value of all decomposition
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images, and subfigure (f) shows the total sum of all decomposition images. All subfig-

ures, except for (d), use the Turbo colormap (for more information, see Appendix B).

All of the data presented in these subfigures are normalized to their own maximum

at the end. To understand the linking between them slightly better, the following

qualitative relations can be drawn (which would be exact without the applied normal-

ization): (b)* = (a)/(f) and (d) = (a)− ((f)− (a)) = 2 · (a)− (f). To add slightly more

quantitative information of the median filtering, Fig. 4.5 (b) was filtered with a six

standard deviation difference over six passes, and Fig. 4.6 (b) was filtered with a six

standard deviation difference over just two passes. The actual method to find the pixel

with the highest modal purity is briefly mentioned at the beginning of Section 4.1 –

it is very fast and comparatively less computationally expensive. Subfigures (b–c)

are intended more for the data evaluation during the data processing to verify that

everything is as expected. However, subfigures (d–f) are very useful for seeing how

well the modal-decomposed beams are aligned between themselves, and if something

is off, the discrepancy can be easily noticed. Of course, for spatial demultiplexing

applications, all images in subfigures (a–f) should be centrally symmetric, with the

highest intensity in the middle to obtain the best results from modal decomposition.

From Fig. 4.5, the LP11 data set is very symmetric and thus has high modal purity.

While the results in Fig. 4.6 also show good symmetry, they are not quite as good or

consistent to the same level, thus exhibiting lower modal purity in this case.

4.1.4 VCSEL Arrays with Spiral Phase Plates

This subsection summarizes some of the results of modal decomposition for VCSEL

arrays with different SPPs, which have been obtained over time.

Figure 4.7 shows manually recorded averaged results for a VCSEL array with

an |ℓ| = 2 SPP. The obtained purity for this older data set is relatively low, only

30.9 %. A couple of factors would help to improve it. First, the averaged intensity
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values were recorded not from a single pixel but over a circular area with a 50-µm

diameter, which is ∼ 11 times longer than the pixel and ∼ 101 times larger in area;

thus, significant overaveraging and thus increased crosstalk may occur – the shape

of the OAM spectrum shown in the figure indirectly suggests that this may be the

case. Second, since then, the experimental setup has been improved, now yielding

better results, as tested for one of the VCSEL samples. Third, the current applied

to the aperture was quite large, which could have led to worse OAM quality due to

the multimode emission from the VCSEL. It may not have had much of an impact

on the final result then, but in an optimized setup and with improved alignment and

measurement techniques, the most suitable operation point could be found.
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Figure 4.7: OAM decomposition spectrum of a VCSEL array with an |ℓ| = 2 SPP.

Figure 4.8 shows a significantly better result than the previous one, namely, 64.5 %

OAM purity with an |ℓ| = 1 SPP. However, in this case, a 50-µm-diameter averaging

circle was also used. Strangely, this sample is the only one that exhibited such regular

crosstalk in the modal decomposition either at all odd or all even azimuthal indices.

Figure 4.9 shows OAM decomposition in two configurations. In the top chart, the

experimental setup is used as normal with all optical elements. In the bottom chart,

the Fourier lens is removed, and the CCD is positioned at a different location, where
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Figure 4.8: OAM decomposition spectrum of a VCSEL array with an |ℓ| = 1 SPP.

the beam is focused to some extent. The digital aperture used for this case is still the

same 50-µm-diameter circle, and the older setup is in use here. The current applied

to the aperture for these measurements was set to 0.71 mA, with the corresponding

voltage at 1.39 V. The reason for testing these two configurations was the developed

hypothesis that, in a way, modal decomposition does not need to be performed strictly

at the supposed focal length distance away from the Fourier lens but rather relatively

close to the location where the beam is most focused. Focusing also occurred without

the final lens due to the position of the other lenses. Under these specific conditions,

we could show such a possibility. However, the modal spectrum spread is smaller

with the Fourier lens present, and a higher relative fraction of the intensity goes to

the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 beam. If this data point was discarded, the modal purity would be

50.4 %.
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Figure 4.9: OAM decomposition spectrum of a VCSEL array with an |ℓ| = 3 SPP:
top – decomposition performed with the Fourier lens after the SLM; bottom – decom-
position performed without the Fourier lens and with an adjusted CCD location.

With the new optimized setup and improved alignment and measurement tech-

niques, the OAM detection quality was significantly improved. Figure 4.10 demon-

strates the “new” measurements for the same sample used in Fig. 4.9. The improve-

ment in the OAM purity is from ∼ 41 % to 62.6 % – an increase of more than 20 %,

which is more than half the previous value. The relatively problematic points of

crosstalk that remain are the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 beam and |ℓSLM⟩ = −6 beam, the presence

of which in the decomposition spectrum depends on the CCD location and, when

the position of the camera is changed, also affects the other intensities. Figure 4.11

provides additional OAM decomposition modal analysis in the same way as described

before for this type of figure. Subfigures (a–c) remain fairly symmetric in this case;

however, subfigures (d–f) show relatively high deviation from the central symmetry,
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Figure 4.10: OAM decomposition of a VCSEL array with an |ℓ| = 3 SPP. The white
scale bar in the second row indicates a 0.2-mm length. The beam image inside the
bar chart features a white pixel that indicates the selected pixel position for modal
purity calculations.

though the position of the central spot remains unchanged. Hence, the larger issue

are the other than the matching hologram beams that distort the symmetry; the

problem causing modal beams can be identified in Fig. 4.10.

The petal-like modes are characteristic to sector-type SPPs, especially to smaller

SPPs with more pronounced diffraction [323]. However, the observed beam profiles

are expected to be caused mainly by the multimode emission/nature of the used VC-

SEL arrays, thus the generated beams are not resembling single azimuthal LG modes
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Figure 4.11: Modal analysis of the Fig. 4.10 data set: (a) decomposition beam with
the matching hologram (normalized); (b) median-filtered and (c) offset-adjusted sum
normalization of (a); (d) modal difference between (a) and the sum of the remaining
decomposition images; (e) modal maximum and (f) modal sum of all decomposition
images.

but possible intensity superpositions/interference (e.g., the profiles could be explained

by two quasi-degenerate VCSEL modes with π/2 phase delay between each other, or

in other words, quasi-coherent emission [324]). Although, the emission mode was con-

trolled by the applied current, several experimental challenges prevented to acquire

good-quality Gaussian profiles, one of those being that in many cases the fundamen-

tal and LP11 mode competition or interaction started already near the threshold

voltage/current levels. The complex intensity pattern appearance can be ascribed

to the nontrivial emission by the VCSEL in terms of the beam/phase profile, polar-

ization, degenerate spectral modes, and divergence angle, in addition to asymmetry

factors, e.g., nonuniform intensity distribution (for example, see [325]) and potential
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small misalignment between the centers of the beam and SPP. Additionally, the fab-

ricated SPPs might be at a slight angle with the VCSEL surface, which, in this case,

should only have a minor effect. More importantly, the complex OAM pattern could

be strongly affected by the SPP size, as the beam propagates it interacts with SPP’s

boundaries, and by the other factors mentioned in Section 2.1.2, i.e., dispersion, mul-

tiple reflections (may cause a coaxial superposition with a coherent background and

split the vortex [165]), and feedback [215].

4.1.5 Digital OAM Modal Decomposition

Another technique used during this work was conceived regarding how to separate

the matching beam from the rest or to perform “deterministic modal decomposition”.

This technique acts as a smart thresholding filter based on the beam shape. The usual

trivial approach would be to implement a constant intensity threshold level, or a level

at a certain percentage from the maximum signal, that cuts off everything below. In

effect, it would act as a digital switch, the state of which could be either on or off.

The alternative is shown in Fig. 4.12 for the same VCSEL aperture as in Fig. 4.10.

Even with worse overall OAM purity, it manages to cut the crosstalk well, except

again for the |ℓSLM⟩ = 0 case, which could be omitted, thus giving 100 % distinction

(not purity) between the matching hologram and the other holograms. It effectively

becomes a quasi-digital system but can still act differently based on the beam shape

because it physically remains analog-like with the CCD sensor. It is fast and easy to

set up, as only two requirements must be met:

• to limit the camera region of interest (ROI) to the greater central part of the
beam;

• to turn on the autoexposure.

Obviously, everything depends on the algorithm of the autoexposure function,

but this scenario is possible and is demonstrated. This technique can be suitable for
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Figure 4.12: OAM modal decomposition of a VCSEL array with an |ℓ| = 3 SPP.
Two sets of decomposition data are shown: top – normal, with constant exposure
and calibration; bottom – dynamic, with autoexposure enabled. The white scale bar
in the second row indicates a 0.5-mm length, and the scale bar in the fourth row
indicates a 0.1-mm length. The beam images inside the bar charts feature a white
pixel that indicates the selected pixel position for modal purity calculations.
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certain scenarios and applications. The reason why the autoexposure function “cuts”

into the beam in that manner is because the ROI is set to that small area, as the

function tries to eliminate the background when, in fact, it is all a beam. Then, after

changing the hologram on the SLM, the camera would, in turn, see a different beam

and adjust the autoexposure accordingly.

Figure 4.13 provides a modal analysis of the first data set in Fig. 4.12. It is quite

similar to Fig. 4.11, but the symmetry or the intensity distribution in subfigures (d–f)

is slightly better in this case due to differing alignment, although the purity is lower.
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Figure 4.13: Modal analysis of the Fig. 4.12 data set: (a) decomposition beam with
the matching hologram (normalized); (b) median-filtered and (c) offset-adjusted sum
normalization of (a); (d) modal difference between (a) and the sum of the remaining
decomposition images; (e) modal maximum and (f) modal sum of all decomposition
images.
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4.2 Summary of Contributions

A laser device capable of emitting OAM light is developed. As a prototype device, it

is compact, i.e., small footprint, low cost, physically suitable for research in optical

communication and other fields, and directly manufacturable at high volumes. This

work is the first experimental demonstration of a monolithic VCSEL array and one of

the few demonstrations of a VCSEL device as an integrated source of orbital angular

momentum light. OAM generation was performed with microscale SPPs fabricated

by a widely-used 3D DLW system that are amongst the smallest SPPs fabricated to

date, especially those used in a free-space characterization setup, and in this work were

used for high-speed optical communication. Also, this work is a part of a narrower

collection of OAM research that focuses on OAM generation and integration at the

device level with electrically pumped laser sources such as VCSELs.

A versatile mounting system for surface-emitting or light-absorbing devices was

designed and built into practice. It was the key to providing a practical solution to

test many VCSEL chips over frequent iterations of fabrication successfully. Numerous

unsuccessful fabrication and measurement attempts led to better-established proce-

dures, methods, and measurements and to higher consistency. OAM modal purities,

in terms of channel crosstalk, up to ∼ 65 % were reported, and direct-modulation data

rate tests showed stable links up to 2.0 Gbit/s with a BER of ∼ 1.6×10−8, which were

APD-limited. The integrated VCSEL and SPP implementation is directly applicable

to ultrahigh bandwidth VCSELs.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

5.1 Summary

In conclusion, lasers capable of emitting OAM carrying light beams have been de-

veloped for low-cost and small-footprint optical communication applications. Mono-

lithic VCSEL arrays with OAM modes were demonstrated for the first time with

cost-effective and rapid fabrication/prototyping of integrated and standalone SPPs.

Microscale SPPs were printed directly on the VCSEL arrays, and OAM–VCSEL de-

vice testing and characterization was performed. This work verified OAM modes,

measured their purity, tested the performance of communication links incorporating

one SPP and maintained high transmission capacity with the minimum BER using a

direct modulation-detection scheme. This work paves the way towards cost-effective

and high-speed OAM transmission systems based on surface-emitting laser arrays,

but further experimental work is needed to achieve optimal results. Integration of

OAM generation capability with VCSELs will play a fundamental role in the deploy-

ment of OAM communication systems. OAM-based light sources will undoubtedly

find potential applications in not only classical optical telecommunication but also

quantum information systems.

The practical deployment of OAM in optical communication networks requires

developing laser sources with integrated OAM generation capability for widespread

adoption and for adoption by large-scale systems such as data centers. The current

work explores semiconductor laser integration with a vortex beam converting element
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directly on a VCSEL. Relatively high OAM purities were shown, with possible high-

speed VCSEL modulation in the Gbit/s range. Because the OAM beam converting

element is fabricated directly on a mature VCSEL platform, this device technology

is highly scalable. These small-footprint and low-cost OAM devices can serve as the

key component for ultrahigh capacity data centers. They could also be a valuable

tool and impact quantum optics, imaging systems, and many other fields.

This work signifies a few of the inherent experimental challenges associated with

integrated orbital angular momentum light sources in the scalable medium- to high-

volume manufacturing of low-cost vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser devices with

OAM capability, where VCSELs can support a wide variety of applications requiring

low- to relatively high-power laser light. The transmission of OAM modes is still far

from early adoption in the industry; the design and fabrication of OAM devices and

optical fibers are highly challenging; integrated components, as well as fibers suited for

OAM devices, are needed for broader adoption of OAM; and a better understanding

of mode conversion properties in microscale SPPs integrated with a multimode laser

source is necessary to curtail the origins of the complex beam profiles, mode coupling,

and crosstalk mechanisms/behavior.

5.2 Future Research Work

The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in many directions, starting

from improving the OAM quality from miniature laser sources such as VCSELs and

leading to application development for OAM light sources.

Future work goals and tasks primarily would include yielding a high purity and

low crosstalk OAM–VCSEL device. Additionally, advanced studies to incorporate dif-

ferent modulation formats, for example, OOK, 4-PAM, M-QAM, and OFDM, with

OAM could be carried out, along with the performing of long-range free-space commu-

nication, fiber-optic communication, and underwater wireless optical communication,
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where new studies of environmental effects on OAM (multiplexed) channels would

be of great importance in practical applications of integrated sources, which can be

summarized as implementing different communication scenarios for proof-of-concept

experiments. To make all of the above possible, a more advanced basis of OAM

communication must be developed, studied, and characterized. This process includes

operating multiple OAM–VCSEL devices synchronously on a single platform and test-

ing the potential of using multiple VCSEL arrays at once with different wavelengths.

The core of this platform will eventually “converge” to addressable VCSEL arrays

that could supply tens or even hundreds of independent data channels off a single

semiconductor chip less than one millimeter in size. Simultaneously, the development

of electrically switchable multi-OAM VCSEL sources would take place. The above-

mentioned cases would essentially form ultradense spectrum communication networks

for very largely increased channel bandwidths.

Perhaps the closest “reach” of OAM impact in daily life will be its usage in multi-

plexing city-wide and “last-mile” optical fiber communications, thus giving everyone

access to higher-speed and lower-latency internet connections in metropolitan areas.

Theoretically, the same concept is expandable to satellite communications, which may

be important and large in terms of data volume and part of telecommunication in the

future. Hence, testing the suitability and fitness of OAM integrated light sources for

various applications and conceiving new methods for multiplexing and demultiplexing

OAM beams will become increasingly important. This work has mostly focused on

the telecommunication side of OAM; however, with better and easier-to-use OAM

devices, many other research fields and directions will benefit from access to these

devices.

Overall, orbital angular momentum and spatial multiplexing have many perspec-

tives and a bright future outlook for communication purposes and other potential

applications as OAM emitters.
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Appendix A

MATLAB Scripts

A.1 L-I-V measurements with a Keithley 2520 pulsed laser diode test system.174

A.2 Python script to clear GPIB interface (IFC+DCL) and query *IDN?. 182

A.3 OAM decomposition analysis script. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183

A.4 sRGB-to-grayscale conversion function. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193

This section provides three useful MATLAB scripts for those who need to accom-

plish tasks similar to those described in the main text. Apart from many others that

were not included, these scripts were selected for their higher contribution in general

and more likely integration by other people. For example, researchers often face the

problem of performing measurement automatization and data collection from testing

equipment, as well as performing data analysis that requires either more advanced,

more complex, or longer code to execute the desired actions. Even with good coding

skills, the development of these scripts or programs takes a long time. The scripts, of

course, also have to be thoroughly tested and verified. That said, the following scripts

are by no means one-size-fits-all solutions but rather such that are usable without any

changes, are easily customizable, and most importantly, provide an “ideal” reference

or starting point when it may be difficult to grasp how or where to start.

The scripts are provided as is, without any particular warranty. The only risk

should be overwriting existing files in the same directories where the scripts are located

if any coincident filenames exist. Thus, testing the scripts in a new directory with a

copy of rather than the original data is advised. However, Scr. A.1 inherently involves

more risk or possible misuse, as it is intended to control hardware and apply electrical

power to test devices. Typically, an unwanted outcome is just a response with an error

code from the instrument or the requirement of a restart.
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A.1 Automatization of Keithley 2520 and Other GPIB Devices

Caution! The Script A.1 was not written as a function or “run and forget” script.

This script is best used by executing the code separately by blocks.

The operator must also be careful not to unintentionally set the applied current

too high to the test device, as doing so risks burning and irreversibly damaging the

test device, which may also pose a fire hazard in some cases.

The following are required and assumed to be working before the script can suc-

cessfully communicate with the instrument:

• GPIB cable connected between a Keithley 2520 instrument and a computer;
• corresponding drivers for the cable installed on the computer;
• set up and configuration of the instrument for remote control;
• MATLAB environment (or Python programming language, as described at the

end of this section).

Note that the given script is applicable to all devices with the standard commands

for programmable instruments (SCPI) protocol implemented; thus, the script can be

tailored to each device. It was also used to control the Keithley 2400 SMU with a

nearly identical instruction set. Here, the focus is on Keithley 2520 because no ready

control software was available for this particular model that would work without

problems. The main issue with the proprietary demo version is that low currents

cannot be applied and measured; the available LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI)

files are buggy in their operation, difficult to program, maintain, and adapt; and no

other scripts were available for the Keithley 2520 instrument. To solve the mentioned

issues, the script was developed in MATLAB.

In this work, the cable used was the National Instruments (NI) GPIB-USB-HS,

which is compliant with the IEEE-488.2 (GPIB) specification developed by Hewlett-

Packard and provides an easy-to-use quick setup USB alternative that can control

up to 14 devices through one USB port on a computer. The cable software driver
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is called “NI-488.2”, available from NI’s website.1 The Keithley 2520 instrument

supports two GPIB protocols: 488.1 and SCPI. Both use the same SCPI commands,

but the former protocol is up to 20 times faster, while the latter protocol is more

robust against errors.

With the 488.1 protocol, the communication layer bus or the whole instrument

can easily be hung up with just one to two unsuccessful commands, requiring either

an exit from the remote control mode by pressing the “LOCAL” button on the in-

strument or at least one of the special low-level commands (e.g., IFC and/or DCL)

to clear the bus interface and the instrument, or even complete restart of the instru-

ment to restore the link. With the SCPI protocol enabled, the aforementioned occurs

rarely; communication integrity is preserved even when issuing multiple unsuccessful

commands. In most cases, hanging is caused when an instrument expects an addi-

tional query from the controller to read out the error, status, or queue. If that does

not happen and a different (even valid) command is sent, the instrument and the bus

hang up in an unrecoverable (at the software level) state. Note that this is specific

to Keithley 2520; however, other GPIB instruments may exhibit similar behavior.

Before using MATLAB, the connection can be confirmed by NI Measurement &

Automation Explorer (MAX) or Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA)

Interactive Control utilities included with the driver or with the PyVISA package in

Python (see description below) by issuing a command such as *IDN?, which is one

of the most basic SCPI commands to which the instrument should respond and send

back its identification message.

The SCPI command reference is available in the user’s manual of the instrument,

available online.2 Many other instruments with GPIB/SCPI capability are also avail-

able from well-known manufacturers such as Keysight Technologies, Rohde & Schwarz,

Keithley Instruments, and Tektronix. Additionally, GPIB cables are available from

1https://www.ni.com/en-lb/support/downloads/drivers/download.ni-488-2.html
2https://www.tek.com/keithley-source-measure-units/keithley-optical-sourcemeter-instruments

https://www.ni.com/en-lb/support/downloads/drivers/download.ni-488-2.html
https://www.tek.com/keithley-source-measure-units/keithley-optical-sourcemeter-instruments
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other manufacturers, even with a networking interface to the widely used 8P8C (RJ45)

ethernet cables.

The given MATLAB prototype script can also be easily implemented with the

open-source programming language Python by using one of the available packages for

controlling VISA devices (GPIB is included in the VISA standard), such as PyVISA

(https://pyvisa.readthedocs.io). All SCPI commands are directly translatable be-

tween any programming language.

After the MATLAB script, a Python script is given in Scr. A.2 to send the afore-

mentioned IFC and DCL commands to reset the communication between a computer

and an instrument. The DCL command will clear all devices connected to the bus.

The reason for not having a MATLAB version is that these operations could not be

performed solely with MATLAB tools, except for SDC, which is similar to DCL but

clears only the specified device. The given Python script links with the NI-VISA

driver.

Script A.1: L-I-V measurements with a Keithley 2520 pulsed laser diode test system.

1 %% KEITHLEY_2520 Code

2 clc; clear all; %#ok<CLALL>

3 disp('Connection status:');

4

5 Rdgs = 5; % Number of reading types (see line 60)

6

7 % Current (mA)

8 I = 1; % Point

9 Is = [0,0.1,2]; % Sweep

10 N = 1+(Is(3)-Is(1))/Is(2);

11

12

https://pyvisa.readthedocs.io
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13 %% Find instrument object

14 P = 'GPIB0::20::INSTR'; global O;

15 O = instrfind('Type','visa-gpib','RsrcName',P,'Tag','');

16 % instrhwinfo('gpib','ni').InstalledBoardIds

17 % instrhwinfo(O)

18 % instrfind

19

20 % Create the VISA-GPIB object if it does not exist

21 if isempty(O); O = visa('ni',P);

22 else; fclose(O); O = O(1); end

23

24 % Timeout of a R/W operation

25 % * Lim -> ~7.0 ms per data point (N < 1001)

26 % * Lim -> ~3.5 ms per data point (N >> 1000)

27 O.Timeout = max(1,N*8E-3); % (s) *F*(PW+PD)

28 O.InputBufferSize = 14*Rdgs*N; % (B)

29 % 14B/ASCII | 7B/Binary reading

30

31 O.EOSMode = 'read&write';

32 O.EOSCharCode = 0;

33

34

35 %% Connect and Clear buffer

36 % tmtool;

37 fopen(O);

38 clrdevice(O);

39

40

41 %% Communicate

42 IDN = split(query(O,'*IDN?'),',');

43 SCPI = query(O,':SYSTem:VERSion?');

44 msgbox(["You are connected to:","",IDN{1:3},...

45 "SCPI version: "+SCPI],'Link Open');
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46

47 % Interlock state

48 if str2double(query(O,':OUTPut1:INTerlock:TRIPped?')) == 1

49 warning('Interlock is ON!'); return;

50 end

51

52 disp('1) Configuring the sourcemeter...');

53

54 % Restore defaults

55 fprintf(O,'*RST');

56

57 % Set data format

58 fprintf(O,':FORMat:DATA ASCii');

59 fprintf(O,[':FORMat:ELEMents ',...

60 'CURRent1, VOLTage1, CURRent2, VOLTage2, STATus']); % Adjust Rdgs

variable accordingly!

61 % CURRent1, VOLTage1, CURRent2, VOLTage2, CURRent3, VOLTage3, TIME,

STATus

62

63 % Polarities (POS or NEG)

64 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:CURR:POL POS');

65 fprintf(O,':SENS1:VOLT:POL POS');

66 fprintf(O,':SENS2:CURR:POL NEG');

67 fprintf(O,':SENS3:CURR:POL NEG');

68

69 % Measure/Source ranges and Compliance limit

70 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:CURR:RANG 0.5'); % 0.5 or 5 A

71 fprintf(O,':SENS2:CURR:RANG 0.1'); % 10|20|50|100 mA

72 fprintf(O,':SENS3:CURR:RANG 0.1'); % 10|20|50|100 mA

73 fprintf(O,':SENS1:VOLT:RANG 5'); % 5 or 10 V

74 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:VOLT:PROT 3'); % 3-10.50 V

75

76
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77 % Detector biases [0-ś20.00 V]

78 fprintf(O,':SOUR2:VOLT 0');

79 fprintf(O,':SOUR3:VOLT 0');

80

81 % Pulse parameters

82 % Maximum duty cycle:

83 % * I >= 1 A, 4%

84 % * I < 1 A, 99.6%

85 % Minimum pulse delay and width depend on duty cycle.

86 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:FUNC PULS'); % PULSe or DC

87 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:PULS:WIDT 10E-6'); % 0.5-5000 us

88 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:PULS:DEL 0.99E-3'); % 0.02-500 ms

89

90 % Trigger Mode

91 fprintf(O,':TRIGger:COUNt 1'); % 1-5000|INFinite|CONTinuous

92 % To switch back from the Continuous mode, use INF mode

93 % Minimum pulse delay time: ~2 ś 0.4 ms.

94 % It is constrained by the maximum duty cycle.

95 % For I >= 1 A, requesting a duty cycle > 4% will cause the pulse delay

to be increased to give a duty cycle 4%.

96 % For I < 1 A, the maximum duty cycle is ~15%.

97

98 % Pulse transition control:

99 % * 0 - as fast as the system hardware allows

100 % * 1 - intentionally slowed down to 5 us

101 fprintf(O,':SOURce1:PULSe:TRANsition:STATe 0'); % 0|1

102 query(O,':SOURce1:PULSe:TRANsition?'); % Rise time (non-configurable)

103

104 %% Filter programming (Averaging)

105 fprintf(O,':AVERage:COUN 10'); % 1-100

106 fprintf(O,':AVERage:STATe ON'); % ON|OFF

107

108 %% Current levels (Max: 5A pulsed; 1A DC)
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109 fprintf(O,":SOUR1:CURR "+I+"E-3"); % 0-[:SOUR1:CURR:RANG] (5 digits) mA|

A

110 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:CURR:LOW 0'); % 0-15.000 mA || 0-150.00 mA; Pulse

mode only

111 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:CURR:MODE SWEep'); % FIXed | SWEep | LIST

112 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:SWEep:SPACing LIN'); % LINear | LOGarithmic

113 fprintf(O,":SOUR1:CURR:STAR "+Is(1)+"E-3");

114 fprintf(O,":SOUR1:CURR:STOP "+Is(3)+"E-3");

115 fprintf(O,":SOUR1:CURR:STEP "+Is(2)+"E-3");

116

117

118 %% Reset the relative timestamp; Turn on outputs; Trigger and read data;

Turn off

119 disp('2) Starting measurement...');

120 fprintf(O,':SYSTem:TIME:RESet');

121 fprintf(O,':OUTPut1 ON');

122 tic;

123 M = str2num(query(O,':READ?')); %#ok<ST2NM> (7 digits)

124 T = toc;

125 fprintf(O,':OUTPut1 OFF');

126 clrdevice(O);

127 disp('3) Measurement finished.');

128 disp(" (Elapsed time: "+T+" s;");

129 disp(" Per data point: "+T/N*1E3+" ms)"+newline);

130

131 % Check for 'NaN' (overflow) values

132 i = M==9.91E37;

133 if any(i); M(i) = NaN; openvar D;

134 warning('One or more returned measurement values are NaN (overflow)!

');

135 end

136

137
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138 % Results

139 D = array2table(reshape(M,Rdgs,[]).');

140 D.Properties.VariableNames = {'I','V','I_PD','V_PD','Status'};

141 D.Properties.VariableUnits = {'mA','V','mA','V',''};

142 D.Properties.VariableDescriptions = {'Laser','Laser','Detector','

Detector',''};

143 D.Properties.Description = 'Measurement data';

144 D{:,1} = D{:,1}*1E3;

145 D{:,3} = D{:,3}*1E3;

146

147 % Duty cycle (DC)

148 PW = str2double(query(O,':SOURce1:PULSe:WIDTh?'));

149 PD = str2double(query(O,':SOURce1:PULSe:DELay?'));

150 DC = PW/(PW+PD); disp("Duty cycle: "+DC*100+"%");

151

152 % Check the status

153 if any(D.Status)%; openvar D;

154 warning('One or more returned measurements contain a non-zero status

!');

155 end

156

157 % Saving voltage readings

158 % if exist('V','var'); V = [V,D.V]; else; V = D.V; end

159

160 % Figure

161 yyaxis left; hold on; plot(D.I,D.V,'-');

162 yyaxis right; hold on; plot(D.I,D.I_PD/8E-3,'-');

163 axis tight; % axis([0 Inf 0 Inf]);

164

165

166 %% Save plotted data

167 yyaxis left; Z = get(gca,'Children');

168 ZI = reshape([Z.XData],N,[]);
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169 ZV = reshape([Z.YData],N,[]);

170 yyaxis right; Z = get(gca,'Children');

171 ZL = reshape([Z.YData],N,[]);

172

173 % load('IV.mat');

174 figure; axis tight;

175 yyaxis left; plot(ZI,ZV,'-');

176 yyaxis right; plot(ZI,ZL,'-');

177 save('IV','ZI','ZV','ZL');

178 writematrix([D.I,V],'IV.csv');

179

180

181 %% Custom display messages

182 read_display;

183 fprintf(O,':SYSTem:RWLock');

184 fprintf(O,':DISPlay:WINDow1:TEXT:STATe 1');

185 fprintf(O,':DISPlay:WINDow2:TEXT:STATe 1');

186 % Max 20+32 characters...

187 fprintf(O,':DISPlay:WINDow1:TEXT:DATA "DO NOT TURN OFF!"');

188 fprintf(O,':DISPlay:WINDow2:TEXT:DATA " Edgars Stegenburgs"

');

189 pause(0.1); read_display;

190

191 %% Reset display

192 fprintf(O,':DISPlay:WINDow1:TEXT:STATe 0');

193 fprintf(O,':DISPlay:WINDow2:TEXT:STATe 0');

194

195

196 %% Disconnect

197 fclose(O);

198

199 %% Clean up

200 delete(O);
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201 clear O;

202

203

204 %% Adjust sweep and readout range

205 Is = [0,10,750]; % Sweep

206 N = 1+(Is(3)-Is(1))/Is(2);

207 fclose(O);

208 O.Timeout = max(1,N*100E-3); % *F

209 O.InputBufferSize = 14*Rdgs*N; fopen(O);

210 fprintf(O,':SOUR1:CURR:MODE SWEep');

211 fprintf(O,":SOUR1:CURR:" + ...

212 "STAR "+Is(1)+"E-3;" + ...

213 "STOP "+Is(3)+"E-3;" + ...

214 "STEP "+Is(2)+"E-3");

215

216

217 %% Functions

218

219 % Read Display

220 function read_display()

221 L = cell(2,1); global O;

222 L{1} = query(O,':DISPlay:WINDow1:DATA?');

223 L{2} = query(O,':DISPlay:WINDow2:DATA?');

224 L = cellfun(@(X) X(2:end-2),L,'UniformOutput',false);

225 disp(sprintf('%s\n',L{:})); %#ok<DSPS>

226 end
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Script A.2: Python script to clear GPIB interface (IFC+DCL) and query *IDN?.

1 #!/usr/bin/python

2

3 import pyvisa

4

5 RM = pyvisa.ResourceManager('C:/Windows/System32/nivisa64.dll')

6 RO = RM.list_resources('GPIB?*::INSTR')

7

8 print()

9 print(RM)

10

11 if(len(RO) == 1): P = RO[0]

12 else:

13 print('\nMultiple GPIB objects detected!')

14 print(RO)

15 P = input("\nEnter your GPIB address: ")

16 P = 'GPIB0::'+P+'::INSTR'

17 print()

18

19 G = RM.open_resource('GPIB::INTFC')

20 print(G)

21

22 G.send_ifc() # IFC

23 G.send_command('\x14') # DCL

24

25 O = RM.open_resource(P)

26 print(O.query('*IDN?')) # IDN
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A.2 Data Analysis of OAM Decomposition

Script A.3: OAM decomposition analysis script.

1 % OAM Decomposition

2 % Copyright (c) 2020 Edgars Stegenburgs

3 % Photonics Laboratory

4 % King Abdullah University of Science and Technology

5 % Edgars.Stegenburgs@kaust.edu.sa

6 clear all; clc; %#ok<CLALL>

7

8 %% File Regex

9 FR = 'Data\LP Modes\LP1S\CSV'; F_str = 'L=*.csv';

10 FILERGX = regexprep(F_str,'*','%g'); RD = cd(FR);

11

12 %%% Read-in & Plots of RAW Data %%%

13 Files = dir(F_str); N = length(Files);

14 Q = importdata(Files(1).name,',',0);

15 Q = zeros([size(Q) N]); L = zeros(1,N);

16 %

17 for i = 1:N; F = Files(i).name;

18 Q(:,:,i) = importdata(F,',',0);

19 L(i) = sscanf(F,FILERGX);

20 end; cd(RD); % rmdir([FR '\' T],'s');

21

22 %%% Data Sorting %%%

23 [L,i] = sort(L); Q=Q(:,:,i); Files=Files(i);

24 % Q = round(Q,2);

25

26

27 %% Series Selection

28 DR = [0 4006]; % Dynamic range

29 L0 = 1; Lx = L; % L | [0 1]
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30 [~,n] = ismember(Lx,L); n(n==0)=[];

31

32

33 %% Tiled Figure

34 figure('Name','OAM Decomposition');

35 % set(gcf,'Position',[0 366 960 630]);

36 set(gcf,'Position',[0 366 1611 630]);

37

38 TL = tiledlayout('flow'); % (1,N | 'flow')

39 TL.TileSpacing = 'none';

40 TL.Padding = 'none';

41

42 NH = length(n);

43 H = gobjects(NH,1);

44 for i = n; H(i) = nexttile;

45 imagesc(Q(:,:,i)); axis image off;

46 title(sprintf('|%+g',L(i))); % ś

47 end; H=H(n); linkaxes(H); CL = DR;

48

49

50 %% Scale Bar

51 if NH > 1; nexttile(find(Lx == L0)); end

52 A = axis; S = [500 4.4]; R = (A(4)-A(3))*0.02;

53 R = [A(1)+(A(2)-A(1))/20 A(4)-(A(4)-A(3))/20-R S(1)/S(2) R];

54 rectangle('Position',R,'FaceColor','w','EdgeColor','none');

55 text(R(1)+R(3)/2,R(2)-(A(2)-A(1))/100,S(1)/1E3+" mm",...

56 'Color','w','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold',...

57 'HorizontalAlignment','center','VerticalAlignment','bottom');

58

59

60 %% Custom Palette and Colormap

61 % Turbo colormap available via https://ai.googleblog.com/2019/08/turbo-

improved-rainbow-colormap-for.html (included since MATLAB R2020b)
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62 % (CSV version is given after this file)

63 if NH > 1; nexttile(NH); axis off; end

64 PL = [64,64,64; 255,255,255];

65 P = importdata('Turbo.csv',',',3); % P = flipud(P);

66 % P = gray(256); % parula | jet | hot | pink | gray

67 NC = 8*(size(P,1)-1)+1; % Preserves original colors!

68 % Test with: all(ismember(P,CM(NC),'rows'))

69

70 CM = @(N) interp1(P,linspace(1,size(P,1),N),'pchip');

71 colormap([PL(1,:); CM(NC); PL(2,:)]);

72 caxis(CL+(CL(2)-CL(1))/NC*[-1 1]);

73 if NH > 1; set(H,'CLim',caxis); end

74 % set(H,'CLim',([0 1]+[-1 1]/NC)*max(Q(:)));

75

76 c = colorbar('eastoutside','FontWeight','bold');

77 c.YLim = CL+(CL(2)-CL(1))*[-1 1]*0.02;

78 %

79 % % Raw units

80 % c.Title.String = 'cnts';

81 % c.Ticks = [0:500:3500 CL(2)];

82 %

83 % Normalized units

84 c.Title.String = '%';

85 c.Ticks = linspace(CL(1),CL(2),10+1);

86 c.TickLabels = linspace(0,100,10+1);

87

88

89 %% Export Figure

90 exportgraphics(gcf,FR+"\..\[OAM_Profiles].png");

91 % exportgraphics(gcf,FR+"\..\[OAM_Profiles].pdf",...

92 % 'BackgroundColor','none');

93

94
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95 %% Series Analysis

96 s = 2; % for s = 1:6 % 1:6

97 i = find(L == L0); NH = 1;

98 CL = [0 1]; m = 0;

99 %

100 switch s % s

101 case 1; Z = Q(:,:,i);

102 case 2; Z = Q(:,:,i)./sum(Q,3); m = 0; % 6

103 case 3; Z = Q(:,:,i)./sum(Q-min(Q(:)),3);

104 case 4; Z = Q(:,:,i)*2-sum(Q,3); CL = [-1 1];

105 case 5; Z = max(Q,[],3);

106 case 6; Z = sum(Q,3);

107 end% Q = round(QB,2); % QB = Q;

108

109 %%% Pixel Correction %%%

110 % Averaging filter

111 % K = ones(3)/3^2;

112 K = fspecial('disk',1); %('gaussian',3);

113 K(2,2) = 0; K = round(K/sum(K(:)),16);

114 %

115 % Averaging passes

116 for m = 1:m

117 M = medfilt2(Z);

118 z = Z-M; z = abs(z)>6*std(z(:));

119 M = imfilter(Z,K,'replicate');

120 Z(z) = M(z);

121 end%; T = ["m = "+m;"6*STD"];

122 % writematrix(T,FR+"\..\L"+L0+"_Case-"+s+".txt");

123

124 %%% Normalization %%%

125 Z = Z/abs(max(Z(:)));

126 % Z = Z/(1+eps);

127 %
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128 %%% Negative-Value Normalization %%%

129 % s_min = floor(min(Z(:))*10)/10;

130 % writematrix(["# Max" "Min";...

131 % round([max(Z(:)) s_min],3)],...

132 % FR+"\..\L"+L0+"_Case-4.txt");

133 % Z(Z<0) = -Z(Z<0)/s_min/(1+eps);

134

135 % %%% OAM Decomposition Zoom-In %%%

136 % w = 25; Z = Z*(1-eps); Z(a,b) = 1;

137 % Z = Z(a-w:a+w,b-w:b+w);

138

139 % %%% Save Z-Array as an Image %%%

140 % NC = 2^8-2;

141 % M = [PL(1,:); CM(NC); PL(2,:)];

142 % I = (Z-CL(1))/(CL(2)-CL(1));

143 % I = uint8(floor(I*NC)+1);

144 % imwrite(I,M,FR+"\..\L"+L0+"_Case-"+s+".png"); % "S"

145 % end

146 % %%

147

148 %%% Figure %%%

149 figure('Name',Files(i).name);

150 set(gcf,'Position',[0 366 960 630]);

151 imagesc(Z); axis image off;

152 title(sprintf('|%+g',L(i))); % ś

153 set(gca,'FontWeight','bold');

154 %

155 % Colormap %

156 c = colorbar;

157 colormap([PL(1,:); CM(NC); PL(2,:)]);

158 caxis(CL+(CL(2)-CL(1))/NC*[-1 1]);

159 c.YLim = CL+(CL(2)-CL(1))*[-1 1]*0.02;

160 % c.Ticks = [c.Ticks max(Z(:))];
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161

162 % %%% 3D Plot & Interpolated Scaling %%%

163 % figure; surfc(Z); view(2); axis ij;

164 % box on; grid on; shading interp; % flat|interp

165 % G = gca; set(G,'Layer','top');

166 % set(G,'FontWeight','bold');

167

168

169 %% OAM Decomposition Results

170

171 % Half-intensity mask

172 Qi = Q(:,:,L == L0); %+Q(:,:,L==-L0);

173 z = Qi > max(Qi(:))/2;

174 Qi = Qi./sum(Q,3).*z;

175

176 % Search for maximum

177 [~,b] = max(Qi,[],'all','linear');

178 [a,b] = ind2sub(size(Qi),b);

179

180 % Extract pixel values

181 D = squeeze(Q(a,b,:));

182 % %% Manual Read-in

183 % FR = 'Data\SPP\2020.08.09'; L0 = -3;

184 % Q = importdata(FR+"\L="+L0+".csv",',',1);

185 % L = Q.data(:,1); D = Q.data(:,2); N = length(L);

186 D = D./sum(D);

187 figure; G = bar(L,D,'FaceColor','flat'); box on;

188

189 %%% Formatting %%%

190 switchTeXmode;

191 % Plot Colors

192 G.CData = repmat([0.1 0.1 0.1],[N 1]);

193 G.CData(L==+L0,:) = [0.635 0.078 0.184];
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194 % G.CData(L==-L0,:) = G.CData(L==+L0,:);

195 % Axes Limits & Settings

196 xlim([min(L)-0.5 max(L)+0.5]); ylim([0 1]);

197 set(gca,'XTick',min(L):2:max(L),'YTick',0:0.1:1);

198 % Text Labels

199 xlabel('Azimuthal Index $|\ell_{SLM}>$'); % \pm

200 YL = ylabel('Sum Normalized Intensity');

201 YL.Units = 'normalized'; YL.Position(1) = -0.09;

202 set(gca,'XColor','k','YColor','k');

203 switchTeXmode;

204 % Peak Values

205 i = find(L == +L0);

206 % text(L(i)+1/2,(fix(D(i)/0.025)-1)*0.025,...

207 % " \leftarrow "+round(D(i)*100,1)+" %",...

208 % 'HorizontalAlignment','left'); peaktext(L(i),D(i));

209 % i = find(L == -L0);

210 text(L(i)-1/2,(fix(D(i)/0.025)-1)*0.025,...

211 round(D(i)*100,1)+" % \rightarrow ",...

212 'HorizontalAlignment','right'); peaktext(L(i),D(i));

213 % Text Formatting

214 T = findall(gcf,'Type','text');

215 set([gca;T(1:end-2)],'FontSize',12,'FontName','Cambria');

216

217

218 %% Export Figure

219 exportgraphics(gcf,FR+"\..\[OAM_Purity].png");

220 exportgraphics(gcf,FR+"\..\[OAM_Purity].pdf",...

221 'BackgroundColor','none');

222

223

224 %% Save RAW Data Arrays as Images with Custom Colormap

225 NC = 2^8-2;

226 M = [PL(1,:); CM(NC); PL(2,:)];
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227 %

228 cd([FR '\..']);

229 for i = 1:N; Z = Q(:,:,i);

230 I = (Z-DR(1))/(DR(2)-DR(1));

231 I = uint8(floor(I*NC)+1);

232 imwrite(I,M,"L="+L(i)+".png");

233 % R = ind2rgb(I,M);

234 % imwrite(R,"L="+L(i)+"_rgb.png");

235 end

236

237 %%% Montage & Optimization %%%

238 % Requires ImageMagick

239 % https://imagemagick.org/

240 system(join([

241 "magick montage"

242 join("L="+L(L>0)+".png")

243 join("L="+fliplr(L(L<0))+".png")

244 "-tile 10x2 -geometry +2+2"

245 "[Lx].png"]));

246 system('magick convert [Lx].png -trim [Lx].png');

247 system(join([

248 "magick convert"

249 "L=0.png [Lx].png"

250 "-gravity Center +smush +4"

251 "[Lx].png"]));

252 cd(RD);

253

254

255 %% Simulate Color Blindness

256 % Requires SRGB2GRAY and COLOURBLIND* functions

257 % * https://www.peterkovesi.com/

258 B0 = repmat(srgb2gray(reshape(P,[],1,3)),[1 3]);

259 B1 = colourblind(P,'protanopic');
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260 B2 = colourblind(P,'deuteranopic');

261 B3 = colourblind(P,'tritanopic');

262 % protanopic | deuteranopic | tritanopic

263

264 CM = @(P,N) interp1(P,linspace(1,size(P,1),N),'pchip');

265 colormap([PL(1,:); CM(P,NC); PL(2,:)]); % Original CM

266 colormap([PL(1,:); CM(B0,NC); PL(2,:)]);

267 colormap([PL(1,:); CM(B1,NC); PL(2,:)]);

268 colormap([PL(1,:); CM(B2,NC); PL(2,:)]);

269 colormap([PL(1,:); CM(B3,NC); PL(2,:)]);

270

271

272 %% Functions

273 function switchTeXmode

274 M = get(0,'DefaultTextInterpreter');

275 S = @(M) set(0,{'DefaultTextInterpreter',...

276 'DefaultLegendInterpreter'},{M,M});

277 switch M %#ok<ALIGN>

278 case 'tex'; S('latex');

279 case 'latex'; S('tex');

280 otherwise; warning("Unexpected interpreter: "+M); end

281 end

282

283 function peaktext(L,D)

284 T = text(L,D,sprintf('|%+g',L),... % ś

285 'HorizontalAlignment','center',...

286 'VerticalAlignment','bottom');

287 switch sign(D-0.9) %#ok<ALIGN>

288 case {0,-1}; T.Position(2) = T.Position(2)+0.015;

289 case { +1}; T.Position(2) = T.Position(2)-0.010;

290 T.Color = 'w'; T.VerticalAlignment = 'top'; end

291 end
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Turbo colormap RGB
data in CSV format.

1 % Turbo , An Improved
Rainbow Colormap
f o r V i s u a l i z a t i o n
( Copyright 2019
Google LLC)

2 % h t t p s : / / a i . g o o g l e b l o g
. com/2019/08/ turbo

−improved−rainbow−
colormap−f o r . html

3
4 0 . 1 8 9 9 5 , 0 . 0 7 1 7 6 , 0 . 2 3 2 1 7
5 0 . 1 9 4 8 3 , 0 . 0 8 3 3 9 , 0 . 2 6 1 4 9
6 0 . 1 9 9 5 6 , 0 . 0 9 4 9 8 , 0 . 2 9 0 2 4
7 0 . 2 0 4 1 5 , 0 . 1 0 6 5 2 , 0 . 3 1 8 4 4
8 0 . 2 0 8 6 0 , 0 . 1 1 8 0 2 , 0 . 3 4 6 0 7
9 0 . 2 1 2 9 1 , 0 . 1 2 9 4 7 , 0 . 3 7 3 1 4

10 0 . 2 1 7 0 8 , 0 . 1 4 0 8 7 , 0 . 3 9 9 6 4
11 0 . 2 2 1 1 1 , 0 . 1 5 2 2 3 , 0 . 4 2 5 5 8
12 0 . 2 2 5 0 0 , 0 . 1 6 3 5 4 , 0 . 4 5 0 9 6
13 0 . 2 2 8 7 5 , 0 . 1 7 4 8 1 , 0 . 4 7 5 7 8
14 0 . 2 3 2 3 6 , 0 . 1 8 6 0 3 , 0 . 5 0 0 0 4
15 0 . 2 3 5 8 2 , 0 . 1 9 7 2 0 , 0 . 5 2 3 7 3
16 0 . 2 3 9 1 5 , 0 . 2 0 8 3 3 , 0 . 5 4 6 8 6
17 0 . 2 4 2 3 4 , 0 . 2 1 9 4 1 , 0 . 5 6 9 4 2
18 0 . 2 4 5 3 9 , 0 . 2 3 0 4 4 , 0 . 5 9 1 4 2
19 0 . 2 4 8 3 0 , 0 . 2 4 1 4 3 , 0 . 6 1 2 8 6
20 0 . 2 5 1 0 7 , 0 . 2 5 2 3 7 , 0 . 6 3 3 7 4
21 0 . 2 5 3 6 9 , 0 . 2 6 3 2 7 , 0 . 6 5 4 0 6
22 0 . 2 5 6 1 8 , 0 . 2 7 4 1 2 , 0 . 6 7 3 8 1
23 0 . 2 5 8 5 3 , 0 . 2 8 4 9 2 , 0 . 6 9 3 0 0
24 0 . 2 6 0 7 4 , 0 . 2 9 5 6 8 , 0 . 7 1 1 6 2
25 0 . 2 6 2 8 0 , 0 . 3 0 6 3 9 , 0 . 7 2 9 6 8
26 0 . 2 6 4 7 3 , 0 . 3 1 7 0 6 , 0 . 7 4 7 1 8
27 0 . 2 6 6 5 2 , 0 . 3 2 7 6 8 , 0 . 7 6 4 1 2
28 0 . 2 6 8 1 6 , 0 . 3 3 8 2 5 , 0 . 7 8 0 5 0
29 0 . 2 6 9 6 7 , 0 . 3 4 8 7 8 , 0 . 7 9 6 3 1
30 0 . 2 7 1 0 3 , 0 . 3 5 9 2 6 , 0 . 8 1 1 5 6
31 0 . 2 7 2 2 6 , 0 . 3 6 9 7 0 , 0 . 8 2 6 2 4
32 0 . 2 7 3 3 4 , 0 . 3 8 0 0 8 , 0 . 8 4 0 3 7
33 0 . 2 7 4 2 9 , 0 . 3 9 0 4 3 , 0 . 8 5 3 9 3
34 0 . 2 7 5 0 9 , 0 . 4 0 0 7 2 , 0 . 8 6 6 9 2
35 0 . 2 7 5 7 6 , 0 . 4 1 0 9 7 , 0 . 8 7 9 3 6
36 0 . 2 7 6 2 8 , 0 . 4 2 1 1 8 , 0 . 8 9 1 2 3
37 0 . 2 7 6 6 7 , 0 . 4 3 1 3 4 , 0 . 9 0 2 5 4
38 0 . 2 7 6 9 1 , 0 . 4 4 1 4 5 , 0 . 9 1 3 2 8
39 0 . 2 7 7 0 1 , 0 . 4 5 1 5 2 , 0 . 9 2 3 4 7
40 0 . 2 7 6 9 8 , 0 . 4 6 1 5 3 , 0 . 9 3 3 0 9
41 0 . 2 7 6 8 0 , 0 . 4 7 1 5 1 , 0 . 9 4 2 1 4
42 0 . 2 7 6 4 8 , 0 . 4 8 1 4 4 , 0 . 9 5 0 6 4
43 0 . 2 7 6 0 3 , 0 . 4 9 1 3 2 , 0 . 9 5 8 5 7
44 0 . 2 7 5 4 3 , 0 . 5 0 1 1 5 , 0 . 9 6 5 9 4
45 0 . 2 7 4 6 9 , 0 . 5 1 0 9 4 , 0 . 9 7 2 7 5
46 0 . 2 7 3 8 1 , 0 . 5 2 0 6 9 , 0 . 9 7 8 9 9
47 0 . 2 7 2 7 3 , 0 . 5 3 0 4 0 , 0 . 9 8 4 6 1
48 0 . 2 7 1 0 6 , 0 . 5 4 0 1 5 , 0 . 9 8 9 3 0
49 0 . 2 6 8 7 8 , 0 . 5 4 9 9 5 , 0 . 9 9 3 0 3
50 0 . 2 6 5 9 2 , 0 . 5 5 9 7 9 , 0 . 9 9 5 8 3
51 0 . 2 6 2 5 2 , 0 . 5 6 9 6 7 , 0 . 9 9 7 7 3
52 0 . 2 5 8 6 2 , 0 . 5 7 9 5 8 , 0 . 9 9 8 7 6
53 0 . 2 5 4 2 5 , 0 . 5 8 9 5 0 , 0 . 9 9 8 9 6
54 0 . 2 4 9 4 6 , 0 . 5 9 9 4 3 , 0 . 9 9 8 3 5
55 0 . 2 4 4 2 7 , 0 . 6 0 9 3 7 , 0 . 9 9 6 9 7
56 0 . 2 3 8 7 4 , 0 . 6 1 9 3 1 , 0 . 9 9 4 8 5
57 0 . 2 3 2 8 8 , 0 . 6 2 9 2 3 , 0 . 9 9 2 0 2
58 0 . 2 2 6 7 6 , 0 . 6 3 9 1 3 , 0 . 9 8 8 5 1
59 0 . 2 2 0 3 9 , 0 . 6 4 9 0 1 , 0 . 9 8 4 3 6
60 0 . 2 1 3 8 2 , 0 . 6 5 8 8 6 , 0 . 9 7 9 5 9
61 0 . 2 0 7 0 8 , 0 . 6 6 8 6 6 , 0 . 9 7 4 2 3
62 0 . 2 0 0 2 1 , 0 . 6 7 8 4 2 , 0 . 9 6 8 3 3
63 0 . 1 9 3 2 6 , 0 . 6 8 8 1 2 , 0 . 9 6 1 9 0
64 0 . 1 8 6 2 5 , 0 . 6 9 7 7 5 , 0 . 9 5 4 9 8
65 0 . 1 7 9 2 3 , 0 . 7 0 7 3 2 , 0 . 9 4 7 6 1
66 0 . 1 7 2 2 3 , 0 . 7 1 6 8 0 , 0 . 9 3 9 8 1
67 0 . 1 6 5 2 9 , 0 . 7 2 6 2 0 , 0 . 9 3 1 6 1
68 0 . 1 5 8 4 4 , 0 . 7 3 5 5 1 , 0 . 9 2 3 0 5
69 0 . 1 5 1 7 3 , 0 . 7 4 4 7 2 , 0 . 9 1 4 1 6
70 0 . 1 4 5 1 9 , 0 . 7 5 3 8 1 , 0 . 9 0 4 9 6
71 0 . 1 3 8 8 6 , 0 . 7 6 2 7 9 , 0 . 8 9 5 5 0
72 0 . 1 3 2 7 8 , 0 . 7 7 1 6 5 , 0 . 8 8 5 8 0
73 0 . 1 2 6 9 8 , 0 . 7 8 0 3 7 , 0 . 8 7 5 9 0
74 0 . 1 2 1 5 1 , 0 . 7 8 8 9 6 , 0 . 8 6 5 8 1
75 0 . 1 1 6 3 9 , 0 . 7 9 7 4 0 , 0 . 8 5 5 5 9
76 0 . 1 1 1 6 7 , 0 . 8 0 5 6 9 , 0 . 8 4 5 2 5
77 0 . 1 0 7 3 8 , 0 . 8 1 3 8 1 , 0 . 8 3 4 8 4
78 0 . 1 0 3 5 7 , 0 . 8 2 1 7 7 , 0 . 8 2 4 3 7
79 0 . 1 0 0 2 6 , 0 . 8 2 9 5 5 , 0 . 8 1 3 8 9

80 0 . 0 9 7 5 0 , 0 . 8 3 7 1 4 , 0 . 8 0 3 4 2
81 0 . 0 9 5 3 2 , 0 . 8 4 4 5 5 , 0 . 7 9 2 9 9
82 0 . 0 9 3 7 7 , 0 . 8 5 1 7 5 , 0 . 7 8 2 6 4
83 0 . 0 9 2 8 7 , 0 . 8 5 8 7 5 , 0 . 7 7 2 4 0
84 0 . 0 9 2 6 7 , 0 . 8 6 5 5 4 , 0 . 7 6 2 3 0
85 0 . 0 9 3 2 0 , 0 . 8 7 2 1 1 , 0 . 7 5 2 3 7
86 0 . 0 9 4 5 1 , 0 . 8 7 8 4 4 , 0 . 7 4 2 6 5
87 0 . 0 9 6 6 2 , 0 . 8 8 4 5 4 , 0 . 7 3 3 1 6
88 0 . 0 9 9 5 8 , 0 . 8 9 0 4 0 , 0 . 7 2 3 9 3
89 0 . 1 0 3 4 2 , 0 . 8 9 6 0 0 , 0 . 7 1 5 0 0
90 0 . 1 0 8 1 5 , 0 . 9 0 1 4 2 , 0 . 7 0 5 9 9
91 0 . 1 1 3 7 4 , 0 . 9 0 6 7 3 , 0 . 6 9 6 5 1
92 0 . 1 2 0 1 4 , 0 . 9 1 1 9 3 , 0 . 6 8 6 6 0
93 0 . 1 2 7 3 3 , 0 . 9 1 7 0 1 , 0 . 6 7 6 2 7
94 0 . 1 3 5 2 6 , 0 . 9 2 1 9 7 , 0 . 6 6 5 5 6
95 0 . 1 4 3 9 1 , 0 . 9 2 6 8 0 , 0 . 6 5 4 4 8
96 0 . 1 5 3 2 3 , 0 . 9 3 1 5 1 , 0 . 6 4 3 0 8
97 0 . 1 6 3 1 9 , 0 . 9 3 6 0 9 , 0 . 6 3 1 3 7
98 0 . 1 7 3 7 7 , 0 . 9 4 0 5 3 , 0 . 6 1 9 3 8
99 0 . 1 8 4 9 1 , 0 . 9 4 4 8 4 , 0 . 6 0 7 1 3

100 0 . 1 9 6 5 9 , 0 . 9 4 9 0 1 , 0 . 5 9 4 6 6
101 0 . 2 0 8 7 7 , 0 . 9 5 3 0 4 , 0 . 5 8 1 9 9
102 0 . 2 2 1 4 2 , 0 . 9 5 6 9 2 , 0 . 5 6 9 1 4
103 0 . 2 3 4 4 9 , 0 . 9 6 0 6 5 , 0 . 5 5 6 1 4
104 0 . 2 4 7 9 7 , 0 . 9 6 4 2 3 , 0 . 5 4 3 0 3
105 0 . 2 6 1 8 0 , 0 . 9 6 7 6 5 , 0 . 5 2 9 8 1
106 0 . 2 7 5 9 7 , 0 . 9 7 0 9 2 , 0 . 5 1 6 5 3
107 0 . 2 9 0 4 2 , 0 . 9 7 4 0 3 , 0 . 5 0 3 2 1
108 0 . 3 0 5 1 3 , 0 . 9 7 6 9 7 , 0 . 4 8 9 8 7
109 0 . 3 2 0 0 6 , 0 . 9 7 9 7 4 , 0 . 4 7 6 5 4
110 0 . 3 3 5 1 7 , 0 . 9 8 2 3 4 , 0 . 4 6 3 2 5
111 0 . 3 5 0 4 3 , 0 . 9 8 4 7 7 , 0 . 4 5 0 0 2
112 0 . 3 6 5 8 1 , 0 . 9 8 7 0 2 , 0 . 4 3 6 8 8
113 0 . 3 8 1 2 7 , 0 . 9 8 9 0 9 , 0 . 4 2 3 8 6
114 0 . 3 9 6 7 8 , 0 . 9 9 0 9 8 , 0 . 4 1 0 9 8
115 0 . 4 1 2 2 9 , 0 . 9 9 2 6 8 , 0 . 3 9 8 2 6
116 0 . 4 2 7 7 8 , 0 . 9 9 4 1 9 , 0 . 3 8 5 7 5
117 0 . 4 4 3 2 1 , 0 . 9 9 5 5 1 , 0 . 3 7 3 4 5
118 0 . 4 5 8 5 4 , 0 . 9 9 6 6 3 , 0 . 3 6 1 4 0
119 0 . 4 7 3 7 5 , 0 . 9 9 7 5 5 , 0 . 3 4 9 6 3
120 0 . 4 8 8 7 9 , 0 . 9 9 8 2 8 , 0 . 3 3 8 1 6
121 0 . 5 0 3 6 2 , 0 . 9 9 8 7 9 , 0 . 3 2 7 0 1
122 0 . 5 1 8 2 2 , 0 . 9 9 9 1 0 , 0 . 3 1 6 2 2
123 0 . 5 3 2 5 5 , 0 . 9 9 9 1 9 , 0 . 3 0 5 8 1
124 0 . 5 4 6 5 8 , 0 . 9 9 9 0 7 , 0 . 2 9 5 8 1
125 0 . 5 6 0 2 6 , 0 . 9 9 8 7 3 , 0 . 2 8 6 2 3
126 0 . 5 7 3 5 7 , 0 . 9 9 8 1 7 , 0 . 2 7 7 1 2
127 0 . 5 8 6 4 6 , 0 . 9 9 7 3 9 , 0 . 2 6 8 4 9
128 0 . 5 9 8 9 1 , 0 . 9 9 6 3 8 , 0 . 2 6 0 3 8
129 0 . 6 1 0 8 8 , 0 . 9 9 5 1 4 , 0 . 2 5 2 8 0
130 0 . 6 2 2 3 3 , 0 . 9 9 3 6 6 , 0 . 2 4 5 7 9
131 0 . 6 3 3 2 3 , 0 . 9 9 1 9 5 , 0 . 2 3 9 3 7
132 0 . 6 4 3 6 2 , 0 . 9 8 9 9 9 , 0 . 2 3 3 5 6
133 0 . 6 5 3 9 4 , 0 . 9 8 7 7 5 , 0 . 2 2 8 3 5
134 0 . 6 6 4 2 8 , 0 . 9 8 5 2 4 , 0 . 2 2 3 7 0
135 0 . 6 7 4 6 2 , 0 . 9 8 2 4 6 , 0 . 2 1 9 6 0
136 0 . 6 8 4 9 4 , 0 . 9 7 9 4 1 , 0 . 2 1 6 0 2
137 0 . 6 9 5 2 5 , 0 . 9 7 6 1 0 , 0 . 2 1 2 9 4
138 0 . 7 0 5 5 3 , 0 . 9 7 2 5 5 , 0 . 2 1 0 3 2
139 0 . 7 1 5 7 7 , 0 . 9 6 8 7 5 , 0 . 2 0 8 1 5
140 0 . 7 2 5 9 6 , 0 . 9 6 4 7 0 , 0 . 2 0 6 4 0
141 0 . 7 3 6 1 0 , 0 . 9 6 0 4 3 , 0 . 2 0 5 0 4
142 0 . 7 4 6 1 7 , 0 . 9 5 5 9 3 , 0 . 2 0 4 0 6
143 0 . 7 5 6 1 7 , 0 . 9 5 1 2 1 , 0 . 2 0 3 4 3
144 0 . 7 6 6 0 8 , 0 . 9 4 6 2 7 , 0 . 2 0 3 1 1
145 0 . 7 7 5 9 1 , 0 . 9 4 1 1 3 , 0 . 2 0 3 1 0
146 0 . 7 8 5 6 3 , 0 . 9 3 5 7 9 , 0 . 2 0 3 3 6
147 0 . 7 9 5 2 4 , 0 . 9 3 0 2 5 , 0 . 2 0 3 8 6
148 0 . 8 0 4 7 3 , 0 . 9 2 4 5 2 , 0 . 2 0 4 5 9
149 0 . 8 1 4 1 0 , 0 . 9 1 8 6 1 , 0 . 2 0 5 5 2
150 0 . 8 2 3 3 3 , 0 . 9 1 2 5 3 , 0 . 2 0 6 6 3
151 0 . 8 3 2 4 1 , 0 . 9 0 6 2 7 , 0 . 2 0 7 8 8
152 0 . 8 4 1 3 3 , 0 . 8 9 9 8 6 , 0 . 2 0 9 2 6
153 0 . 8 5 0 1 0 , 0 . 8 9 3 2 8 , 0 . 2 1 0 7 4
154 0 . 8 5 8 6 8 , 0 . 8 8 6 5 5 , 0 . 2 1 2 3 0
155 0 . 8 6 7 0 9 , 0 . 8 7 9 6 8 , 0 . 2 1 3 9 1
156 0 . 8 7 5 3 0 , 0 . 8 7 2 6 7 , 0 . 2 1 5 5 5
157 0 . 8 8 3 3 1 , 0 . 8 6 5 5 3 , 0 . 2 1 7 1 9
158 0 . 8 9 1 1 2 , 0 . 8 5 8 2 6 , 0 . 2 1 8 8 0
159 0 . 8 9 8 7 0 , 0 . 8 5 0 8 7 , 0 . 2 2 0 3 8
160 0 . 9 0 6 0 5 , 0 . 8 4 3 3 7 , 0 . 2 2 1 8 8
161 0 . 9 1 3 1 7 , 0 . 8 3 5 7 6 , 0 . 2 2 3 2 8
162 0 . 9 2 0 0 4 , 0 . 8 2 8 0 6 , 0 . 2 2 4 5 6
163 0 . 9 2 6 6 6 , 0 . 8 2 0 2 5 , 0 . 2 2 5 7 0
164 0 . 9 3 3 0 1 , 0 . 8 1 2 3 6 , 0 . 2 2 6 6 7
165 0 . 9 3 9 0 9 , 0 . 8 0 4 3 9 , 0 . 2 2 7 4 4
166 0 . 9 4 4 8 9 , 0 . 7 9 6 3 4 , 0 . 2 2 8 0 0
167 0 . 9 5 0 3 9 , 0 . 7 8 8 2 3 , 0 . 2 2 8 3 1
168 0 . 9 5 5 6 0 , 0 . 7 8 0 0 5 , 0 . 2 2 8 3 6
169 0 . 9 6 0 4 9 , 0 . 7 7 1 8 1 , 0 . 2 2 8 1 1

170 0 . 9 6 5 0 7 , 0 . 7 6 3 5 2 , 0 . 2 2 7 5 4
171 0 . 9 6 9 3 1 , 0 . 7 5 5 1 9 , 0 . 2 2 6 6 3
172 0 . 9 7 3 2 3 , 0 . 7 4 6 8 2 , 0 . 2 2 5 3 6
173 0 . 9 7 6 7 9 , 0 . 7 3 8 4 2 , 0 . 2 2 3 6 9
174 0 . 9 8 0 0 0 , 0 . 7 3 0 0 0 , 0 . 2 2 1 6 1
175 0 . 9 8 2 8 9 , 0 . 7 2 1 4 0 , 0 . 2 1 9 1 8
176 0 . 9 8 5 4 9 , 0 . 7 1 2 5 0 , 0 . 2 1 6 5 0
177 0 . 9 8 7 8 1 , 0 . 7 0 3 3 0 , 0 . 2 1 3 5 8
178 0 . 9 8 9 8 6 , 0 . 6 9 3 8 2 , 0 . 2 1 0 4 3
179 0 . 9 9 1 6 3 , 0 . 6 8 4 0 8 , 0 . 2 0 7 0 6
180 0 . 9 9 3 1 4 , 0 . 6 7 4 0 8 , 0 . 2 0 3 4 8
181 0 . 9 9 4 3 8 , 0 . 6 6 3 8 6 , 0 . 1 9 9 7 1
182 0 . 9 9 5 3 5 , 0 . 6 5 3 4 1 , 0 . 1 9 5 7 7
183 0 . 9 9 6 0 7 , 0 . 6 4 2 7 7 , 0 . 1 9 1 6 5
184 0 . 9 9 6 5 4 , 0 . 6 3 1 9 3 , 0 . 1 8 7 3 8
185 0 . 9 9 6 7 5 , 0 . 6 2 0 9 3 , 0 . 1 8 2 9 7
186 0 . 9 9 6 7 2 , 0 . 6 0 9 7 7 , 0 . 1 7 8 4 2
187 0 . 9 9 6 4 4 , 0 . 5 9 8 4 6 , 0 . 1 7 3 7 6
188 0 . 9 9 5 9 3 , 0 . 5 8 7 0 3 , 0 . 1 6 8 9 9
189 0 . 9 9 5 1 7 , 0 . 5 7 5 4 9 , 0 . 1 6 4 1 2
190 0 . 9 9 4 1 9 , 0 . 5 6 3 8 6 , 0 . 1 5 9 1 8
191 0 . 9 9 2 9 7 , 0 . 5 5 2 1 4 , 0 . 1 5 4 1 7
192 0 . 9 9 1 5 3 , 0 . 5 4 0 3 6 , 0 . 1 4 9 1 0
193 0 . 9 8 9 8 7 , 0 . 5 2 8 5 4 , 0 . 1 4 3 9 8
194 0 . 9 8 7 9 9 , 0 . 5 1 6 6 7 , 0 . 1 3 8 8 3
195 0 . 9 8 5 9 0 , 0 . 5 0 4 7 9 , 0 . 1 3 3 6 7
196 0 . 9 8 3 6 0 , 0 . 4 9 2 9 1 , 0 . 1 2 8 4 9
197 0 . 9 8 1 0 8 , 0 . 4 8 1 0 4 , 0 . 1 2 3 3 2
198 0 . 9 7 8 3 7 , 0 . 4 6 9 2 0 , 0 . 1 1 8 1 7
199 0 . 9 7 5 4 5 , 0 . 4 5 7 4 0 , 0 . 1 1 3 0 5
200 0 . 9 7 2 3 4 , 0 . 4 4 5 6 5 , 0 . 1 0 7 9 7
201 0 . 9 6 9 0 4 , 0 . 4 3 3 9 9 , 0 . 1 0 2 9 4
202 0 . 9 6 5 5 5 , 0 . 4 2 2 4 1 , 0 . 0 9 7 9 8
203 0 . 9 6 1 8 7 , 0 . 4 1 0 9 3 , 0 . 0 9 3 1 0
204 0 . 9 5 8 0 1 , 0 . 3 9 9 5 8 , 0 . 0 8 8 3 1
205 0 . 9 5 3 9 8 , 0 . 3 8 8 3 6 , 0 . 0 8 3 6 2
206 0 . 9 4 9 7 7 , 0 . 3 7 7 2 9 , 0 . 0 7 9 0 5
207 0 . 9 4 5 3 8 , 0 . 3 6 6 3 8 , 0 . 0 7 4 6 1
208 0 . 9 4 0 8 4 , 0 . 3 5 5 6 6 , 0 . 0 7 0 3 1
209 0 . 9 3 6 1 2 , 0 . 3 4 5 1 3 , 0 . 0 6 6 1 6
210 0 . 9 3 1 2 5 , 0 . 3 3 4 8 2 , 0 . 0 6 2 1 8
211 0 . 9 2 6 2 3 , 0 . 3 2 4 7 3 , 0 . 0 5 8 3 7
212 0 . 9 2 1 0 5 , 0 . 3 1 4 8 9 , 0 . 0 5 4 7 5
213 0 . 9 1 5 7 2 , 0 . 3 0 5 3 0 , 0 . 0 5 1 3 4
214 0 . 9 1 0 2 4 , 0 . 2 9 5 9 9 , 0 . 0 4 8 1 4
215 0 . 9 0 4 6 3 , 0 . 2 8 6 9 6 , 0 . 0 4 5 1 6
216 0 . 8 9 8 8 8 , 0 . 2 7 8 2 4 , 0 . 0 4 2 4 3
217 0 . 8 9 2 9 8 , 0 . 2 6 9 8 1 , 0 . 0 3 9 9 3
218 0 . 8 8 6 9 1 , 0 . 2 6 1 5 2 , 0 . 0 3 7 5 3
219 0 . 8 8 0 6 6 , 0 . 2 5 3 3 4 , 0 . 0 3 5 2 1
220 0 . 8 7 4 2 2 , 0 . 2 4 5 2 6 , 0 . 0 3 2 9 7
221 0 . 8 6 7 6 0 , 0 . 2 3 7 3 0 , 0 . 0 3 0 8 2
222 0 . 8 6 0 7 9 , 0 . 2 2 9 4 5 , 0 . 0 2 8 7 5
223 0 . 8 5 3 8 0 , 0 . 2 2 1 7 0 , 0 . 0 2 6 7 7
224 0 . 8 4 6 6 2 , 0 . 2 1 4 0 7 , 0 . 0 2 4 8 7
225 0 . 8 3 9 2 6 , 0 . 2 0 6 5 4 , 0 . 0 2 3 0 5
226 0 . 8 3 1 7 2 , 0 . 1 9 9 1 2 , 0 . 0 2 1 3 1
227 0 . 8 2 3 9 9 , 0 . 1 9 1 8 2 , 0 . 0 1 9 6 6
228 0 . 8 1 6 0 8 , 0 . 1 8 4 6 2 , 0 . 0 1 8 0 9
229 0 . 8 0 7 9 9 , 0 . 1 7 7 5 3 , 0 . 0 1 6 6 0
230 0 . 7 9 9 7 1 , 0 . 1 7 0 5 5 , 0 . 0 1 5 2 0
231 0 . 7 9 1 2 5 , 0 . 1 6 3 6 8 , 0 . 0 1 3 8 7
232 0 . 7 8 2 6 0 , 0 . 1 5 6 9 3 , 0 . 0 1 2 6 4
233 0 . 7 7 3 7 7 , 0 . 1 5 0 2 8 , 0 . 0 1 1 4 8
234 0 . 7 6 4 7 6 , 0 . 1 4 3 7 4 , 0 . 0 1 0 4 1
235 0 . 7 5 5 5 6 , 0 . 1 3 7 3 1 , 0 . 0 0 9 4 2
236 0 . 7 4 6 1 7 , 0 . 1 3 0 9 8 , 0 . 0 0 8 5 1
237 0 . 7 3 6 6 1 , 0 . 1 2 4 7 7 , 0 . 0 0 7 6 9
238 0 . 7 2 6 8 6 , 0 . 1 1 8 6 7 , 0 . 0 0 6 9 5
239 0 . 7 1 6 9 2 , 0 . 1 1 2 6 8 , 0 . 0 0 6 2 9
240 0 . 7 0 6 8 0 , 0 . 1 0 6 8 0 , 0 . 0 0 5 7 1
241 0 . 6 9 6 5 0 , 0 . 1 0 1 0 2 , 0 . 0 0 5 2 2
242 0 . 6 8 6 0 2 , 0 . 0 9 5 3 6 , 0 . 0 0 4 8 1
243 0 . 6 7 5 3 5 , 0 . 0 8 9 8 0 , 0 . 0 0 4 4 9
244 0 . 6 6 4 4 9 , 0 . 0 8 4 3 6 , 0 . 0 0 4 2 4
245 0 . 6 5 3 4 5 , 0 . 0 7 9 0 2 , 0 . 0 0 4 0 8
246 0 . 6 4 2 2 3 , 0 . 0 7 3 8 0 , 0 . 0 0 4 0 1
247 0 . 6 3 0 8 2 , 0 . 0 6 8 6 8 , 0 . 0 0 4 0 1
248 0 . 6 1 9 2 3 , 0 . 0 6 3 6 7 , 0 . 0 0 4 1 0
249 0 . 6 0 7 4 6 , 0 . 0 5 8 7 8 , 0 . 0 0 4 2 7
250 0 . 5 9 5 5 0 , 0 . 0 5 3 9 9 , 0 . 0 0 4 5 3
251 0 . 5 8 3 3 6 , 0 . 0 4 9 3 1 , 0 . 0 0 4 8 6
252 0 . 5 7 1 0 3 , 0 . 0 4 4 7 4 , 0 . 0 0 5 2 9
253 0 . 5 5 8 5 2 , 0 . 0 4 0 2 8 , 0 . 0 0 5 7 9
254 0 . 5 4 5 8 3 , 0 . 0 3 5 9 3 , 0 . 0 0 6 3 8
255 0 . 5 3 2 9 5 , 0 . 0 3 1 6 9 , 0 . 0 0 7 0 5
256 0 . 5 1 9 8 9 , 0 . 0 2 7 5 6 , 0 . 0 0 7 8 0
257 0 . 5 0 6 6 4 , 0 . 0 2 3 5 4 , 0 . 0 0 8 6 3
258 0 . 4 9 3 2 1 , 0 . 0 1 9 6 3 , 0 . 0 0 9 5 5
259 0 . 4 7 9 6 0 , 0 . 0 1 5 8 3 , 0 . 0 1 0 5 5
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A.3 Color-to-Grayscale Conversion of Images or RGB Data

The function accepts RGB data or file paths/names as input in several different

variable types and outputs a grayscale version of the input.

The function expects the input to be in linear RGB or standard RGB (sRGB)

format to produce a correct grayscale conversion. Embedded color profiles are not

supported. The method used is the same as in the open-source image editor GIMP. It

adapts the CIE standard illuminant D65 reference white point (correlated color tem-

perature CCT ≈ 6504 K), which is the standard for RGB displays, to D50 (CCT ≈

5003 K), which is used in professional printing environments. All required mathemat-

ical operations and transformations are included and outlined in the file.

Detailed documentation and additional information resources are given in the file

itself, with the ability to view it in the local MATLAB Help window.

Script A.4: sRGB-to-grayscale conversion function.

1 function I = srgb2gray(I)

2 % sRGB to Grayscale Conversion

3 % Desaturation method: Luminance

4 %

5 % Converts (s)RGB images or colormaps to grayscale using luminance

6 % desaturation mode. This function uses the Bradford-adapted D50

7 % standard illuminant reference for sRGB - the same as GIMP 2.10*.

8 %

9 % * See: https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-filter-desaturate.html

10 %

11 %

12 % I = SRGB2GRAY(RGB) converts the RGB data to

13 % grayscale intensity data I.

14 %

15 % SRGB2GRAY(FILE) converts the RGB image file

16 % to a new grayscale image file.
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17 %

18 % IMPORTANT: The input RGB data must be in (s)RGB color space

19 % with D65 reference white point - sRGB standard.

20 %

21 % Images with non-sRGB color profiles should be

22 % first converted to the sRGB working space.

23 %

24 % REQUIRES: Image Processing Toolbox (functions ...).

25 %

26 %

27 % Class Support

28 % -------------

29 % The input must be an array of numeric RGB data [m-by-n-by-3]:

30 % * [RGB] array

31 % * [RGB]-by-p stack

32 % * [RGB] cell array of any size

33 %

34 % or an array of RGB image filenames:

35 % * character array [p-by-f]

36 % * string array of any size

37 % * cell array of any size

38 %

39 % The output is provided with the same class as the input. The

40 % function expects normalized RGB data according to the data

41 % type; if the input is of type single or double, the values must

42 % be in the range [0,1], in order to receive a correct result.

43 %

44 % If the input is filenames, the function creates grayscale

45 % versions of the images, named FILENAME_grayscale.png, with the

46 % original numeric precision (data class) after the conversion.

47 % Exception is indexed images, then 8-bit values will be stored.

48 %

49 %
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50 % Notes

51 % -----

52 % SRGB2GRAY converts RGB values to grayscale values by forming a

53 % weighted sum of the RGB components (taking into account sRGB

54 % gamma correction):

55 %

56 % I = 0.2225045 * R + 0.7168786 * G + 0.0606169 * B

57 % (approximated coefficients)

58 %

59 % The coefficients are identical to those used to calculate

60 % luminance (E'y) in Rec. ITU-R BT.709-6 with Bradford chromatic

61 % adaptation to D50 standard illuminant reference (D50 is the

62 % reference illuminant in ICC color profiles).

63 %

64 % * See: https://www.itu.int/rec/R-REC-BT.709

65 % http://www.brucelindbloom.com

66 % http://www.brucelindbloom.com/javascript/ColorConv.js

67 %

68 % More information on the topic:

69 % * https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SRGB

70 % * https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grayscale

71 % * https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_illuminant

72 % * https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LMS_color_space

73 % * https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICC_profile

74 % * http://www.color.org/icc_specs2.xalter

75 %

76 %

77 % Example 1

78 % ---------

79 % RGB = imread('office_4.jpg');

80 % I = srgb2gray(RGB);

81 % figure; imshow(RGB);

82 % figure; imshow(I);
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83 % ---------

84 % RGB = rand(360,640,3,5,'single');

85 % % RGB = num2cell(RGB,[1 2 3]);

86 % I = srgb2gray(RGB);

87 % figure; montage(RGB,'BorderSize',[5 5]);

88 % figure; montage(I,'BorderSize',[5 5]);

89 %

90 % Example 2

91 % ---------

92 % CM = colorcube;

93 % figure; colorbar; colormap(CM); figure; colorbar;

94 % colormap(repmat(srgb2gray(reshape(CM,[],1,3)),[1 3]));

95 %

96 % Example 3

97 % ---------

98 % srgb2gray(['file1.jpg';'file2.gif';'file3.png';'file4.bmp']);

99 % srgb2gray(["image.jpg","file.gif";"figure.png","data.bmp"]);

100 % srgb2gray({"image.jpg","file.gif";"figure.png","data.bmp"});

101 % srgb2gray({'image.jpg','file.gif';'figure.png','data.bmp'});

102 %

103 % See also RGB2GRAY, RGB2LIGHTNESS, RGB2XYZ, WHITEPOINT.

104

105 % Copyright (c) 2020 Edgars Stegenburgs

106 % Photonics Laboratory

107 % King Abdullah University of Science and Technology

108 % Edgars.Stegenburgs@kaust.edu.sa

109

110 % Switch off warning backtracing

111 W = warning('off','backtrace');

112

113 % Compute and cache the transformation matrix

114 % Use "clear srgb2gray" to reset the matrix M

115 persistent M; if isempty(M); M = M_sRGB2XYZ_D50; end
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116

117 % Handle data types and dimensionality

118 if isnumeric(I)

119 for i = 1:size(I,4)

120 I(:,:,1,i) = srgb2L(I(:,:,:,i),M); end

121 I(:,:,2:3,:) = []; % Delete unnecessary channels

122 elseif iscell(I) && all(cellfun(@isnumeric,I),'all')

123 for i = 1:numel(I)

124 I{i} = srgb2L(I{i},M); end

125 elseif ischar(I) || isstring(I) || iscell(I)

126 for F = reshape(string(I),1,[])

127 [I,CM] = imread(F);

128 if ~isempty(CM); I = ind2rgb(I,CM); end

129 if size(I,3) < 3 %#ok<ALIGN>

130 warning(F+" is already grayscale!");

131 continue; end

132 if isfield(imfinfo(F),'ICCProfileOffset')

133 warning(F+" has an ICC profile embedded!"); end

134 [P,Q] = fileparts(F); Q = fullfile(P,Q);

135 imwrite(srgb2L(I,M),Q+"_grayscale.png");

136 end; clear I;

137 else; error("Unsupported data type: "+class(I));

138 end; warning(W.state,'backtrace');

139

140

141 function I = srgb2L(I,M)

142 T = class(I); I = im2double(I);

143

144 %% ICC Profile-Based Color Space Conversion

145 % I = applycform(I,makecform('icc',P1,P2));

146

147 %% Gamma Expansion

148 % sRGB to Linear RGB
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149 I = rgb2lin(I);

150 % G = 2.19921875; I = I.^G;

151 %

152 % i = I > 0.04045;

153 % I(~i) = I(~i)/12.92;

154 % I( i) = ((I(i)+0.055)/1.055).^2.4;

155

156 %% sRGB to XYZ_WD Transform

157 I = reshape(reshape(I,[],3)*M',size(I));

158 %

159 %% Get Luminance

160 I = I(:,:,2); % Take Y channel of XYZ

161 %

162 % I = 0.2225045*I(:,:,1) + ...

163 % 0.7168786*I(:,:,2) + ...

164 % 0.0606169*I(:,:,3);

165

166 %% XYZ to Lab [Y->L]

167 % i = I > (6/29)^3;

168 % I(~i) = (29/3)^3*I(~i);

169 % I( i) = 116*(I(i).^(1/3))-16;

170 % I = I/100;

171

172 %% Gamma Compression

173 % Linear RGB to sRGB

174 I = lin2rgb(I);

175 %

176 % i = I > 0.0031308;

177 % I(~i) = I(~i)*12.92;

178 % I( i) = 1.055*I(i).^(1/2.4)-0.055;

179

180 %% Scale and Return the Result

181 try I = I*double(intmax(T)); catch; end
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182 % catch ME; rethrow(ME); end

183 %

184 I = cast(I,T);

185

186

187 function M = M_sRGB2XYZ_D50

188 % sRGB Bradford-adapted D50 Matrix

189 % M(D50 <- D65)*M(XYZ <- sRGB_D65)

190

191 %% Reference Values

192 % White Points (Source and Destination)

193 WS = [0.95047; 1; 1.08883]; % D65

194 WD = [0.96422; 1; 0.82521]; % D50

195 %

196 % sRGB Primaries

197 % (based on Rec. 709)

198 x = [0.64 0.30 0.15];

199 y = [0.33 0.60 0.06];

200 z = round(1-x-y,15);

201

202 %% RGB to XYZ Matrix

203 M = [x;y;z]./y;

204 M = M.*(M^-1*WS)';

205

206 %% Chromatic Adaptation WS-WD

207 % MA: Bradford matrix [XYZ->LMS]

208 if exist('WD','var') && ~isequal(WS,WD)

209 MA = [0.8951 0.2664 -0.1614

210 -0.7502 1.7135 0.0367

211 0.0389 -0.0685 1.0296];

212 M = MA^-1*diag((MA*WD)./(MA*WS))*MA*M;

213 end
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Appendix B

Colormap Choice

The topic of colormap choice is not often discussed and considered with enough care.

As such, the issue must be recognized, and better alternatives should be promoted,

partially because by a general agreement, statistically, approximately 8 % of men and

0.5 % of women worldwide have a color vision deficiency.1

An analysis of different colormaps was conducted to obtain the best visual percep-

tuality in false-color mapping for the laser beam images in this work. For this purpose,

a comprehensive literature survey was carried out. In addition, colormaps were in-

dependently tested with the Scr. A.3 and the COLOURBLIND function written by

Peter Kovesi (https://www.peterkovesi.com/) to simulate color blindness.

As a result, Turbo, which was developed by Google AI engineers, was chosen as

the main colormap. Although it is a rainbow-type colormap, it avoids infamously

associated issues such as banding, false detail, and color blindness ambiguity, provid-

ing a “perceptually smooth” representation of data (albeit not perceptually uniform).

Compared to the perceptually uniform monotone or duotone colormaps, Turbo vi-

sualizes dark or low-contrast areas with relatively high contrast, thus enabling the

detailed analysis of these features more intuitively and even revealing “hidden” pat-

terns in the data, which would otherwise go unnoticed. For more information on the

colormap, see the link below. The colormap data and its usage are also included in

Scr. A.3 and the subsequent supplement. The colormap has also been included as a

function in MATLAB since the R2020b release.
1“Types of Colour Blindness”, Colour Blind Awareness (2014):

https://www.colourblindawareness.org/colour-blindness/types-of-colour-blindness/

https://www.peterkovesi.com/
https://www.colourblindawareness.org/colour-blindness/types-of-colour-blindness/
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Figures B.1 and B.2 summarize the differences between the following five selected

colormaps, i.e.,

• BeamGage (https://www.ophiropt.com/laser--measurement/software-download);
• Turbo (https://ai.googleblog.com/2019/08/turbo-improved-rainbow-colormap-for.html);
• CET-C3 (https://colorcet.com/);
• KRYW C67 (https://colorcet.holoviz.org/);
• Hesperia (http://inversed.ru/Blog_2.htm);

in addition to the linear grayscale colormap. As a side note, the ColorCET website

belongs to Peter Kovesi, and the HoloViz website is based on the same work [326].

A couple of other great resources on colormaps include CMasher (https://cmasher.

readthedocs.io/), bipolar colormap (https://github.com/endolith/bipolar-colormap),

Matplotlib (https://matplotlib.org/tutorials/colors/colormaps.html), and others that

can be found through the given links.

As evident from the figures, the default colormap in the BeamGage software is

a poor choice for uniformity and the other aforementioned issues. In this work, the

images that were recorded with the BeamGage colormap were remapped to Turbo

with a custom MATLAB script. Additionally, in the main text, some intensity images

of real objects are portrayed with the Hesperia colormap, and in one type of figure,

the divergent colormap CET-C3 is used.

B.1 Color Blindness Considerations

Figures B.1 and B.2 focus first on a visual evaluation of colormap uniformity and sec-

ond on accessibility for color-blind users. From all forms of color blindness, the most

important ones that are usually included in tests to evaluate color design suitability

are the dichromatic ones (complete absence of one type of cone cell):

• protanopia – L (red) cone absent;
• deuteranopia – M (green) cone absent;
• tritanopia – S (blue) cone absent;
• achromatopsia – the inability to distinguish any colors.

https://www.ophiropt.com/laser--measurement/software-download
https://ai.googleblog.com/2019/08/turbo-improved-rainbow-colormap-for.html
https://colorcet.com/
https://colorcet.holoviz.org/
http://inversed.ru/Blog_2.htm
https://colorcet.com/
https://colorcet.holoviz.org/
https://cmasher.readthedocs.io/
https://cmasher.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/endolith/bipolar-colormap
https://matplotlib.org/tutorials/colors/colormaps.html
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Figure B.1: Evaluation of five colormaps and a grayscale map for their smoothness,
perceptual uniformity, and color blindness accessibility.
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Figure B.2: A synthetic LG beam (p = 1, ℓ = 1) represented with the chosen
colormaps and the corresponding color blindness simulation.
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LMS comes from the naming convention of the LMS color space, where each

letter stands for long, medium, and short spectral responsivity peaks of the human

eye, respectively. Here, achromatopsia is not simulated due to insufficient information

available on its exact characteristics and other types of monochromatic vision. A naive

approach is given with the color-to-grayscale conversion method. Nonetheless, it is

included mainly to show how images would approximately appear on black-and-white

(grayscale) screens and in print.

Understanding exactly how color-blind people see is not straightforward because

not only is the sensitivity of certain colors different from normal vision, but also differ-

ent spectral sensitivity can exist, meaning that spectral peaks for the cone elements

in eyes are shifted with respect to normal color vision, and most of all, the degree or

amount of certain color blindness can differ from individual to individual.

Clearly, as shown in both figures, even grayscale images do not appear exactly

the same to people with differing color vision. Grayscale images may appear warmer

(reddish tint) to protanopes and deuteranopes, while tritanopes may see them cooler

(bluish tint). This description is probably flawed, as it depends on exactly how white

and the other colors are seen by people with color vision deficiencies; the simulation

method is based on empirical data but with a few assumptions (see the link below).

However, these differences for the grayscale images are relatively minor compared

to those for color images. Hence, representing data in grayscale is the default way

to ensure that, across all people, everyone can receive the intended message or im-

age nearly equally with respect to color vision, as black is essentially the same as

nothing or no color and gray shades and white comprise all RGB colors, though not

in equal amounts. Regardless, we can expect that color blindness accessibility tools

may give higher “flexibility” with grayscale images than other colormap-encoded im-

ages because the grayscale counterpart is an intensity map in itself. In the case of

false-color images, the intensity needs to be decoded, which is a relatively easy task
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for a human but a complex task for a program if it does not have the appropriate

manual input on how to remap the colors or otherwise cannot precisely identify the

original colormap. Therefore, including the true grayscale versions of images along

with images that have a different colormap is a good idea. Note that also for this very

reason, perceptually uniform colormaps are highly important. Although not granted,

with these colormaps, for example, Hesperia, the various types of visions are more

likely to perceive an image similarly in terms of distinguishing the underlying features

and seeing similar lightness (or relative luminance) levels. While the KRYW C67 col-

ormap offers good perceptual uniformity, it is not a good candidate for protanopia,

as it relies heavily on saturated red color.

Advanced information on color blindness simulation is available at https://

ixora.io/projects/colorblindness/color-blindness-simulation-research/. Many simula-

tors can be found online, but they often differ in consistency and accuracy. Now, also

the web browsers Chrome2 and Firefox3 natively provide a quick way to view any

web page and image with color vision simulation options.

2Kayce Basques, “What’s New In DevTools (Chrome 83)”, Google Developers (2020):
https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2020/03/devtools#vision-deficiencies

3Peter Bengtsson, “Color Vision Simulation”, MDN Web Docs (2019):
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Tools/Accessibility_inspector/Simulation

https://ixora.io/projects/colorblindness/color-blindness-simulation-research/
https://ixora.io/projects/colorblindness/color-blindness-simulation-research/
https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2020/03/devtools#vision-deficiencies
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Tools/Accessibility_inspector/Simulation
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